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Farm, Garden, and Household, 
Improvement of Pastures. 
Th v. >i : -e in the farmer’s 
•r 'he lose .'1 *'.« !];iy harvest shows 
:: iity ; hi-, it Mi- conditions 
• have till?form \ decid- 
: o ofl h i■•av crop a roilsi d him 
t- -w \-r h n> io make his lieUK 
-:•] d ,e ;ve. and these ex- 
-• i”. > -’vi^n-iid>■ •, it i< true,') 
'« ''•.••■• <(• h X, w Knghml eoru- 
s have 
< •>* t while, until : lie 
! !:: hi"(i vu-t->;n< ’or 1 he son 
t — sed to fatten for 
r; -liter much how 
t:_ >! v. i; ered thirty or 
•• ;-•> lev wen- sure to ini- 
511 r. From the fertile 
n- and sleek in 
T *11• *p.-!i T:.. \ were turned in. poor 
1 : ougti, in spring. 
x u t i* * n t' er to the farm- 
X .> idi.; tor h -a. v. r hroad and 
** S he mu-t !i ve green 
J *• ue is necessary to 
sentlal 
1 d !.• !anu When 
'"avv Wioivv.ii in simi- 
: h tie •; have Siippoi ed in 
: •• his s'oei* will end, 
1 ■ 1 '• s 11! •«o !ao! sources «>i 
•' *M.i pastures lias 
■ Mvt —in ealeuiated to 
Im\ described. For 
; v, ha ve pursued a 
i this state of 
i’a is- «e.r- pastures all the 
■' simtain. -ml always too 
1 m oi. * .ek for genera 
wd g *i:«-s nave extracted 
i- il; producing 
\ ■ ■ he s-nie- ,dements in a 
withdrawing the cattle 
» v sid' o in.the manure 
the « xpense of pas- 
tie- i i: h hind and raising 
w-ivs w It no return of 
’too dim, w'thout re-seed* 
■ g 
’: *w port i-nis of the 
•• *' •' *» •. -o. •. i\-s the richest, and 
■•-... '. h i -1 ; :il) l lieglect- 
v '•: -tt lilies grow 
tli- ■1 <*■ grass would 
1 'V m; that. under this 
ei- iniv' have depreciated 
o h< >•■!: ••• v ueiess. unless 
•r'- : ♦nrued. and a different 
: ; ursned ? 
r sv \s suggest mplv sensible 
at urn i men! lop what 
*ak* n iroin 'In-m 
•' a: I >houkl be re- 
Aftrp a few warm 
_•< ; has 
'• *-r tie pa^tnn-s in a 
u-ii 's and though 
.. k a f.-w days, 
i; gain. Though tin* 
s a the gras>e> and 
\ no? large, it is valua- 
’: -■ soil. and the grass 
■ d 1 sweet and green, 
: e* < !o-e)v The sun. sulti- 
_■ enough for burning, 
!• :r 1 : underbrush in the 
r e f n mn-ugh to burn, and 
with iin: uni v almost any 
ii liwavs turned into 
V " is time 
he up >v their 
i'd by tramp- 
ieltling ground by 
ni .• |. .-ding cal'v. 
•• » '■ pi •oglicd nd nlant- 
n >' t*) t :i"iii. and !he ? rue 
•" •' .v •!- .uand Tin* iv- 
» rop raised. and 
rip. •; piaster, bone. 
Old \ o: s,vd. as well as to 
*:! .vs land until 1 he grass 
are >’rong;\ vet ? 
v *ug and reseed, an ap 
d •• .*? In ’• **s a'. »v- alluded ?n. 
vi!' v|jo\y their 
:• r;is<, especially 
*w w itli sharp 
'• d«-d wit h chains. 
io wdi -top tin* I 
» MI 
-•-* f** * 1* w-d. », \! HI.i exhausted j 
:e m? .-v i not c o.t 'n 
N 1 '• *«*i " i-.-v !''tv111r.* faster than 
-e :a g d an i v mug stork, lor the 
'tv .: -.til oil! of pin v- 
Mv the bones 
I In* manure from 
e -v v foi rhr im- 
'| .!••• tor d is plain 
load g dug 
ii. ■ *r ! ,’n' produe- 
’* ;• oa-v df in the manure, 
i ; id v uv? much robbed 
; ’un-v Fui: grown oxen, and 
*'■ t• *t _.i. Mg milk, are prob- 
'T »ek tor pastures, except 
11*i v bav got their growth, 
> the pasture 
'*' -a **lem«'? ‘s the feed producing 
t >.ntain«*d 
p* v n. netp pasture most, 
ar.*- they era d it, nricii vile stuff; 
h k*. %’Tv r 1 hr;; 1* *s ing places, where 
tie- :v gr?i : ;' v most needed, and 
>*tr: rib riieir manure is 
tie. a ad eXMa-nn b' v tiuable. 
Tfi. ivT "!'•••• bv v s o!! s should luiVC 
r« ad- the value of the 
w c;: ;*•:-• ..;a*s for without, 
‘a- pi**v f-j, IT’!** must in many instances 
dv : —: ?: ! o* want -j y.*t, too 
merely waste 
-' ur< Th »se i oids 
t h de pasture, 
.and if drained, and the 
a.■; o i".!m* gr:!v, burned off in early 
"P hg. w 'U.v’-tin tin* vt.»ck oftentimes 
*v‘ en wi" ;P this fr.-d if Would have to 
resort to th.* barn. 
U .. ! ’'i*■ t ’k**s.- liints will be su;fi detlt, to 
— ? -dc-r- with tin* importance of 
: am : a’e Mention to our 
pHvmrc'. :i:i I ;nmv of these suggestions 
irl\ spring, if at all, 
Ar vc v i i' cal the at ter.- 
?a»n (• ’a* ir 'v ,\.*w Kngland to a 
great importance 
a. r •-'*v. \ Farm i. 
Selling Butter. 
I m lac! is i<!T,iimug apparent among 
'•utter-LiHkc■ wt 'l as cheese-makers, 
v ■" b‘*st to sell a product is when 
■' v lor market and while it is fresh 
lljd ii 1 \.>r» d. lf is more satisfactory 
-• ci i <m-unier, and prevents 
-hat rn *■:' iniul.ii io!i of stock* in the 
rkct and load 
< >ur butter-mak- 
r*. hs well our ciiee- -maker.-, must 
b c msurnption, by 
wavs ke«-..!r:g f,,markets supplied 
'vim the best quality of butter. People do 
: Id stale lju?tor. They want 
i)r -r''' •'> ami ereuray-flavored. 
md ■ h<\ wifi c msume 
N'• gi '-aii-r mistake can be 
b 'ill’ •! Millijiir ill! the pnnv b»lt- 
■ on lie* iiM'* iiiirki'! and keeping the 
t-' *d '“i 'i .in m :*k.-t until it not only 
-♦*> >w«*.o ri 4\ »i but becomes rancid 
and Ofl'ellsivc 
‘•cl no- .nr '.uftcr-maki-rs keep back their 
•/Utter a >«*ason. on tin* expectation of 
getting ••■fti*r prices m*xt winter, because 
prices w< nt up during the past winter. If 
-hey l. ! a* y wii! t .-at the very end they 
H TT! Th-\ will discourage and prevent 
•nMirr;;-’ >u during Mio -.-ason by holding 
;fl K h '■u’,.-r. am.l : he accumulation will 
the mark-1 in the fall by flood- 
*s u * * • Ot steck, most of which 
ited by keeping. 
:reely, if you do 
’1 price, as fast 
H* tie '•u’t* ; m I lc This should be done 
if the season, tthil t he stocks m ty be kept well closed out* 
1 w. furni-h ready money, which is an 
deni of no small value. mmurage consump- 
Lt >n by keeping, 
avoid an overstocked market in the fail, 
secure remunerative prices throughout the 
\ear. -oid prevent the speculative move- 
ment- wtocti seldom prove advantageous to 
th«- dairy m&u. Prices will not be ruinously 
,.o\ on. !• '"lion of the v. ar aud excessively 
The market will 
I* steadl.-r. mor»* reliable, and in the end 
more remunerative. 
<>ar bottcr-mak. rs must greatly improve h. r .system ot packing butter, and take 
more care shout setting their tubs of butter 
m u ww ice to keep. They must 
use tub* m ol.- of the best material, and see 
Ui»t Ik] we thoronghly soaked in brine 
tiefore HI V HIM.., .. ,.1,1 in ,hem. Too n,U(.h 
■tlBMion cannot be paid to this matter of 
properly soaking tbe tub. Then the butter 
-tiouid be rl ively parked, so as leave :io 
air-holes, and everything done to exclude 
the air and liuht. These points cannot be 
neglected without injury to the butter. 
! Utica Herald. 
A French farmer from three years prac- 
tice believes that a small quantity of old 
lan-bark in each hill, applied when planting, 
i« h preventive of the potato-rot 
Transporting Butter to Hot Climates. 
For many years butti r has been sent from 
Copenhagen to Europe in hermetically 
sealed tin cans. Although the business was 
commenced originally as an experiment, it 
has expanded to such a degree that, during 
the last two years, it has occupied several 
of the largest butter dealers of Copenha- 
gen. The object of packing the butter in 
this manner is to protect it against the ac- 
tion of air and heat, and this is so com- 
pletely attained that butter has been sent 
from Copenhagen to China and back again, 
without the slightest detriment to its 
lihb qualities. The principal places of 
demand are China, Brazil, Java, Spain and 
other countries, generally through London 
or Liverpool houses. The packages vary 
in si/.e up to twenty-eight pounds, although 
those of four pounds are generally prefer- 
red. The cans are lined inside with wood 
saturated with salt pickle, and, when filled, 
are soldered up. This treatment, is thought 
to exert a very important influence in the 
preservation of the butter. [~N. V. Tribune. 
New Style of Milk Pans. 
The Jelli rsonian ol West Chester, Ches- 
ter county, Pa., describes some extraordi- 
nary milk pans lately made at that place for 
tiie dairy of Enos Bernard. They each 
measured twelve feet in length and lour 
feet in width, and were about six inches in 
depth. They were double bottomed, with 
a vacuum of about one inch between, which 
space was divided into four compartments 
by partitions running lengthwise, and were 
so constructed as to allow water to pass up 
and down the length of tlie pan, thus keep- 
ing the milk cool or warm at. the option of 
those having it in charge. The four pans 
had capacity sufficient for containing the 
milk of one hundred cows, which number 
Mr. Bernard keeps. It, is said by those who 
have tried tiiis new kind ol pan that, a much 
greater amount of cream is obtained from 
the same quantity of milk, besides obviat- 
ing considerable trouble and labor. When 
the cream is skimmed from the surface the 
milk is drawn off' at the bottom of the pan. 
Useful Facts. 
For the benefit of all who buy and sell 
produce, we re-publish the following: from 
the Statutes of Maine. Store-keepers and 
others, had better cut this paragraph out 
and paste it up in some convenient place 
tor reference. The law says that a bushel 
of 
Barley mast weigh, IS lbs. 
Beans, ..... 
Beets,.<;o“ 
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l'lm editor of the Farmer’s Journal 
>:tvs : As soon -is the cholera is discovered 
in your herd give at the rate of one ounce 
to < irbolic acid to tweuly-live hogs, well 
dissolved and mixed with swid, and repeat 
every two or three days. Remove every 
a fleeted hog at once from the healthy ones, 
and bury all carcasses immediately. 
Nitrate of soda, a valuable artificial fer- 
tilizer, is brought from Peru. In one of 
’he Peruvian provinces is a deposit extend- 
ing f*#r hundreds of miles, and several feet 
in thiekness, so that the supply is practi- 
cally inexhaustible. The rapid decrease 01 
the guano deposits will soon tend to bring 
natural nitrogous fertilizers into extended 
use 
According to a newspaper paragraph, the 
lir-t rhe; se factory in the State of Vermont 
and the second in !he country wa< estab- 
lished in Chittendon County in ls.'i.s Vy K. 
1). Mason, now President «»f tin* State ; 
Dairymen’s Association. At present there j 
:!*‘e ixty-seveii factories in the Stale, twvn- J 
Jy-tvv.. ot which are in Chittendon County. ! I in- town ot Richmond, which is only lour j ndles and three-quarters square, makes two 
hundred tons ofchee.se a \vat\ 
Professor Collins says, the water of the 
s:lP conies from the ground, being imbibed 
!>v the roots. A considerable quantity of 
starch is stored up in the wood of the tree 
in the fall and this in the spring is changed 
to sugar and dissolved in the water taken in 
by the* roots. Why sap will flow at one 
Vuie and not. at another, according to the 
wind or weather, is not well understood. 
Starch and sugar are very nearly the same 
in compositon ; sugar only contains a little 
more water, chemically united, not simply 
mixed with it. 
A Golden Shore. 
I lie fact has already been mentioned 
in the Chronicle that a number ot gentle- 
men ot Xew York and San Francisco 
were fitting out an expedition to the 
Xorthern Coast tor the purpose of work- 
ing the rieli auriferous deposits known to 
exist tilong the shore of Klamath County, between Trinidad and Reddington Rock. 
For several years pas! the sands on t ie 
bench have been profitably worked by 
various parties, and Mr. Greenebaum, 
tiie well-known auctioneer ol this city, is 
reported to have added considerably to 
bis slock ot lucre by having an interest in 
one ot these enterprises. Some months 
ago a gentleman named Taylor, having 
ascertained that the richest'deposits of 
gold were oil shore, at a depth of from 
ten to fifty teet, had a large diving-bell 
built and taken up there for the purpose 
ol snatching a portion of this glittering 
gold lrom the greedy ocean. Owing to 
the difficulty ot using such a cumbrous 
and unwieldy apparatus among the break- 
ers which almost constantly prevail in 
that locality, the. diving bell proved a 
failure. .Mr. Taylor, however, managed 
to secure a basket full ot the ocean sand, 
which lie brought to this city and had as- 
sayed by the San Francisco Assaying and 
Refining works. Tiie result of the assay exceeded Mr. Taylor’s most sanguine 
hopes—it showed the sand to he worth 
823,0.08.00 per ton. As the sand was 
taken iifi at various spots within a distance 
ol about half a mile, the richness and ex- 
tent of tiie deposits were regarded as 
fixed facts The only remaining question 
was, how to get enough of the precious 
•Mull'. Mr. Taylor found no difficulty in 
enlisting capital and ingenuity to solve 
this problem. 
The idea of pumping up the sands was 
suggested, and finally adopted, and forth- 
with the necessary apparatus was pro- 
cured. and placed on board the steamer 
Coquille, which was chartered for the oc- 
casion. This apperatus is a very simple 
contrivance, consisting merely of an oval- 
shaped iron chamber, about twelve inches 
long and six in diameter. To the side 
ol this a section of ordinary rubber hose 
is attached, the other end being lowered 
over the vessel’s side to the bottom. At 
one end ot the iron chamber a powerful 
jet ol steam enters and passes out through 
an exhausting pipe at the other end. By this means a vacuum is created, and as a 
natural consequence the water, sand,mud, 
"r anything small enough to passthrough the hose is forced up. For the past three 
ot four days the Coquille has been lvin<r 
:l1 -Jackson street wharf, while the ap” paratus was being ))ut in working order. two days time was lost through the carelessness of some ot the mechanics 
employed on the job, but yesterday morn- 
ing everything was ready and the steamer 
started on her voyage. Doubts were ex- 
pressed by many as to the practicability 
ol pumping the sand into tiie tanks on the 
vessel’s deck, but the tests made yester- 
day removed all fear on that, point. The 
steamer will probably reach tier destina- 
tion to-morrow. Within a week, unless 
the weather is stormy, Mr. Taylor is con- 
fident he can get a hundred tons of the 
precious sand on board, so that in about 
ten days we may look for the return of 
the expedition. This result is awaited 
with great interest by many people aside 
from those directly concerned in the en- 
terprise. Tf it proves successful we shall 
have a new Held for speculation and ex- 
citement. [San Francisco Chronicle, March 23. 
Love-Life. 
BY JOSEPH BRADFORD. 
She bends above me like a night 
Peep-skied and tropic-starred; 
Horace a clime of peace wherefrom 
All sorrow is debarred. 
She drops above me like a spell 
All potent iu repose, 
While from her mouth the kisses fell, 
Like rose-leaves from a rose. 
I cannot move for utter bliss, 
Her beauty weighs me down : 
ft broods about me like a sea. 
Wherein I dream and drown; 
The water wields me at its will. 
Along with all sea things, 
Hither and thither swayed and sent 
In endless journeying*. 
O! rare strange face! within whose round 
Glad things and sad things meet: 
Sufficient sweetness, yet made up 
< >1 things diversely sweet; 
Ywur beauty bends the souls of men, 
As a wind bends the wheat. 
And they who cannot reach your lips 
Die happy at your feet. 
| 1 lie inert, 1 take no care 
For better or for worse; 
Her beauty bears me dizzily 
Safe through the universe; 
Gin* moment sunk in soundless depth*, 
And the next skyward driven, 
l li buoyant blossom of her face 
Floats me as high as heaven. 
Out of Luck. 
It was a November night in '07; a 
sleeting, bail night, when it is dismal 
oulside and the damp chills creep indoors, 
despite tires and lamplight, that a moun- 
taineer came into .Tulesburg, Kansas, on 
the const ruction train from the west, and 
wended Ids way into the principal and on- 
ly street of the town. If he was tall and 
straight and bearded; and il from be- 
neath the Happing rim ot his wide black 
felt hat heavy masses of blacker hair fell 
down and swept tlie fringe on the short 
cape about ins shoulders; and if in his 
belt were seen the butts of his best triends 
peeping from their black leather sheaths; 
still you could tell as you caught the out- 
lines ot his face in the shaded light that 
came out ol the stained windows of the 
dance-house, at the front of which he had 
halted, that these outward habiliments 
and trappings of the Montanamountaineer 
only disguised a form that had grown un- 
der other skies and amid other surround- 
ings. He was about live loot eleven; 
straight and clean-climbed as a Santee 
Sioux; dressed from the top of his hat to 
the soles of his cavalry boots in the 
fashion of the Yellowstone; and his face 
might have been a poet’s but for the h ,rd 
lines of a semi-melancholy deviltry that 
were traced there by experiences that had 
1 in them only prose. “This is the place 
Mott described.” said he in an undertone, 
pulling out of his breast-pocket a soiled 
card whereon were half-effaced memo- 
randa in pencil: “This is the house; now 
let me see where the hank is.” Turning 
away troin the front of the hurdy-gurdy, 
lie look straight across the river ot red 
mud they called the street, and ploughed 
his way through it to the farther side. 
Here was a shanty—halt tent and halt 
hoard shed, long, low, and narrow. The 
door swung back for him, and lie went 
in. There was a long pine board laid 
along the tops of some whiskey barrels at 
the right as you went in, that answered 
for a bar At the farther end were two 
or three thick groups, in the centre of 
each ot which was a faro game. The 
mountaineer muttered, “This is the place 
-Kelly’s place—I wonder now if lie is 
lieie?” Going up to the nearest group 
he edited his way in till he reached the 
end of the table. The dealer did not look 
up. But the mountaineer looked down. 
A the features ol the dealer tilled his 
\ ision, there was a little'flash under the 
bronze of his cheek, and a little dangling 
irleam in his eye that was baleful, lie 
pulled his wet hat down low over his eye- 
brows, and then threw down live double 
eagles on (lie baize, “(live me a stack of 
reds.” said lie. The game went on then, 
and the stranger’s play was singularly 
desperate and wonderfully lucky. Half a 
dozen deals had changed his red to blues, 
and there were two or three stacks where 
there had been one. There was a three- 
card turn in the box—aee, seven and tray. 
■■Wait a minute, Mr. Dealer,” said the 
mountaineer, “1 want to press the game 
a Jittle Can you stand double or break 
on my pile ?” 
“Stand anything, sir, it it’s all the same 
to you.” 
“Hum-in; well, aee twiee winner— 
she’ll lose out: put that on the ace to lose, 
it' yon please. I’ll make a favorite ol the 
trav to win out—she’s a three-time loser.” 
There was fifteen hundred on the turn— 
seven hundred and fifty on eaoli side of it 
—and the run was tray, ace—a whipsaw. 
“Out of luck, of course, on the last 
turn,” said the mountaineer between his 
teeth. 
He left the table and went back to the 
bar. 
“What is that dealer’s name ?" lie asked, 
pointing to the table lie bad just left, and 
addressing the bar-tender. 
“Joe Morford.” 
“Has he gol a girl over across the way, 
at the Alamo ?” 
“Yes,” 
Then lie sat down on an empty keg that 
stood in the corner, and mused for a long 
while. 
That there was no one there to make 
that scene art-immortal is one of the mis- 
fortunes of the century. It might have 
stood away yonder in the new time when 
we shall have been ground in the gods’ 
mills to the dust of the old, and unre- 
membered, save a mist that was in the 
morning and is not at noon ; it might have 
lived then with the soul of genius in it, to 
toll with mute lips a story ot the times 
that were and the lives men led who lived 
in them, that pen can never tell. That 
rude tent-and-shanty, with its long, low 
roof overhead ; its uucarpeted floor of un- 
matched hoards ; its dense air thick with 
tobacco smoke and whiskey fumes, and 
laden with imprecations that might have 
floated up from the gaming tables anil 
hung under the rude rafters as cobwebs 
fastened there, unclean and noisome; the 
clink of glasses and the rattle of tin cups 
on the unplaned and unpainted bar, the 
throng of men that surged here and there, 
now about the tallies, stilled with the 
nameless fascination of the faro, and again 
about the bar, surly with misfortune, and 
gruff, or garrulous with whiskey, and 
loud ; clad in all the strange and curious 
fashions and freaks of the order; belted 
all: some with pistol-butts and knife-hilts 
showing their grim teeth above the belts, 
and others with pistol-muzzles and the 
metal lips of knife-scabbards peering from 
under the short fringed blouses; and in 
the foreground, the typical one of his 
vanishing class, who sat, on the old keg in 
the corner musing—Out of Luck; all this 
was a picture worth the immortality that 
the touch of a Titian could have annoint- 
ed it with, tor it was the type and minia- 
ture of a life that it passing, even as the 
buffalo that goes before it, to come back 
no more forever. The men who were 
there are scattered as widely as were the 
homes they knew in infancy, in the lour 
quarters ot the globe. This one may be 
gathered to his kindred, for he went home 
to die. That one sleeps under the white 
sands of some Arizona stream, with no 
tablet to tell the story of his death save 
the broken arrow shaft half buried in the 
sand beside him, while the long locks of 
which he was so proud hang ornamental 
Irom the peeled poles of an Apache lodge; lor he died as he had lived—roving for the gold that mayhap weights the sand that covers him. And two others rest 
where the crumbling shanties of Jules- 
burg, stray, oblisks of warped and shrunken hoards that are rotting in soli- tude stand their melancholy monuments; where the yellow blossoms ot the lone- 
some and unsavory-scented dogtennel" bloom instead ot violets, and where the 
coyote and the prairie owl join nightly 
with tIk! low sigh of the wind that soughs 
down from the Black llill in a requiem to 
the dead town and its butchered despera- 
does. 
It was all life and animation live years 
ago: it is all death and desolation now. 
The long black parallels ol iron that make 
the Union Pacific, made Julesburg, be- 
cause they ended there for a day or two; 
and when they swept on again toward the 
city that sits by the Gate of Gold, looking 
out on the Pacific, they took Julesburg 
with them, and left on that spot only its 
name and the echoes of its revelry. 
In the musing brain of him who sat on 
the keg, though the more subdued lights 
and softer shades of another picture were 
taking form and shape, as, if that savagest 
of all solitudes, an utter strangership and 
friendliness, in the midst ot fellow-crea- 
tures, he had just brushed awav the thick 
dust ot years from the canvass of his 
memory. Me remembered the old family 
mansion on the high bluff whence, be- 
tween the avenues of black walnuts that 
stretched away from the veranda down 
the lawn, his boyhood's eyes had so many 
times gazed down upon the tawny Mi-- 
sottti, awav where it weds its purer bride] 
from the Minnesota lakes. He thought of] 
the cluster ot negro quarters and the i 
pieaninnies he had played with, and the i 
colts he had called his, as a child owns ! 
things; and the lather and mother gone; ] 
and the little yellow-haired si-tor, with i 
eyes that ha. borrowed their tints from the 
1 
sky ot the June dawn that saw her born ; 
and the old home as it was, with its in- 
numerable little things so easy to remem- 
ber and so impossible to describe. Then 
the panorama moved and another picture 
came. It was black in the background 
with the eddying smoko that rolled up 
front the burning home, and lurid in the 
foreground with the red devilment ol the 
war and its ravage. Then were the fierce 
four years of strife, the tragedy of the 
end, and the return to a homestead that 
was not a home, and a family that wel- 
comed him only in mute syllables upon 
their tombstones; all save the sister. Of 
her there was no token. Then the Iruit- 
less search for her. but no tidings save 
those rather than which her death would 
have been a solace. Then the desperation, 
the resolve to desert forever the scenes ol 
yore, the pilgrimage to the yellow Mecca i 
of the Bozeman, the mining camps and 
tin' adventures, the news at last through 
an old acquaintance, casually met, of the 
little sister, the story of her wrongs and— 
“Take suthin', mister?” roused the 
mountaineer from his reverie. It was the 
dealer who spoke. His trick at the box 
was off. and he had stopped at the bar to i 
liquor, before he went out to that other 
revelry that tilled what of his existence 
the duties of the green-cloth and check- 
rack left unclaimed. He saw in the man 
sitting on the keg in the corner, with his 
head resting on his hand and hi- long, 
black hair tailing loosely about his should- 
ers, nothing hut a miner or tranper, flat 
broke in his encounter with tiie animal ; 
whose keeper lie was, and needing some- ; 
thing to revive Ins spirits. The least 
charity he could bestow upon the luckless 
one was a treat. 
“1 reckon 1 might throw in a little 
suthin’,” said he rising and walking up to 
the bar. 
‘•Powerful bad night out, mister,” said 
tin* dealer. 
“Powerful.” sail I the mountaineer. 
The dealer drank Ids liquor. Then he 
went out to a squalid little restaurant, next 
door, to get his lunch ami cup of coffee 
The mountaineer had n t touched his 
liquor, lmt had the glass in his hand lie 
squared himself around, rested his elbows 
on the rough bar and looked at the tloor, 
upon which he spilled the whiskey that was 
in tlm glass, drop by drop “\Vonder if 
I would drink with Joe Morford ?” he 
muttered. “Reckon not—1 mout in hell, 
if 1 was powerful dry, but not in these 
parts.” There was in his face that name- 
less expression of leopard-like ferocity, 
that you can sec under the skin and awav 
down in the eyes, as through a transpa- 
rency, when the borderer has made up his 
mind to put his lingers on a revolver- 
trigger—but you never saw it on the face 
of anybody else. 
He went out of the door, and the moist 
blackness of the night shut him in. Back 
across the street to the dance-house lie 
went straight and strode in. It, like its 
copartner in devilment opposite, was a 
long, low, half-tent and halt-shanty sort 
of structure, and was divided by canvass 
screens into three compartments. In the 
front room was a bar. In the next was a 
babel. At one end was a high bench, and 
on this sat three or four tiddlers and a 
clarionet player. Around the wall were 
a number oi benches, and these were 
crowded with men, to describe whose 
faces and styles would be impossible. If 
you have seen them, you know how they 
looked. If not, you could not learn how 
they looked. On the tloor were probably 
a dozen couples dancing. 
Into this den where demons might have 
daneed to the squeaking discords of the 
Devil’s Dream and been at home, the 
mountaineer walked and leaned up against 
the wall. There was no place for him to 
sit down. The show drew too well for him 
who came late to find a reserved seat. 
Presently Morford, the faro dealer, came 
in, having refreshed himself with a re- 
past. lie walked directly over to where 
a young walking boss of a gang of rail- 
road hands stood with his partner, wait- 
ing for the music to strike up again. He 
said something to the girl. 
“For God’s sake, Joe, let me alone a 
little while, won’t you ?” she said petu- 
lantly. Then there was a quarrel in un- 
dertones, and the. dealer drew back to 
strike her. The railroader caught his arm 
and the dealer instantly wheeled upon 
him; a ten-inch bowie gleamed with that 
cold, cruel grimace of the naked steel. 
There was a rush, a flutter, and muffled 
clicks, like the ticking of a clock in an- 
other room, and— 
“Wait a minute. Mister Morford,” said 
a voice, quiet in its husky guttural. You 
may have heard the time before now, 
reader, it sounds like damp clods drop- 
ping on a coffin. Morford's other hand 
sought his pistol butt, and he and the 
mountaineer were face to face. The crowd 
fell hack round them. It always happens 
that way on the frontier. Men never 
crowd around two borderers when a voice 
says from the atmosphere that one of them 
has got to die. 
“Mister Morford,” said the mountaineer, 
as he slowly raised his slouch hat oil' his | 
forehead, looking him square in the ey'e, j "1 have been looking lor you; are vou 
fixed?” 
That was all the talk. There were 
three shots like drum taps. And two men 
lay on the floor. Two little red streaks 
stole out upon ttie boards, and the crowd 
rushed up. It, was over ? No. The girl stood with a daze in her eyes and looked 
at the mountaineer. Then she knelt by 
him, put her lace down, kissed him, and 
said, “Henry, speak to me, great God, 
my brother!” Then the crowd drew back 
and was hushed again. The girl still 
knelt beside the mountaineer, and looked 
at him with still, staring eyes, that pain made dry. She reaches for his hand and 
gently loosened the dying lingers from the 
revolver butt. There was a murmur, a 
click, a crash, and there were three 
corpses; brother, sister and him who had 
murdered the body of the one and the 
other’s soul. 
Just over the railroad track, about eight 
yards from the old tank, there are three 
graves. They are unnamed. And the 
locomotive screams by them, ever Jtear- 
ing onward to new lands of civilization 
that Julesburg pioneered. 
An old lady, hearing somebody say that 
the mails were very irregular, said, “It 
was just so in my young days—no trust- 
ing any on ’em.” 
The Illinois Tragedy. 
From the Peoria (Ili.,) Democrat, April 4. 
Yesterday we visited Woodford county 
to learn the feelings and further particu- 
lars in regard to the Hedges-Workman 
murder. We found Mrs. Workman in the 
sheriff’s custody in Metamora, but, not- 
withstanding the almost positive proof 
that she committed the murder, so much 
sympathy is manifested in her favor that 
she is permitted to occupy rooms alone 
up-stairs in the hotel, while the jailer’s 
house in the jail is being repaired, clean- 
ed, and furnished for her. The prisoner 
was removed to her quarter’s last eve- 
ning. 
The sheriff piloted us up-stairs and 
knocked on the door, which was locked 
on the inside, the prisoner having the key. 
She declined to open the door. The sheriff 
said. “There are two gentlemen to see 
you.” She replied, “T cannot do so. My 
husband is away, and I will see no one in 
ray room in his absence.” 
She was then asked if she would go to the parlor and be interviewed by a news- 
paper reporter. She said, “No, I have, 
always been true to niy husband, and will 
see no gentlemen in his absence.” 
She was informed that no one would in- 
sult her, tint the answer came the same : 
! “I have always been true to my husband, 
; and will remain so still.” 
in the afternoon Mr. Workman came 
out with his little daughter. Our friend 
Meek again tried to obtain for us an inter- 
view, but Mr. Workman, on being asked 
it we could see bis with said “No,—I am 
(lie head devil in this, and that has caused 
all the. trouble, and will answer 1 o ques- 
tions.” 
On being argued with that the truth was 
| what he wanted, he said that it would 
j come out in its own way; then replied, "I will consult my wife, and then see 
I you.” In a short time he came down 
| stairs, and said her nervous system was so 
shocked by what had taken place that she 
did not want to see any one,and emphati- 
cally that public opinion was all against 
him. which is true and it ought to be. lie 
then saiil: “Mrs. Hedges was murdered, 
but it has not been positively proven that 
mv wife did it.” We asked the privilege 
of asking him a question. Receiving his 
permission, we asked, “Do you believe 
that your wife murdered Mrs". Hedges?” 
He replied, “I cannot answer that ques- 
tion,’' and declined to lie further ques- 
tioned. 
Workman is a mail near (1 feet 2 inches 
high, rather slender, large mouth, dark 
eves, not fine looking, and full of senstt- 
alit v- Mrs. Hedges, a southern born lady 
and a widow of live years, fat, fair and 4(3, 
was his game, and as early as September 
last, lie commenced laying his net with 
which to ensnare the bird. The first of 
that month on a dark, rainy night, he ac- 
companied Mrs. Iledgeshome fromchurch, 
which, within itself, seemed right enough, 
as she was alone and so was Workman, 
and both residing in the same direction 
from the church. His ministerial calls on 
Mrs. Hedges were quite frequent, but 
then -lie was a widow and might need 
good advice. Last February he took her 
buggy riding to an inlair in the country. 
This was rather noticeable, and her 
brother-in-law remonstrated with her; al- 
so. a daughter asked her uncle to stop 
Workman’s visits. Mr. J. Barton called 
on the reverend gentleman and said it 
must, be stopped. Then he resorted to 
letter writing, two copies of which letters 
we produce, as follows: 
Iu.u. Pasroi:;—Your kind note reached me. 
I went tor the books but was detain *! on the 
road. [It appears there were some books at 
the express office for him which he probably 
coiiM not redeem, and so she concluded to do P 
for liiiu.J I will go again, for 1 know you want 
tli. ni. and vou shall have them. I was afraid 
mv letter did not roach you, mv love, l»ut I am 
'O :.riad it did. ^ on know there is nothing im- 
possible with God, and I pray we may not be 
led into temptation. But for your present 
family relations, with th** woman you an* now 
married to, things might ho different. But J 
pray for the day when you are free, and then 
wo will marry. I know we will he happy, for | 1 love vou—I wonder if wo will have any great 
trouble—and 1 know you | >vc me, and l would 
1><‘ so happy. I am afraid we would both for- 
got class-meetings, and ascend to the heavens 
in happiness. I pray God for the day of my 
happiness, and not to lead us into temptation. 
From your Lovrc. 
To tliis ellnsion the pastor replied in the 
following equally gushing strain : 
My Most Devoted Earthly Beino—-You 
seem to view this matter from a physiological 
stand-point. We should not view it in that 
way. You think you are not worthy, and be- 
neath me, ami pray to God not to lead you into 
temptation; and you are going in with both 
eyes open. Rut G< d is .just, and what would 
he my fate if anything was to he found out? 
Rut my love for you is of that intensity that 
many floods could not quench. I am foolish to 
let my passions run away with my better judg- 
ment. Rut what can 1 do? Forget you! I 
could sooner forget my earthly existence. O, 
prrdon! O, pardon me, ray love, for saying you 
are to blame, for if you had slapped my jaws 
the tirst time I tried to kiss you, that vvoukl 
have ended 1t forever. Rut you sent a burning 
passion to my heart that I can never throw off, 
and my earnest prayers are for the dav when 
we both will lie free, praying God to forgive us 
and ever after lead us right. 
Four other letters in possession of the 
coroner he declines to make public. 
Those letters tailing into the hands of 
Mrs. Workman doubtless aroused her 
anger to such a pitch as to drive her to 
commit the foul deed. On the Friday be- 
fore the murder was committed Mrs. W. 
called at the residence of Mrs. H. and re- 
mained several hours, but did not want to 
be seen by any one ot the family, and 
when the children came home from school, 
to prevent being seen, Mrs. Workman hid 
under a bed. After leaving the house so 
strange were her actions and what she had 
said frightened Mrs. Hedges so much that 
she sent for her mother to stay with her, 
and said, among other things, that Mrs. 
Workman wanted to borrow money of 
her. No doubt but this visit was to ar- 
range the fatal meeting, and that money 
was demanded as hush money, and Mrs. 
II. intended to give the money and say to 
her mother it was loaned. On Saturday 
the two ladies were seen together, but in 
the afternoon as each one left home for 
church, neither one of them went. Ladies1 
tracks were seen, showing that they had 
been standing around where the murder 
was committed for some time, and on 
Mrs. Workman’s return home her hands 
and face was bloody and her dress muddy, 
and on examination after she had been 
arrested it was found to be covered with 
blood, also her taee, arm and dress, shown 
to have been in a severe fight and got 
badly beaten. From this cause and the 
superior strength of the murdered wo- 
man, many suppose she had assistance; 
that is doubtful. Fine splinters taken 
front the wound on the head of Mrs. 
Hedges and her throat cut with a sharp 
instrument, shows to our mind that Mrs. 
Workman struck first with a pine plank,- 
then a scuffle ensued, when the screams 
were heard by several parties, and finally 
the razor did its work, and the deed was 
done. 
On returning home from church Mr. 
Hull, the presiding elder said: “Sister 
Workman, you did not come to church to- 
night.” She replied: “No, I started but 
got a fall, and a dear one to me it was. I 
am a ruined woman. Mr. Hull pray (or 
me?” Mr. Hull, supposing that she had 
reference to her wickedness, and had de- 
cided to join the church prayed for her 
loud and long, for up to this time she had 
never shown any respect for the church, 
and they thought probably now she would 
become converted. 
The coroner’s jury returned the follow- 
ing verdict: 
“We believe that Mrs. Hedges came to 
her death by violence at the hands of 
Mary Workman.” 
This, we think, is almost the universal 
opinon, and we also think the universal 
verdict would be, were it possible, Work- 
man is to blame for the whole of it. 
Supposing a man to be in a serious 
frame of mind, is it necessary he should 
be a picture of despair? 
Misjudging Young Ladies. 
Because a girl dresses showily, it is not 
necessary to suppose that she is extrava- 
gant. Because she is extravagant, it does 
not follow that she is heartless. Extrav 
aganee may lie the result of unwise train- i 
ing, i norancc of the value of money, social inexperience, unlimited income. 
Show and gayety may consist with heroic ! 
traits. I have in mind a young girl, ex- 
ceedingly fair, accomplished, graceful, 
witty, at once admired and beloved, but a 
little wilful withal, yet always gentle and 
gracious. It high hats ruled, tier’s soared 
aiott unrivaled. Paniers rose and she 
wore Ossa on Pelion piled Women 
scolded, and the more venerable, even 
among her male admirers, suggested that 
she would be ridiculed on the street. She 
received their remonstrances with unvary 
ing sweetness, and immediately put a 
French roof on her fiat, and added a new 
puff to the panier. I do not mention this 
admiringly. I wish the little minx had 
more sense or better taste. But I cannot ; 
deny that presently, when trouble came, 
when her whole fortune was swept away, ! 
she went to the front as suave and smiling ! 
as if it were lull putting another feather to 
her cap. She never adjusted a silken fold 
more deftly or calmly than she set about 
self-support, and nothing in her days of 
ease and wealth became her like the 
dignity the determination, the self respect 
and simple grace of her poverty. 
What a girl will do for necessity will 
site not do for love? If she will doom 
herself to disagreeable or uninteresting 
toil rather than be dependent on relatives I 
will she not accept the cares of house- | 
keeping for the joys of home-making? Ah! 
believe, 
“The fault, dear Bratus, is not in the r/irls, 
But in yourself, that you are underlings.” [ 
You are not noble enough, nor manly 
enough, to make the girls satisfied with 
you. They want a boarding-school life 
because you arc too selfish, stupid, sordid, 
to be ot yourselves interesting. 
Nino out of ten, ninety-nine out ot one 
hundred girls would like nothing better 
than home and husband. They love 
beauty and refinement, but their hearts 
are not set on pomp. With a husband 
who loved them, who took good care of 
them, who made them comfortable, who 
commanded their admiration as well as 
won their love, they would receive and 
render an undying happiness. Tliev are 
quite willing to begin at the foot ot the 
•adder, hut they want it to be a ladder, 
and not an “uninterrupted flat.” [Gail 
Hamilton. 
“All's Well That Ends Well.” 
i An unhappy married man in Detroit has 
j had an unusual experience for a man to 
| live through. He became very jealous of 
his wife, and mentioned the subject to her 
mildly and weepinglv. She told him he 
was a fool to be jealous and miserable 
when there was no cause, hut lie gave 
himself up to the “green-eyed monster” 
for meat, and the monster fed on him. 
The torture at length became greater than 
lie could hear, and he determined to dis- 
pense with himself. He wrote a letter 
bidding his wife “good live”—the couple 
had not spoken for a week—telling her 
that she had killed him, and asking her as 
a last favor to send his two little children 
to his sister, after lie was laid mvav. This 
affectionate note lie put under Ids "mirest- 
ful pillow, and retired to bed as usual 
with his wile and little ones. The unsus- 
pecting mother and children were soon 
asleep, and then he arose like a ghost 
from a winding sheet, and made haste for 
his departure lienee. 
He had provided himsell with a bed- 
cord eight teet long, in one end of which 
lie made a good, reliable noose. The 
other end he fastened carefully to the 
knoli on the inside ol his chamber door, 
and placed the noose danglingly over the 
door. He was a short man, and a rickety 
chair on the outside of the door completed 
bis preparations for the long, dark jour- 
ney. At least he honestly thought so, 
hut he had neglected one thing—to tie his 
legs together. He mounted his scaffold, 
took one last look, over the door, at his 
sleeping beauties, put his head securely 
in the noose, and swung. Then to him 
there came a blank which was like death, 
hut wasn’t. The next tiling lie knew, j 
however, was that there were several doc- j 
tors about him, rubbing his neck and 
hack, and pouring strange liquids down 
his throat; bis house was thronged with ! 
buzzing neighbors, and lie heard one ol I 
them remark that the world was full of ! 
tools. His wife and babes were there too, 
and then he knew he was alive. What 
he didn't know just then was, how lie 
happened to be so, and this was the way 
of it. 
His wife was startled by a strange noise 
at the door, found her husband not at her 
side, and got up to see what the matter 
was. She found her tyrant swinging on 
the chamber door wildly kicking, and 
hanging, and swinging his arms hut 
speaking no word. She got a knife and 
was inconsiderate enough to cut him down 
before the lawful time had elapsed. She 
then roused the neighbors and ran for the 
doctors, and hence the scene of her hus- 
band's awaking. And that desperate bus- 
hand, when he heard the story of his 
wife’s devotion, showing an evident de- 
sire to save his life, had his eyes opened, 
and his heart melted. There was no 
funeral. The neighbors were advised to 
go home; the doctors were dismissed, the 
fare veil note was revoked ; the neck, a 
little blue and black, is regaining its 
proper color, and that rash husband has 
solemnly promised never to he jealous of 
his faithful little wife again. 
The Old Garret. 
It had a garret, very nearly such a one 
as it seems to me one of us has described 
in one of his books; out let us look at Ibis 
one as I can introduce it from memory. 
It was a flooring of laths, with ridges of 
mortar squeezed up between them, which, 
if you tread on you will go to -the Lord 
have mercy on you ! Where will you go 
to? The same being crossed by narrow 
bridges of boards, on which you may put 
your feet, but with fear and trembling. 
Above ami around you are beams and 
joists, on some of which you may see, 
when the light is let. in, the marks of the 
eonchoidal clippings of the broadaxe, 
showing the rude way in which the tim- 
ber was shaped as it came, full of sap, 
from the neighboring forest. It is a realm 
of darkness and thick dust, ami shroud- 
like cobwebs and dead things they wrap 
in their gray folds, 
A garret is like a seashore, where 
wrecks are thrown up and slowly go to 
pieces. There is a cradle which the old 
man you just remember was rocked in ; 
there is the ruin ot a bedstead he died on, 
that ugly slanting contrivance used to lie 
put under his pillow in the days when his 
breath came hard ; there is hisoid chair with 
arms gone, symbols of the desolate time 
when he had nothing earthly to lean on; 
there is a large wooden reel which the 
blear-eyed old deacon sent the minister’s 
lady, who thanked him graciously and 
twirled it smilingly, and in fitting season 
bowed it out decently to the limbo of 
troublesome conveniences. And there 
are old leather portmanteaus, like strand- 
ed porpoises, their mouths gaping in 
great hunger for the food with which they 
used to be gorged to bulging repletion; 
and old brass andirons, waiting until 
time shall revenge them their paltry sub- 
stitutes, and bring with them the fore- 
stick and the back-log of ancient days; 
and the empty churn, with its idle dasher 
which the Naneys and Phebes, who have 
left their comfortable places to the 
Bridgets and Mo rah s, used to handle to 
good purpose; and the brown shakey old 
spinning wheel, which was running, it 
may he in the days when they were hang- 
ing tlie Salem witches. [Oliver Wendell 
Holmes. 
England’s Royalty. 
Everybody remembers the marriage of 
flit! Princess Louise of England and the 
Martinis ot Lome, and the peculiar, ex- 
ceptional interest attaching to it. It was 
the first instance, at least in this genera- 
tion, of the royal family of Great Britain 
contacting a matrimonial alliance outside 
of the charmed circle of sovereignty with 
a “subject.” (The occurrence was not 
without surreptious, by gone precedent, 
wo know; for that very bad lot, George 
the Fourth, was married to poor Mrs. 
Fitzherbert, and. it scandal speaks truth, 
George the Third, also, to Hannah Light- 
foot, a pretty Quakeress.) Punch drew 
the princess—the handsomest member of 
the family—stepping over the “ring- 
fence” into the arms of her gallant High- 
land 'bridegroom; and the public, both 
English and American, was sentimentally 
stirred up and stimulated in favor of a 
supposed downright love-match triumph- 
ing over caste considerations. The char- 
acter of Marquis’ lather, too, the Duke 
ot Argyll, increased the good will with 
which the marriage was regarded in this 
country, inasmuch as we heard of him 
as a very intelligent, liberal-minded, and 
even somewhat democratic nobleman,who 
was friendly to the United State? govern- 
ment throughout the late civil rear, and 
actually allowed two of his sons to “co 
into business”—one ot them being engag- 
ed in the tea and wine trade, in St. I’aiT- 
churchyard, London. 
Mow, however, there comes unpleas- 
ant telegram across, or rather under the 
Atlantic, to the effect that this ;oung 
couple had lived together so unhappily as 
to provoke a contemplated separation on 
the ground of incompatibility of temper, the Marquis going abroad. Of course 
this was duly denied the day aftet. for 
the rather remarkable reason that they 
had not contradicted it—just as it the 
royalty or nobility were in the habit of 
rushing into print on such occasions and 
publishing “cards” about their private 
affairs. Still there may have been good 
reasons lor the report. Without attach- 
ing undue importance to it, the writer 
possesses certain facts derived, it is true, 
from hearsay, but yet in quarters quite 
removed from the suspicion of mere un- 
wei ranted gossip—having a direct bearing 
on the subject. It was believed that the 
princess fell in love with a handsome 
Italian, her music master, who nothing 
loth, responded, to the production of so 
mueli maternal reproof and indignation 
on the part of Queen Victoria that the 
girl accepted the Marquis of Lome just to 
escape her mother’s “nagging.” it was 
added that the Marquis, ignorant of this 
circumstance at the time, was snubbed 
and humiliated by always having his in- 
feriority ot position and birth rigoroaly 
insisted on all oecasionsof court etiquette, that lie strongly regretted the questionable 
“honor” done to him ; in other words that 
the pair only lived together on terms of 
outward civility. 
llm is by no means the first story of 
domestic discord in the family of Queen 
Victoria. It has been generally known, 
from Prince Albert's time downwards, 
that she is rather a despotic lady with a 
very high and mighty opinion of her own 
j right and authority. She probably inher- 
its the characteristic from her grand- 
i mother, old Queen Charlotte, ot .snuffy 
1 
memory concerning whose ideas of her 
I 
own importance and dignity let anybody 
curious on the subject consult the diary <if 
Madame D’Arblav, nee Fanny Burney. 
Sin* would keep the nuiids of honor stand- 
ing, in attendance on her. lor hours to- 
gether, till they were ready to drop, ad- 
mitting ot no excuse for the rigorous per- 
formance ot their “duties” and always 
checking remonstrance with the reinaik 
that she was equal to the requirements of 
her position and expected others to h s,, 
In the like manner, hei present 1 injeMi is 
a perfect dragoon of etiquette. Does am 
| lady appear at court with a ribbon not of 
the precise shade ordered by ihe Lord 
Chamberlain, 1 hat iaiiv incontinently ob- 
taius a royal message ot censure about as 
pleasant to receive as n sound box on the 
car or slap in the face. And this inordi- 
nate regard to tier authority she lias also 
carried out in tier own family, to the pro- 
duction ot anything but harmonious re- 
sults. The Prince ot Wales rebelled 
j against this treatment long ago—in strict 
| accordance with the historical tradition 
j that all heirs apparent are at issue with 
| the reigning monarch. As the late Prince 
I Albert did not smoke, the queen naturally 
concluded that it was an atrocity to do so ; 
hence, indulgence in “the herb' nieotina” 
was strictly lorbidden at Windsor Castle 
and other of the royal residences. As 
naturally “Wales” took to it like a duck 
to water, until oven the illustrated papers 
got to depicting him with a briar-root 
pipe in his mouth. Then when he got 
married and set up for himself at Marl- 
boro house liis mother desired him to put 
liis servants into mourning for his fatliet 
—then dead over twelve months. This 
the young man flatly refused to do, and 
left Windsor in a huff, not returning for 
some time. Nor did lie subsequently 
comply with her request or show himself 
i amenable to authority in other respects. 
lii! was notoriously averse t<> tin* mar- 
riage <>! his sister Helena to Prince Chris- 
tian, and not without reason. For the : 
prince W3.i not nniv an i!legitinv*• e son. of 
one of the poorest of German princely lam- j 
iiies (the Augustfm bergs), hut had, also, a j 
morganatic or left-handed wife and a lam- 
ily of six children, all >f which greatly 
disgusted both “Wales’’ and the British i 
public, who regarded the union ns lriga- ^ 
mous and highly objectionable. The i 
match was entirely of tint queen’s making j 
Going to Germany to “inaugurate’’ one j 
of the many statues of Prince Albert now 
ornamenting that country and England, 
she was affected by the behavior of Chris- 
tian, who hurst into tears and manifested 
extreme emotion on the unveiling of the 
figure. He was then what Artemus Ward 
would have called “a matoor person” of 
thirty-four, very bald-headed and not mi- 
like the deceased prince, [l was thought 
that he aspired to be his .successor, and J allowed tree vent to his lachrymal duels 
accordingly. The queen sent for him, 
when he attended in ardent expectation, 
prepared to avow his passion. But she 
told him she had no thoughts of ehanging 
her conition, though lie was welcome to 
marry her good-looking daughter Helena, 
which took place accordingly, and, as 
aforesaid, greatly to the dissatisfaction of 
the Prince of Wales who has ever since 
barely treated him with common civility. 
The Prince of Wales can hardly be so 
dissipated as is commonly believed, but is 
assuredly no saint—nor for the matter of 
that, is his brother one, tli ■ rather salur- 
rine and decidedly mean Prince Alfred, 
Duke of Edinburgh. "Wales” is unques- 
tionably good-natured popular among his 
companions and dependents, impatient of 
ceremony and control, very lree-and-easy 
in his personal habits, and possessing 
some low tastes. lie has had ".lolly Nash” and “The Great Vance,” two eon-- 
cert-room buffoons, at Marlboro’ house, 
to entertain his guests. He regards life 
and his position as pure matter ot self- 
indulgence. He is over head and ears in 
debt, and devoured by wasteful and ex- 
travagant servants, whom he has, once or 
twice, endeavored to reform, but given it 
up as a bad job. He once issued a circu- 
lar to his trades people, informing them 
that lie had an objection to being robbed 
by their complicity with his menials, in 
offering the latter percentages upon the 
amount of his bills. It is a common and 
almost universal system at the west end 
of London, nor could he succeed in stop- 
ping it. He looks older than his real age 
since his illness, and is partly bald. The 
Princess Alexandria, too, appears to great- 
er advantage in photograph than in’ life. 
She is thin and spare in figure, and rather 
sallow in complexion, strangly contrast- 
ing. in those respects, with her sister-in- 
law. Queen Victoria’s daughters, all ot 
whom Lu.: plump ami jolly-looking anil 
impulsive in demeanor, the I'rineess Alice 
j being her mother’s priuie favorite, 
The queen is very stout and matronly in 
I appearance, though her somewhat spik- 
ing features prevent her being what Kng- 
lish people e II “plain” and the Ameri- 
j cans “homely.” There was an excellent 
portrait of her published about a year ago 
in the British Workman, from a photo- 
graph, though the lack of chin, which, in 
common with the Prince of Wales, con- 
stitutes the main deficiency of her lace, 
was artistically concealed l v her raised 
hand. She has not the slightest idea of 
abdicating in his favor, and, coming Irom 
a long-lived generation, may probably 
survive several yi nrs. 
Conkling's Waterloo. 
Whoever lias seen Senator Conkling 
either walking the streets of Utica, or 
I New York, oi Washington, or rising from 
iiis chair in the Senate to address that 
body, ean never forget hi- bold, erect, 
handsome, robust form and its muscular 
proportions. The following from a Wash- 
ington correspondent tells how the Sena- 
torial gladiator met hi- fate at the hands 
ot Joe Coburn : 
Dear Table Talk : Mindtul of '.lie hy- 
gienic powers ol well-regulated bodily 
exercise, the Senatoi (,'onkiing has adopted 
a systematic practice. One room of iris 
residence is fitted up for a gymnasium, 
and hither he retires every morning, and 
goes through his daily routine, of muscu- 
lar performance. First in order are the 
: dumb bells. Then follows the club exer- 
c'se, an this brace ol pondorous instru- 
ments lie hurls about him and swings 
aroe I him concentrically and exeentri- 
cally with a rapidity that it often seems 
as it iie were the central point around 
which a myriad "I clubs were promis- 
cuously flying, and lie himself but a mod- 
ern living Brianens with a thousand arms 
Then he don- the gloves and out be strike- 
at tlie sand-bag straight from tie shoulder, 
right and left, with the kill of a scientific 
boxi r, and 'he furious strength of a gored 
bull. In order to excite himsell the better 
t> the work, and keep before him some- 
thing more worthy to hit at than any inert 
sand-bag, he has pasted on it a life-sized 
lithographic portrait of Carl Sehurz. The 
opportunity to striked MS-ouri Senator 
in effigy nerves him to the work. 
Senator .Stevenson, of K ntuckev, Ben. 
Butler, ot the House, and Senator Chand- 
ler. of Michigan, were guests of Conk- 
ling one day hi-t winter, and after dinner 
a visit was made to the gymnasium. 
Stevenson was the first to enter the ring 
against Conkling, but lie soon lost wind 
and the weight ot hi- flesh brought him 
down, fiieii Chandler tried it, but the 
poor follow hadn’t kept sober enough t 
make a show of defense. Butler wa- the 
last, and though his sparring was ipiite 
scientific, he was knocked about like a 
shuttlecock. 
( nnkliug gave another dinner party, and Chandler, Butler, and Stevenson 
were again among the guests, with sev- 
eral other Congressmen. Tie- day before, 
Z teli Chandler wrote Conkling" that an 
intimate friend anil warm political sup- 
porter n| his had just arrived from Miehi 
gan, the Hon. Reuben Brown, who would 
accompany him. “Do so, by ad means.• 
friend Chandler,” said Roseoe. “The 
Hon. Reuben Brown will he welcome 
The evening of tile dinnei arrived, and 
Reuben Brown was introduced to .Senator 
(' inkling. This Mr. Brown was quite a 
well built man, and though not remarka- 
bly tall, his marvelously developed frame, 
breadth ot shoulders and roundness of 
chest, showed unusual muscular develop- 
ment. Roseoe, who has the eye of an 
expert in such things, observed to Zaoh 
( handler that the latter's friend, that Hon. 
Reuben Brown, might stand as a model 
for the picture of Hercules. Well, the 
dinner over, the gentlemen wcie in the 
library, sipping their grog—or ’Roman 
Runeh 1 ought to call il—and smoking 
Havanas. The conversation turned to- 
ward boxing: Colliding grew eloquent, and closed with an invitation to the gym- 
nasium. Again Zaoh Chandler put mi the gloves, hut with the same result as 
nice before imid general laughter. 
‘•Brown/’ exclaimed Chandler, “sup- 
pose sou take these glove-, and trv t 
round or two/’ 
Conkling was ready, hut Mr. Brown 
would rather not, -ince if w in n(» long 
since he had handled the glove-. But tin* 
exeiisc was not accepted Off went coat 
and vest, and Senator (’onk.mg and tin 
H<>n. Reuber Brown took positions in the 
centre ot flic room, the spectators crowd- 
ing close against the walls. One ot the 
latter described the scene to us. Mr 
Brown was lather shy and kept Mpiarolv 
>n tae defensive, and Champion Roscoo 
smiled, evidently at the prospect of an 
easy victory. But some how or other it 
seemed that all his blows fell short and 
that the arms of Brown were always be- 
tween his body and Conkling’s fists, and 
just in a position where Conkling didn’t 
expect them. Gradually Brown appeared 
to warm up to tie* work. All at once 
blow upon blow rained upon R..seoe with 
ihe rapidity of bullets from a Gatiing 
gun, and he got so bewildered that his 
science leit him and he forgot how to In- 
tend himself. He was just trying to re- 
member, when a terrific left-hander from 
Brown sent him like :> ten-pin struck by 
tin* ball into the corner ot tie* room, 
where ho collapsed exhausted, ami would 
have sunk on his knees had not B n But- 
ler chanced to be by, catching him !»v the 
arms and holding him up. As }>.. r.-gain- 
ed his breath, which, for a mom seem- 
ed to have been completely km'-‘bed out 
of his lungs, Conkling oast a shy glam 
•it Mi Brown, who stood --milinglv in the 
same position as beforwithoir any sign 
of fatigue, only bowing rigb’ m ! let! 
with the dignity of a stag'* knight to tie- 
applause and clapping ot bands, with 
which his complete \ i nv was greeted 
The Hon. Reuben Brown’s real name 
was Joseph Coburn. 
Courtship After Marriage. 
There was much more than a mere wit 
ticism in the remark of an old bachelor 
who had paid his attentions to a maiden 
lady for twenty years, visiting her regular 
every night, when rallied for not marry- 
ing: If l were married I should have 
nobody to court, and no place to go :it 
night.M He had deeply felt the contrast 
between his own delicate and etln real en- 
joyments, and the hard, discontented, 
fretted life of loo many married people ; 
and his answe r was irony. He >aw there 
was something in coiirt>!.ip which too 
often expires albr marriage-, leaving a 
cold, dull, monotonous burden where all 
was beauty and buoyancy before. Let 
us see what that something is. In 
courtship nothing is taken for granted. 
Both parties are put on their good be 
havun Love keep.-* its 11 fresh and active 
by constant expression in word and act. 
But, strange to say, courtship usu illy emb 
with marriage. Aery soon both parties 
yield to the sense nl possession, and the 
teeling of security robs gallantry of motive 
and extracts poetry Irom the mind. The 
beaut it ul attentions which were -o pleas- 
ing before marriage arc too olten forgot- 
ten at ter ward ; the gilts iviisc, nr cotne 
only with the asking: the music dies nut 
of the voice, everything b taken tor grant- 
ed, and the love like the silver i«- of the 
fountain leaped to heaven denied its natu 
ral outlet, ceases to the,v altogetlu r. Then 
comes dull, heavy, hanl days, with two 
unhappinesses tied together ami wishing 
themselves apart, and not always content 
with merely wbhing. This is unnatural 
and wrong. What married life w mts to 
give it new tone and sweetness b more of 
tin* manner as well as the spirit ot the 
courting time. \ cry much of tin- pleasure 
ot courtship comes from the eon>tant at 
tent ions of the parties to «ach other. Their 
atieetion voices itself in all possible win 
Every sentence is edged with a compli- 
ment and spoken in tender tones. Every look is a confession Every act is a new 
word in the exhaust less vocabulary of 
love. Kiss and caress are parenthetic 
clauses and gestures in the dialect id love, 
and gilts and sacrifices are the more em- 
phatie ex pres-ions ol the spirit no language 
can Lilly articulate and no devotion de- 
elan*. And it is a tact that affection eon- 
losses itself continually in look and word 
and act, making the voice musical and 
the fingers poetic in their touch and doing, 
that makes experience so beautiful, the 
only Eden many a woman ever has on 
earth. Love must have expression or it 
v r V < ■-11 hopt forever beautiful 
i a-s tlie first, by giving it con- 
'•"t ■-ranee in word and act. The 
.1 v, d t<i flow out in delicate 
and. no de service, the stronger 
4 'r "tying and more blessed it 
i becomes home only 
ron< iis heavenly manna in it, 
day. and tho true marriage 
j~ ii e once for aii at the altar, 
word> and helpful service 
: v;;< •. v- attentionstotheend. fGolden 
Vge. 
The Mysterious Murder. 
'nr : aders are aware that a boy named 
w e ii’id. in bed last week at 
• N 11.. l.itallx wounded xviiii an 
•\ 1 led v 'Oim person who had 
• dei t...! eutmicr to his lather’s house, and 
that another box named Fittz of Lowell, 
Mh" xvho has been temporarily stopping 
Catidia. has been arrested as the sup- 
posed murderer. The hoy is a smart boy 
! 17.nl excellent character, but subject 
curious somnambulistic freaks. He 
-il etn~ al knowledge of the murder, 
''X'ident x remembers nothing of ii, 
i:ih1111eii it is dear lie did it. The follow- 
ing at ■ unit nl the hoy from the Boston 
Travel:, r. xviil be of interest— 
The il seems, is a somnambulist. 
Vuiet lie i' in behavi n, good-natured and 
studious, lie is a member of a church, 
aid x\ a~ ne ol the most intelligent of all 
the schoolboys of l.mvell, but lie is none 
— partially insane. (Inlv a lew 
w'e. k> ago quite a number of school 
"•ks, parlor ornaments and matters of a 
like nature xvere missed about liis father’s 
a-- Investigation and search resulted 
nothing definite until, finally, ii was as- 
.. led that the bnv bail stolen the missing 
while walking in bis sleep and 
etc 1 them in a garret. Physicians 
■ •• died to examine into the ease, and 
Pin/, was advised to send the hoy in- 
eonuti \, the opinion being that too 
app'ieation to study liad ruined 
ill. The child, aeeordinglv, was 
the house of his uncle, Jesse N. 
F a resident of this town, on the 
-ii :i ol March last. 
Mi Pitt, lias done everything in his 
p low out the instructions of his 
The box has been xx-ell eared for 
d he- n the open air so far as possible. 
11 ■ has been accustomed to go into the 
•ds ax'11h his uncle and chop wood, and 
'.In wavs has been exercised with a 
■w the recovery of bodily strength 
If. manifestations of a return to his 
1 .i i.ensitx xva- on the 7th of April. 
I.o I .use ot Mr Stud Brown, distant 
■ .nt .tn-bait a mile from the residence 
l Mr. Pitt/., was visited by some nn- 
xv f p.u's 'ii during the night, and every 
'. g was mined topsy-lurvv therein. A 
>k containing money xvas ab- 
sti ifted, but only the papers were taken 
..a and they xvere thrown about the 
"’in. the money being left untouched, 
fliet e i- every reason to believe that the 
I 'ey Pitt/, xvas the author ot this depreda- 
tion. 
Mn ili tub of April occurred a second 
■fleiire. t w inch the boy has been proven 
gr Just across from the house where 
'.a- • eii ’.iving is the dwelling of a 
Augustus Robl.ins, a house into which 
tie boy ia-vei stepped his loot while 
r" .',ke. The house is fully ( lie-eighth ot 
la li'oni the Fittz homestead, and, be- 
n tin- two. lies a meadow divided by 
•ok. which has been swollen by the 
-icing tit diet- On the night in question. 
boy got out ot bed while asleep, 
bt-d only in shirt, pantaloons turned 
" i"iig ddc out. and slippers, and walked 
eai'ss the men low to the Robbins house. 
In doing -n, he had to ford the brook. He 
w lik' d around tin* house and tried to get 
t tic window.:, as was evidenced bv 
Ids track- in 'lie snow, but tailed to effect 
purpo-i Fl.en he returned by the 
-auie wav by which lie came, still asleep, 
got a rubber coat, ladder and broad axe, 
d changed hi.- slippers for a pair of 
ubber boot-. This must have been at 
about midnight. Flic boy then went back 
tt •■ boii-e, and bv the use ot the ladder, 
b'- !:iml red into an attic room just over 
that occupied bv Mrs. Robbins, who was 
i- * cp. She wa.- awakened by his foot- 
-tep- and -earehed the house, finding 
■ .ling Fittz crouched behind a chair in 
tie ittie with the broad aye in his grasp, 
the blade turned inward toward the palm 
■I his hand, lie was still asleep. When 
awakened, he appeared to be thunder- 
'd ruck and vety much scared. He couldn’t 
realize where lie was, and seemed to be 
in great trepidation. The family, appre- 
ciating his condition, re-assured him and 
put him to bed. 
In consequence ol tins escapade, Mr. 
1 111/ the uncle, took extraordinary pre- 
mium towards keeping tiie boy in the 
■use. Every door in the building was 
tastened on the outside—except the front 
door that was double-iocked on the inside 
and bolted. Tile windows fastened by 
nails put between the sashes, and everv 
possible pains taken to prevent the hoy 
from getting out of the house. On Tues- 
day night, however, he managed to elude 
the vigilance of his guardians. He went 
■ bed at fifteen minutes past nine o’clock, 
■ iving his aunt in the parlor reading a 
wspaper. She remained down stairs 
d ten o'clock when, bethinking herself 
i.at she had forgotten to lock one of the 
■ t siih door-, she proceeded to accomplish 
tie- task, pu'ti.ig a board and a churn 
igains' tin- outside so that, as she thought, 
1 c hoy could not have gotten out. Then 
-he went to bed. 
Atterwards, the hoy got upin a somnam- 
i-1i state, unfastened the door, and 
iking an ordinary wood-chopper’s axe 
otn the shed, and a backless chair from 
oil, te walked seven-eighths ot a mile, 
through mud ankle-deep, to the house of 
Mr. Rowe. There lie placed the chair 
igiiiu-t a parlor window (a needless stop 
tie window was less than three feet 
from me ground) and climbed into the 
•ootn. The boy had never visited the 
house helorc. He made his way out ot 
the parlor in the darkness, across the hall- 
way, up one short Might of stairs and, by 
some seemingly superhuman power, he 
got into the room where John A. Emer- 
son. his victim, lay asleep. The axe was 
used there and the s. mnambulisl escaped. 
While he was at his work, however, Mrs. 
Rowe, who slept in the next room to the 
wounded hoy. heard a noise and asked : 
"What is the matter Johnny?” She re- 
ceived no reply 
Still wakeful, she listened for a moment 
until she heard a sound like the falling of 
an axe followed by softly-sounding foot- 
steps, when she went into Johnny’s room, 
she felt about the bed, until, horror- 
struck. her hand dropped into a pool of 
Idood. At first she supposed the boy had 
omn itted suicide, but afterward, from 
infoi n ation received from Mrs. Fittz, she 
is convinced that he was assaulted by the 
boy Fittz, who by the way, is a relative 
ot the Emerson boy. Mrs. Fittz says that 
she was alarmed by information of the 
tragedy, and suspecting from previous 
experiences that her nephew might have 
.. the cause thereof, she repaired to 
his room at ten minutes past li' o’clock 
that night. The boy was sound asleep in 
bed. Then she examined the door which 
she had last fastened befoie going to bed, 
and found that it had since been opened. 
“Therefore,” concludes Mr. Chapman, “I 
think that the boy Fittz is the perpetrator 
ol this crime, and that he did it in a som- 
nambulistic state. I think, moreover, 
that he is partially insane.” 
The young man was conveyed to the 
jail at Exeter, and there recommenced his 
nightly pranks. The lour men in the 
room were aroused by his violence, when 
they found him dressed aud armed with 
a razor, and apparently in a frenzy. He 
was prevented by the timely waking of 
the men from fatally cutting one or more 
of them. When awakened he was greatly 
surprised and burst into tears. The boy 
was in the room by the invitation of the 
other prisoners, and had found the razor 
which belonged to one oi them. 
A Chicago drug clerk who has already laid 
out several citizens cold and stilt' hy his pre- 
scriptions, was heard to remark the other morn- 
ing that lie believed he must light the gas here- 
after when filling night prescriptions, as lie 
could not go by the sense of smell so well ns he 
could before ho had flic catarrh. 
Another Battle With The Modocs. 
Nineteen Soldiers Killed and Many 
Wounded. 
Lay \ Beds, April 26. A reconnoiter- 
ing- party, consisting of Batteries K ami A 
ol the 4th Artillery ami Company K of the 
12th Infantry, left camp at 6.30 this morn- 
ing. proceeding in the direction known to 
lead to the present stronghold of the Mo- 
does, Cap:. Thomas in command. A doz- 
en or so ol Warm Spring Indians were, 
expected to co-operate on Thomas’ left. 
The troops having formed a line, the 
skir visiters advanced without molestation 
until they arrived at the foot of a blulf 
| south of the Lava Beds, having mean- while signalled to the camp that no In- 
duins were to he lound. On reaching the 
i bluff the Modocs opened a severe tire, 
1 causing the troops to seek such shelter as 
\ they could find in the crevices, chasms, &c. 
As usual the foe was unseen. The first 
j position soon became untenable, owing I to the fact that the Indians were able to 
1 deliver a cross fire and an enfilading fire, 
I and the position of the troops is so expos- 
ed that tip to the present wi lting, 7 o’clock 
e. m., only two could reach the camp out 
oi nine wounded. 
Lieut. Wright, of the 12th infantry had 
sought shelter in the crevices which were 
particularly open to the Modoe fire. 
Grave doubts exist as to their ultimate 
satety. As soon as information is receiv- 
ed at headquarters relative to ttie peril of 
i the party, troops will at once be pushed 
i forward to die rescue. 
r <>ni companies are ordered out, two 
I ot cavalry from this camp and two of 
Col. Mason’s. Stretchers for conveying 
j ihe wounded were torwarded, but the lat- 
ter are now returning without having 
achieved the object that they were intend- 
ed for. A bitter cold night is at least 
before them, and it is barely possible, 
trom the character of the enemy, that 
some ot them no longer heed cold or heat. 
Their comrades who from cause are com- 
ing to the camp show plainly by their de 
meaner their heartfelt sorrow. They feel 
for them, but are powerless in the matter. 
Lava Beds, April 27.—5 P. M. From 
the despatch sent by Col. Green it appears 
that there are now collected and waiting 
conveyance to camp the bodies ot 10 men 
j killed, including Capt. Thomas, Lieut. | llowe, Lieut. Wright, and 8 wounded, in- I eluding Lieut. Harris, 4th Artillery. These 
added to the number of wounded men 
! above cited show a large percentage of 
i casualties from the small number ot men 
| engaged. 
[ Sixty Modocs are armed with Spencer 
carbines and breach loading muskets. In 
more than one instance a Modoc has been 
known to have two or more Spencer ritles, 
enabling him to keep up a rapid lire trom ! his natural or artificial breastwork of 
I rock. 
The surface of the ground in many 
j places is torn up by volcanic action, which 
j forms crevices, and these are adapted to 
I purposes of hiding or for points of de- 
j fence. In several instances the soldiers, 
knowing nothing of the topography, have 
come unawares on such fissures and bc- 
J tore they could escape were eon (routed by 
j a wily Indian with ride levelled and linger on the trigger, death or at least a 
| dangerous wound is the result. Too often 
tne cowardly redskins escape by many 
paths known only to themselves. 
As a sample ol their treachery and 
cunning may not be amiss, I will state 
that a portion of Batteries A. and K., 4th 
Artillery and Co. E., 12th Infantry, find- 
ing themselves in danger of »ieing out- 
flanked, took shelter in a hollow spot af- 
fording a partial cover. No sooner had 
they done so than the Indians who knew 
and commanded every egress from the 
1 cavity at that point, numbering 21 war- 
s riors, detached 7 ot their number on one 
: side, Z4 remaining on the other, and then 
| opened a cross tire on the poor fellows 
j who could not show a head or hand with- 
out certainly being struck. Very few es- 
j caped injury and the rest were killed or 
I wounded. It is possible to ascertain the 
■ number ol Modoes killed and wounded. 
Yesterday Capt. McKay reported that 
Ids Warm Spring Indians had taken four 
scalps. This may be the whole or it may 
lie only a portion ot the killed. The Mo- 
docs being very careful to destroy as tar 
as possible all traces of their casualties 
i carrying their wounded into the caves 
| and burning the dead bodies. The 
wounded arc supposed to be bidden in 
1 caves, but tew ot them have been seen so 
far. 
Lava Beds, April 27, 8.30 I’. M. The 
: reinforcements sent out under Col. Green 
i together with the killed 'and wounded 
are expected momentarily. 
A heavy rain is now falling which is I beneficial to the poor wounded men in 
alleviating their sufferings and releiving their feverish limbs. Their arrival is 
anxiously looked lor by their more fortu- 
nate comrades in camp. Every prepara- 
tion is made for their proper reception. 
When the news ot the massacre reach- 
ed die camp tlie soldiers who had grown old and gray in service wept like children 
at the tate ot their officers and comrades. 
Arrested Just in Time. 
j Some ot the future plans ol Lube, Slal- I terly, and their companions, who were 
arrested a short time ago, in Boston, have 
been exposed, and it appears that they 
had laid out an extensive criminal cam- 
paign. It is known that one of their next 
moves, just before they were arrested, 
was the robbery ol a South End man, 
i win) was said to have the sum of $50,000 
in his house, and of their other plans a Boston contemporary speaks as follows: 
The next job on the lisL was to break 
open the vaults ot the savings bank at 
Cambridgeporl, where they hoped to get 
$200,000. With this money they intended 
to buy a steamer, proceed to Calais, Me., 
and there obtain about one quarter of a 
million of dollars by a slight surgical [ operation performed with “jimmies” upon 
the vaults of the St. Stephens’ Bank, just 
across the river front Calais. Their future 
thereafter was to consist of a cruise in the 
Cull of Mexico, sale ot the steamer and 
a division of the plunder would separate the gang. There is every evidence to 
prove that Ihese robbers were thoroughly 
organized and equipped. Murray, one 
ot tlipir number, is a politician in the 7th 
Ward, and at the time of his arrest, had 
a petition in the Mayor’s otliee request- 
ing his appointment on the police. 
His associates say that he intended to 
use the position of a police officer to cloak 
their movements, and that he frequently 
assured them that, if they got into trouble, 
he would see them through. He (Murray) 
boasts of a confidential friend on the 
present grand jury, and also stated that 
he had a number of supporters within 
City Hall. Either or all of these, he as- 
serted, would help him or his friends out 
of difficulty at any time. Lewis is the 
leader of the gang. He contrived and 
superintended the manufacture of all their 
tools, and laid out the work. On his per- 
son, when he left the jail to go to court, 
was found a wire cunningly filed and 
twisted, so that it could pick'lhe lock of 
any handcuff in existence, and there are 
other evidences that he understood his 
nefarious business. Fortunately, be and 
his associates are now where they can do 
damage to nobody but themselves, aud 
will be put into safe quarters in a lew 
days.” 
A Serious Stabbing Affray. 
Portland, Me., April 24. Last night 
a young man named Farwell ot Rockland 
who bears a disreputable character, so the 
police say, went into Nelson Leighton’s 
notorious den, and while there became 
drunk and disorderly. Fie was put out 
of the house,and a man named McCallum, 
about forty-live years of age, assisted. As 
Farwell reached the pavement he made 
believe fall, and as McCallum stooped to 
pick him up, Farwell struck McCallum a 
fearful blow with a knife, cutting a deep 
gash from the back of the neck over to 
the mouth. Dr. Ring was called and said 
a hair’s breadth deviation would have 
killed McCallum. 
Leighton says Farwell owed a dollar 
for drinks and wouldn’t pay. Nelson, 
who had just arrived from Boston, knock- 
ed Farwell down and then he and McCal- 
lum put Farwell out of doors. McCal- 
lum’s wound was a fearful one, ten inches 
long and in one place an inch deep. Drs. 
Ring and French think McCallum may 
live. Farwell was arrested this morning, 
and denies being near Leighton’s house. 
He is a nephew of Hon. N. A. Farwell. 
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Maine and the Salary Steal. 
We have the authority ot the Bangor 
Whig tor the statement that Hon. John 
A Peters, immediately betore his nomina- 
tion to the bench, sent a draft for his oaek 
pay to the United States treasury. While 
restoring the money, he intended that the 
fact should not be known in Maine until 
after the nomination had been made. This 
is well. Judge Peters will come to the 
bench with his robes free from the stain 
of that fraud upon the people of the 
country. 
The Whig also has reason to know that 
Messrs. Hale and Frye and Senator Ham- 
lin have declined to receive the back pay. 
This leaves only Morrill and Lynch in 
doubt in the whole Maine delegation. It 
is sincerely to be hoped that Maine may 
come out of this scandal with hands en- 
tirely clean. ,i.nd it will be a splendid 
result of this dishonest business if Ben. 
Butler shall be left solitary and alone to 
hug his stealings, as the sole representa- 
tive of personal and political dishonesty. 
But whether or not such a desirable result 
shall be achieved, Butler will have to ac- 
knowledge that the power ot the press, 
which he has affected to despise, has com- 
pelled restoration on the part of a large 
number of those whom besought to make 
his associate thieves. Audacity cannot 
carry even Butler through the ordeal ot 
an indignant public opinion, reinforced 
by a determined press. These may reach 
even the tenant of the White House, whom 
public opinion to-day accuses of being the 
co-conspirator with the always shameless 
Butler. 
Somnambulism. 
The account which we publish to-day of 
the sleep-walking murderer in a New 
Hampshire town will be read with inter- 
est. There have before been well authen- 
ticated instances ol people who arose in a 
sleeping state and walked long distances, 
lode horses, climbed to high places, 
walked on the perilous edge of precipices, 
&e., but never before came the sleep- 
walker in the shape of a homicide with 
axe in liaii.l. These phenomena have 
puzzled medical men and philosophers in 
all times. Somnambulists are usually 
persons of highly sensitive nervous or- 
ganizations, who display this peculiarity 
under circumstances that tend to excite- 
ment. Religious excitement is a frequent 
cause ol this peculiarity, and cases are 
on record in which young girls, under its 
influence, have delivered discourses which 
were utterly impossible to their waking 
moments. Another remarkable case was 
that of a composer of music who in his 
sleep-walking wrote down his notes, even 
when a sheet of pasteboard was placed 
between his eyes and the notes. All these 
things have puzzled the scientific, and can 
only be classed among those unexplain- 
able events which are influenced from the 
unseen world upon the confines of which 
we daily walk. 
While we regret that (Jov. Perham did 
not regard the many and weighty reasons 
for the appointment of a democrat to the 
Supreme Court, we are constrained to say 
that no personal exception can be taken 
to Hon. John A. Peters in that high posi- 
tion. An able and successful lawyer, a 
well informed and affable gentleman, and 
an honest man, he cannot fail to do equal 
and exact justice in the tribunals over 
which he will be called to preside. And 
in addition to this, we venture to predict 
that lew who have sat upon the Supreme 
Bench of Maine have been so popular as 
Judge Peters will prove to be. Courtesy 
and kindness may not promote justice, 
but they wonderfully smooth the way to 
it. 
—Every spring Gloucester fits out a 
“mosquito fleet.” They go after bites. 
—Several amateur oarsmen were out ou the 
stream in their shells yesteiday, [Bangor 
Whig. 
A cargo of lobsters was recently in our 
harbor in the same condition. 
—Biddies in future must moderate their 
cackles to the size of their eggs. Hens- 
furth that fruit is to be sold by the pound, 
so the dealers say. 
—A suit was tried in Bangor last week 
on a note given tor the famous Abel loom. 
The man who got the money raised Cain, 
and now don’t care A-dam. The jury 
failed to agre. 
—The Portland State, now six months 
old, calls itself “the first and only paper 
in Maine that ever pledged itselt to her 
solid and enduring interests.” This, we 
think, is an error. There have been for a 
long time two papers at Rockland pledged 
to limerock and granite, which are about 
as solid and enduring as any interests we 
have. 
—The Waterville Mail has long com- 
plained that Augusta stops their salmon 
from coming up the river. And now the 
Journal asserts that Waterville people 
drop bottles of bad rum into the riyer to 
lioal down to the capital. 
—Capt. R. H. Tucker is writing for the 
Wiscasset Oracle a very interesting series 
of papers on ocean steam navigation. The 
Captain handles his pen like a knight of 
the qudl. 
The republicans of Maine are to hold 
their state convention at Bangor on the 
19th of June. It will be the proper occa- 
sion for the servants of the people who 
have pocketed the salary steal to apolo- 
gize and restore, and for those who havn’t 
drawn the money to tell us whether they 
are going to. 
Letter from Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Correspondence of the Journal, 
Brooklyn, April 26. 
A gentleman at table this morning re- 
marked to me, “Do you Beltasters form 
one grand mutual admiration society ?” 
1 must confess I never had seen it in that 
light; but to save myself, and remain as 
entirely non-committal as possible, I re- 
plied—“If I were to answer you in the 
affirmative, you might ask for a list of its 
members. If in the, negative, I might be 
open to the accusation ot a want of re- 
spect for the town ot my adoption.” “O ! 
well—it is nothing,” he replied, “only 
you have been complimenting the very 
people whom I recently heard compli- 
menting you !” So, as a member of the 
great mutual admiration society, I pro- 
pose to tell my bretheren and sisterin, of 
the sojournings of one of their members 
The change from Belfast, floundering 
in two feet of snow and mud—to Boston 
with its pavements, made almost any 
weather seem tolerable, tho’ tires and win- 
ter wraps were quite as necessary there 
as in Maine. The “burnt district’’ still 
remains tho centre of attraction, or obser- 
vation with visitors—tho' the Museum, to 
the children of our party, rivalled it, in 
point of interest. Standing in the 
alcove devoted to the mummies, and re- 
garding with strange interest the relics ot 
two thousand years ago. a gentleman of 
the party drily remarked that “he suppos- 
ed only the younger members of the 
Mummy family ever travelled.” 
Going to sleep in Boston and waking 
up in Greenbush, with just time enough 
to button one’s boots and primp a little 
before the convenient mirrors in the sleep- 
ing car, makes journeying to Albany seem 
very like,a dream. Arriving in Albany 
we found the country so alarmin ly 
Hooded as to make a change ol programme 
desirable. Accordingly, ten words and 
a lilty cent scrip notified Brooklyn friends 
of our coming. Then taking a seat in a 
palace ear on an express train we rushed 
madly on past the beautiful towns and 
villages for which the banks of the Hud- 
son are so justly famous. The Cattskill 
House looked deserted. In size and 
structure it resembles the Port Point 
House in our own state. 
West Point gave no evidence of the life 
within ; neither did the beautiful villas so 
numerous on the banks of this lovely 
river. All stood desolate, waiting tiie re- 
turn of sunshine and summer heat to open 
their doors to their city owners. 
In live hours after leaving Albany we 
found ourselves in the wonderful Grand 
Central Depot, the largest and most ele- 
gant structure of the kind in the world. 
The most perfect order and official de- 
corum prevail here. Whatever Vander- 
bilt's private sins may have been, bis pub- 
lic virtue in erecting so fine a structure as 
this, and peopling it with polite officials, 
make him worthy of canonization in the 
estimation ot ladies who have occasion to 
visit this great metropolis unattended. 
The great musical event in Brooklyn 
the past week has been the Reubinstein 
and Thomas Orchestra Combination Con- 
cert. The master-piece of the rough old 
Russian is his Ocean Symphony in six 
parts, played by the entire company. 
During the performance of this piece the 
ice seemed to melt in the old man’s veins 
and become liquid fire, reminding me 
very forcibly of the fine old German 
Ballad “Die Tancher.” And it bubbles 
and seethes and hisses and roars, &e. It 
is worth a trip to New York to all lovers 
ot fine violin playing to hear Wieniawski 
Though a Pole, he has the German 
physique, and looks as though he enjoyed 
beet and beer. While standing waiting 
for the orchestra, he caresses his instru- 
ment like a thing of life. In fact his 
violin seems a part of himself. 
Sothern continues a great attraction at 
Wallacks, where he plays David Garrick 
to admiring audiences. He is simply ele- 
gant. 
A drive in Prospect Park is quite refresh- 
ing. The lawns are putting on a green 
velvety appearance quite enchanting to 
eyes thaL have gazed only on snow drifts 
for five months and more. 
Barnum the invincible, has brought his 
“show” to Brooklyn, to exhibit on the 
Capitaline Grounds, whither we go to- 
morrow with the children, wind and weath- 
er permitting. e. a. L>. 
—Barnabas! Barnabas! BARNABAS! 
Where is that promised committee of in- 
vestigation into the illegal practices oi 
the officials in the Belfast Custom House? 
We distinctly charge that there arc such, 
and you have promised an investigation. 
When are we to have it? 
—The widow of the late Judge Bruin ot New 
Jersey lays claim to dower in all of Squirrel 
Island lying eastward to tile mouth of the 
Sbeepseot river. 
We hope she will get her lights, but it 
was very bear-faced on the part of the 
late Bruin to deed the land in that way. 
—The Augusta Journal says that the repub- lican State commil tee met at Augusta, Thurs- 
day, and organized by the choice of Hon. James 
U. Blaine as chairman. This is the tifteenth 
time that Mr. Blaine lias been elected to that 
position. Col. Z. A. Smith of the Portland 
Press, was chosen Secretary, and Win. Cald- 
well, Treasurer. 
R may he all right for the State Treas- 
urer to act as the treasurer of the party, 
hut we don’t like the look ot it. Once in 
the history of the republican party in 
Maine the funds of the State and ot the 
political organization got so badly mixed 
that they have not been straightened out 
to this day. Mr. Caldwell is an honest 
man, hut for the appearance o! the tiling 
the party funds ought to lie kept in an- 
other locality. The spectacle of a man 
gathering in taxes with one hand, and 
with the other paying out funds to bribe 
voters, is too suggestive. Don’t do it, 
William. 
—-The Portland Press relates that a man 
named Simpson is under arrest in that 
city charged with stealing a pair of horses. 
Scamps generally adopt some very honest 
name. 
—The Lewiston Journal says that a 
Frenchwoman who couldn’t speak Eng- 
lish, hit an apothecary’s cat to show that 
she wanted cat-nip. That’s pretty good, 
but our neighbor Dr. Moody tells a better 
story of sign language. 
—Our thanks are due to Mr, Fred Atwood, who is trying to improve the breeds of poultry in this countv, for a quantity of eggs ot his 
pure blooded fowls. [Prog. Age. 
Put feather breeches upon Barnabas, 
and let him hatch them. Perhaps in that 
way it can be discovered what he is good 
for. 
—“Lie on, gentlemen,”.is the title of 
an article in the Brunswick Telegraph. 
That’s just what gentlemen don’t do. 
—E. C. Allen and his Literary Compan- 
ion seem to be out of favor with the pub- 
lic. A New Hampshire paper publishes 
seven columns of letters and editorials in 
denunciation ot his paper and picture 
schemes. 
Letter From Boston 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Boston, April 28. 
The genial smiles ol Old Sol. beaming 
upon us for the whole of the past week, 
have completely soothed the troubles oc- 
casioned by that awful spring scouring; 
and again peace and quiet are welcome 
guests at the several households. Win- 
dow blinds carefully closed to keep out 
the dust, and polished door knobs and 
plates, are the outward relics of the late 
intense suffering within ; while the great 
work was being accomplished. 
It hardly needed a day’s rest from our 
labors, for us females to get into our new 
suits, and betake ourselves down town, 
to see what Dame Fashion had been un- 
packing, while we, as the saying is, were 
all in the suds. It were unnecessary to 
get an inside view, if one were short of 
funds, and otdy “went out for to see”, 
when the windows on Washington and 
Winter streets and Temple Place were so 
bewitehingly dressed in every conceivable 
article to be in favor the coming season. 
The actual enjoyment, and even useful 
knowledge gained by one of these hang- 
ing around outside tickets, is almost equal 
to the excitement ot our youthful days, 
when a circus came to town and we were 
not quite honorably discharged from 
school, to go hand in hand with some 
appreciative mate, and loiter all day round 
the big tent. 
But to what we saw, mingled with some 
‘wholesome advice, is what we are about 
to ileal gratuitiously to friends contem- 
plating a renovation of their last year’s 
suits. Overskirts are seen but very little, 
but those on hand can be easily pulled 
upon the back of the lower skirt, from the 
waist half way down, and a tiny apron 
tied back with a sash of the goods, finish 
the front. Ruffles, puffs, tlutings, and 
folds, can lie easily chopped out of small 
pieces, and are perfectly proper on one 
dress, providing the Iront is arranged 
differently from the back. No outside 
garments of the same material of the 
dress have as yet put in an appearance; 
so undoubtedly the long adopted style of 
making a costume complete by trimming 
the dress prettily is still to continue. 
White suits are very tasty, trimmed with 
a color, pink or blue—and who has’nt a 
white pique that would come out fresh as 
a new blown rose, mounted with pink 
chambre points on the poloinaise, and 
bands on the lower skirt? 
The styles for the coming season, upon 
the whole, promise to be the most con- 
venient for making a presentable appear- 
ance on limited means ever chronicled in 
the book of fashion. 
Jordan, Marsh & Co., have had another 
millinery opening, and the Public Garden, 
with its rare collection of flowers and 
shrubs and merry songsters flitting about, 
is fairly eclipsed. Again Sir Charles tilted 
“a love of a hat” on his left, hand fore 
finger, while he raised his glasses with 
the right to view the admiring crowd. 
Perhaps the economy exercised on dress 
fabrics and making, will be more than 
balanced by expensive miilineiy, for never 
has there been such a complicated display 
in Boston. 
East, though not least, as an item of 
interest, is the debut ot the high shell 
comb, which, taken with a host of rats, 
profusely powdered, gives the appearance 
ttTat the rats have been the stronger party, 
and stolen awhile away to their favorite 
haunt in the flour barrel. 
The great wants expressed bv all at the 
present time i-t ;i wholesome shower, or 
at least the premature appearance of a 
street sprinkler, for dust reigns supreme. 
Barnum, the genuine article, pitches 
his tent in the early days of May on the 
famous coliseum grounds, and with his 
enormous family of wonderful specimens 
will tarry with us ten days. That, with 
the Bazaar ot all Nations, will surciy teed 
quills for some time, and give the hungry 
reporter a sumptuous repast, to make up 
for the dry pickings of the past few 
weeks. 
May flowers are plenty on the corners, 
ami vegetables are creeping slowly into 
the market, but creep out equally so, 
while the fabulous prices hang oyer them. 
The Hartford and Erie Railroad has 
gone with the many relics of Boston, and 
the New York and New England now 
boldly stands in the well remembered spot. The change was not wholly brought about 
by the late fire, but by a general crumbling ol finances. 
It will be seen by the report Irom the 
Modoc region that the troops tell into an- 
other ambuscade, and were tearfully 
slaughtered. This conttiet bids fair to be 
as troublesome and disastrous as the 
Seminole war. This last affair was a 
good deal like Dade’s massacre. 
Washington Gilbert, of Bath, who 
failed to to get appointed Judge, pub- 
lishes a letter, in which he expresses the 
opinion that “the day of the redemption 
from the partisan bondage, which has 
hitherto held us, will at length come.” 
Unlike his great namesake, this Washing- 
ton doesn’t govern his temper. 
—The ancient block-house in Winslow, 
opposite Waterville, is to be carefully 
preserved as a relic of the past. 
—Two men at the Portland Alms House 
quarreled about a woman, and one of 
them, named Warren, struck the other, 
Sullivan, and killed him. Sullivan was 
sickly, which probably aided in bis death 
—Not only Maine republicans, but men ot all 
parties here, are united in condemning the 
salary grub. [Lewiston Journal. 
And therefore condemning the President 
for having approved the bill. Please put 
that in'. 
—“Build vessels” is the injunction of 
of the Kenebee Journal. The radical 
party is constructing a huge “vessel of 
wrath” which will blow ’em up by and by. 
—And now Augusta is to have the 
Black Crook. It visits the capital un- 
fortunately in the absence ol the legisla- 
tors, who aru excellent judges of crooks 
generally. 
—The Portland Star has failed to reach 
us for several weeks. What’s the trouble, 
Horace ? 
—Among the passengers by steamer 
Olympus, that sailed from Boston for 
Liverpool on Tuesday, were Rev. George 
YV. Field and Dr. E. M. Field, of Bangor. 
—Ben. Butler is to go vigorously into 
the campaign as candidate for Governor 
of Massachusetts this year, and, it is re- 
ported, will have the cordial support of 
the administration. It will probably not 
be difficult to get the nomination, as the 
army of office-holders can take care of 
that when the signal is given from YVash- 
ington. But think of a man running for 
office with the terrible weight of the 
paternity of the salary steal bearing him 
down—to say nothing of the multifarious 
other sins that lie at Ben’s door. A man 
may as well undertake to swim a river 
with a mill-stone at his neck. 
Supreme Judicial Court. 
JTDGE DICKERSON PRESIDING. 
Bewail Butterfield vs. Inhabitants of School 
District No. 6, in Prospect, appellants. Action 
to recover back a district tax assessed to build 
a nesv school bouse in District No. 0. In l«33 
the town of Prospect set off by mete- and 
bounds a portion of its territory into a bait 
school district, to he united with a half district 
m Frankfort. Said school district remained as 
established fill 1850, when the town ofProspe. i, 
under the following article in the warrant for 
its annual meeting viz: “T<> see if tin1 town 
will set off Sewall Butterfield and Alfred Cur- 
tis from District No. 11 (now 7) and annex 
them to District No. 10.” (now II.) Voted “to 
set off S. Butterfield and A. Curtis from Dis- 
trict No. II and annex them to District No. 10.” 
Plaintiff owned no real estate in the town of 
Prospect at the time of said vote in 1850. Plff 
continued to act as a member of District No. 
10 (now 6) till lstjO, when he heard that the vote 
of 1850 did not change the territorial limits of 
District Nv>. 11 (now 7 ) Since then he has 
ceased to act as a member of District No. 0, and 
refused to pay the Dish iet tax aforesaid, but be- 
ing arrested by the collector, paid it, and now 
seeks to recover it back. After the testimony 
was all out the case was continued on report. 
Vose for Plaintiff. Me Lilian for defence. 
Columbian Insurance Co. v-, Mary M. Hull. 
Action to recover on three premium notes given 
for policies on defendant's Interests in ships 
Live Oak and Western Chief, in 1 xf‘,4 and 1805. 
Notes were made payable to Joseph F. Hall, 
Attorney, and signed and endorsed by Joseph 
F. Hall, Attorney, who is husband of defend- 
ant.. Defendant denied ever have given him 
authority as her attorney to sign notes for 
her. After the testimony was out, at the sug_ 
gestion of the Court the parties agreed to an 
entry of neither party—thus giving Ihe ea-e t«> 
defendant. 
Martin V. Greer vs. Alonson (Ireor. Trespass. 
Damages claimed $1000 for assault and battery. 
Plaintiff alleged that on the ‘2d day of M uch, 
1872, he and the defendant were going home 
from Belfast to Morrill, with their teams ; that 
one Elbridge Thomas rode with the defendant; 
they all arrived at Patterson’s stoic at. about the 
same time; that plaintiff and defendant had 
some hard talk growing out of the shooting «.l 
a dog; that defendant and Thomas started on 
towards home; that plaintiff remained about 
half an hour at Patterson’s store; that after go- 
ing about three ami one-half miles lie overtook 
defendant and Thomas in a hollow where the 
road is secluded by hushes; that the defendant 
attacked him, striking him in the face, jumping 
on him and injuring him so he was confined to 
the house for two or three weeks. 
Defendant denied that lie struck or injured 
the plaintiff in any manner; hut claimed that 
plaintiff attempted to drive by him, and that 
plaintiffs sled struck the hind post of defendants 
sled which caused plaintiff to fall from his sled 
which ran over him, and caused the injury com- 
plained of. At the April term, |s7*_>, plaint ill 
caused the defendant to he indicted for assault 
and battery, but on the trial of the indictment 
the jury failed to agree. Verdict for plaintiff. 
Damages assessed at $95.00. Boyle tor plaintiff. 
McLellan for defendant. 
John H. Fogg vs. James W. Wallace, 
sumpsit for balance due on account which ex- 
tended hack for 8 or 10 years. Verdict for 
plaintitf for $18.00. McLellau tor pi if. Movie 
and Wallace for defen lant. 
lames A. Dutton vs. Robert Patterson. Trover 
for fight thousand stave-. Defendant claimed 
that he took the staves by virtue of a c ntraet 
preyiouslv made with pla nliffor his agent. 
Verdict for defendatit. Williamson and Mi 
I. eilan for plaintiff. Fogler for defeudanl. 
On the road in Montville. located Dv County 
Commissioners, and from which an appeal was 
taken, the court' appointed the following com- 
mittee—Thomas M. Morrow, David Howe, A 
J. Billings. 
Hannah S. Jones vs, John Jones. Parties 
live in Brooks. Action of trover to r.cover 
two heifers. Plaintiff is divorced wilt ol de- 
fendant's son, and claimed that tiie heifers in 
dispute were her property, and wrongfully sold 
by her late husband. Altei Ihc te-tiuiony was 
out, defendant offered to be defaulted fm-j'si. 
which wan accepted. 
Joseph II. Wade, of Liberty v John li. I'm 
ter, of Penobscot Co. Replevin of hoi—- from 
plaintitf, and writ made returnable in Waldo. 
Plea in abatement by plain! itb Plea stained, 
and motion for transfer ol net ion denied. Judg- 
ment for return, knowlton lor pill. William- 
son for deft. 
John Hawkins of Waldo vs. Loren Rose m 
Brooks. Action to settle owner-hip of a ,ju-m- 
ity of hay. On trial. 
The following divorces have been decreed 
Lillie W. Brodbeck from Car 1 p. F. lirod- 
beck. Custody of child to mother. P. Chase 
and Jewrtt. 
Melissa A. Clough from Wells Clough. Cus- 
tody of minor children to mother. Household 
furniture and $100, to libt. in lieu ot alimony. 
J. Libby Jr. 
Zenas Ellis from Elizabeth 1. 1-Mi-. Fogler. 
Elijah Bragdon from lane Bragdon Fouler. 
Arrolyn 1-.. Putnam from \Vm. T. Putnain, 
Cure of minor children to mule r. Fogler. 
Mary E. Klines from John Elmo Mmyn. 
Nathan Whitten from Hamel N. Whilleii. 
Fogler. 
The following parties applied lor divorces, 
and were denied—-Joseph Like. Warren ■' Wil- 
son, Franklin II. Black. 
Letter trom Rockland. 
Correspondence ol the Journal. 
RoCKPaND, April 28. 
I'tie weather tor the past week has been very 
pleasant. The mud is drying up last and the 
traveling is improving every day. 
Thursday and Friday there were a great many 
strange;s in town to attend the drawing ol the 
Gilt Enterprise of Messrs. Couaiil, Moore A 
Co. There was a grand concert Thursday eve- 
ning, by Chandler’s Portland Band, followed by 
a dance in which a large portion of the ticket 
holders participated. Friday was devoted to 
drawing the 'prises. At an early hour a large 
and eager crowd beseiged the place of drawing, 
and the excitement was kept up till the last 
minute, when it was declared that the last num- 
ber was drawn. George Woodbury, ihe popu- 
lar conductor on the K. & L. R. R. was the for- 
tunate possessor of the lucky number that en- 
titled him to tiie capital prize. Fred Berry 
would have won the prize, hut lie happened to 
take the number next to it, which left him out 
in the cold. The drawing was conducted in a 
lair and honorable manner, and no one can find 
aught to say against it. 
The Thomastou Amateur Dramatic Club per- 
formed here Tuesday evening to jammed 
house. The performance was very creditable, 
and the members of the club deserve much 
praise for their efforts. 
The Messrs. Duuton & Burton from Union 
have leased the Lindsey House, and will short- 
ly open a hotel. They will do a good business 
the coming summer, as our lintel accommoda- 
tions are not sufficient for the amount of travel. 
The Knox & Lincoln R. R. Is to run a 
special train between here and Thomastou 
which will prove beneficial to the people of the 
two places. The Superintendent is making ar- 
rangements to run a passenger car daily through 
to Boston via. the Eastern R. R., which will 
mane tilings a little more ship-shape, and do 
away with the changing ears in I’ortland. 
Wednesday April 20tli the members of the 
Reform Club celebrate their anniversary by a 
meeting at Farwell & Ames Hall. One year 
ago this organization started with lull ranks, 
determined to weed out every groggery in this 
city. As to how well they have succeeded a 
glance at our streets will suffice, Instead of 
making an uphill business for the saloon men, 
they have thriven for the past twelvemonth, 
and nearly ail are fixing up, painting, repairing, 
&e„ for the campaign of 1873. This temperance 
movement is a good thing to bring a certain 
“clique” iuto notoriety, &e„ but as to amount- 
ing to much more than this, why it don’t—that’s 
all. Talk is cheap stuff, and a mail can hear 
plenty of “chatting,” but the practicing of what 
is preached don’t hardly work. No doubt tem- 
perance is a good thing, but as a “hobby” it is 
hardly a success. 
Rockland is to furnish two Governors lor the 
fall campaign. Who will furnish the balance? 
Our new Marshal (#7110 per annum) does just 
as well thus far, and gives as good satisfaction 
as our late one at JlOOl) per year. The city will 
be as well represented and as well taken care 
of, and the cash balance will he corresponding- 
ly greater in the treasurer’s hands at the years 
end. Vim. 
Generalities. 
Thomas Beverage ol Thomaston has a razor 
that has been in constant use since 1794. 
Tie* trial of the Tichborne claimant on the i 
charge ol perjury, has commenced in London. 
The epizootic is spreading in San Francisco, 
so\eral causes resulting fatally. Chinamen have 
been substituted lor horses. 
Capt. I. A. Haverm'rol Thomaston died on his 
way home from Callao to New York. Ffe left 
hi- vessel nil account ol ill health. 
lohn < 'ummings, in New York, took a lighted 
candle, tu find the leak in the gas pipe. He lound it. ilis widow has moved into another 
hoUsc. 
The melting of a big snow-drift at a railroad 
crossing in Foxeroft, disclosed a dead horse 
which tin; train doubtless killed cm night last 
winter. 
A cannon weighing 1950 pounds has arrived 
in New York a present to a church at Titusville, 
P;i., from the Emperor William. It is to be cast 
into a bell. 
California is preparing a rich treat for Bar 
num in the shape of a boy only fifteen years old, who has already been raised to the height of six feet three. 
A child in August;! was recently sick with 
-carlet fever, and on it> recovery the father, 
grateful lor the physician's assiduous care, 
pK-< wil d him #100u. 
The wai of races lias commenced among the 
ladies in Philadelphia who are identified with 
the* preparation for the centennial. The white 
“lie- reiuse to associate with the colored one-. 
Allcr the (ranking privilege is abolished tic* 
post otliee department can nd its own stamps, 
envelopes and paper to tin* large offices cheaper 
by expre-s than at its own rates. 
Sixteen valuable horses belonging to Thoma- 
Farrell. a Brooklyn sired contractor, who had 
been aw t> sick, literally starved to death, after 
eating hoards and eating up their bedding m 
the stables where they were locked up. 
Robert P. Bleak ley, the murderer of his niece 
in Now York, attempted to commit suicide by 
cutting arteries in his arm with a razor. The 
physicians -a\ d him. 
A Rhode 1-land mail who mysteriously dis- 
appeared thro* year- ago, and w i- supposed to 
have been murdered, has ju-t been discovered 
-opei intending a mill in Georgia. 
The latest labor-saving invention is a tooth- 
l»i«k that picks both rows of I rout teeth at once. 
A leading advantage of it, according to the in- 
ventor, is that :t can be used as a coinb. 
The bill securing to colored citizens all their 
rights at theatres, hotels, etc., which passed in 
tile New York Legislature a few days -inee, 
has received tin* signature of Gov. Dix and is 
now a law. 
The Liverpool Board of Trade have recently 
presented a gold watch and chain to Captain 
George NY. Smalley of tin; ship S. Curling of 
Thomaston tor rescuing the master and crew 
of the ship Clifford of Liverpool. 
Rev. \V. 1L Savarv of Ellsworth has decided 
not to accept (In* call to Christ's church Au- 
gusta, l»iit has accepted the invitation to be- 
come the pastor of the lirst Congregational 
(Unitarian) Church at Canton, Mass. 
< 'lenient E.Worsterof Columbia Falls,dropped 
dead on the loth inst. fie was walking up a 
hill accompanied by a iricud, when in remarked, 
••This hill is growing hard for me to climb,” 
and dropped in bis triend’s arm dead. 
The brig Jeremiah of Scarsport. was boarded 
j by four thieve-, at Brooklyn, N. Y., last Tues- day, and while one kept Capt. Ford and his 
I family quiet !>\ a pistol at their heads, the others 
packed up $70 worth of jewelry and other prop- 
j erty. 
The Lewiston Journal says that Mr. Daniel 
I Wvman, a hard working, industrious farmer of 
Mf. Vernon, aged 72 years, went to his burn 
Sunday morning to care for his stock and was 
found dead in the barn floor half an hour after- 
W ;i ft I -. 
Anthony Comstock, the young New Yorker 
who has brought liinisel! into prominence by 
his vigorous war on the dealers in obscene lit- 
ratine, i- now a regularly commissioned agent 
of the Government, and is bringing the Albany 
*‘lovc-powder” quacks to grief. 
Mi. Lewis, aged about sevenlv-tive years, 
was found drowned in about two feet of vvatci 
i m the ''•■liar of Win. L Leslie's house, in 
; Waters illc. She had probably been in the 
j water two hours when found. It is supposed -he must have fallen down the stairs. 
An unfortunate Kentucky editor thus ad- 
| dresses his delinquent subscribers: “Friend* 
we arc nonnih s-. .toil’s turkey whs a million- 
tin1 compand with c.ur present depressed treas- 
ury. r«» day, it sail was ten cents a barrel, we 
could not buy enough to pickle a jay-bird.” 
A horse-ear driver in Chicago gave a penny 
over to t\\ enty different pa"eiigers, r<* try their 
honesty, anti nineteen of them kept ihe money, 
while the other one swore th tl four cents more 
were dit<- him. 
Official returns made to the bureau of statis- 
tic- -how that lo vessel', the aggregate tonnage 
of which wa- l(I,ooo, belonging to the port < ! 
Hus'i.i. were l.»d during the quarter ending 
M-'irli :t1 -I. Is,';:. Among o* v.—1> l.i<t worn 
V barks of :i00 tons cacti, 10 brigs and 10 
•clmoncrs ot a huntired ion> each. The loss of 
'iich a large number ot vessels belonging to a 
single port and in such a brief period is un- 
pn cedeuied. 
A Ko'ton judge lias derided in a cast* where 
a father 'lied a teamster to recover for tlie men- 
tal 'tillering caused the father by the death of 
his boy, who was run over and instantly killed, 
tfud a' tin* deatli wra* instantaneous the plaintiff 
could not recover in a civil suit. There must 
be spare ot time between the act and the death, 
in order to cause suffering for which an action 
for damages would lie. 
Linnaeus, the great naturalist, in consequence 
of hi fondness for chocolate conferred on the 
order < mao the title title Theobroma, or “food 
for a god." tl is certainly food for men, as well 
as a in«>'t healthful beverage, and medical men 
the wo ld over recommend its use. ‘The highest 
award- lor excellence of preparation have been 
w n v Walter Baker As Co., Boston, both in 
Kuiop. nod Amerit i. Their good- are sold by 
all grocers. 
A | asst.-nger who wa i.u board the Maine 
< Vntnl pas-euger tiain when that road was ob- 
stru< a ! by the slide, says that every possible 
aceoumiodation was furnished by tin- obliging 
Superintendent, and that conductor Howard 
walked ahead "t the train when near the place 
w h re the track was washed avvav. in order 
that no accident might, occur. < »ur informant 
further add' “Such arc the men whom the 
travelling public like to ride with m these days 
»d accidents.” [Maine Farmer. 
Burning of a Railroad Bridge. 
Tlie Maine Central Railroad sustained 
a serious loss on Wednesday afternoon of 
last week, l»y the burning; of the long 
bridge aeross the Kennebec at Kendall’s 
Mills. This is the second destruction of 
the bridge, it. having been burned in lsGI. 
A correspondent of the Lewiston Journal 
gives the following account 
Between the time of the first alarm and the 
falling of the last span there was less than half 
an hour. The entire bridge, with the e wept ion 
<*! the lirst spun, which was across the 
mill pond, was rompletely destroyed. The 
tire is said to have been seen by men on 
the Clinton side where it lirst began to burn, 
and that a pail of water would have put it 
out, if it could have been reached. In a short 
time it had burned through to the inside of 
the bridge, ami in a few minutes the tire had 
spread through the entire length of the struc- 
ture. Many assert that the flames spread as 
rapidly as a man could run. When the alarm 
was fust given at Walerville, a freight train 
was just ready to start for Kendall's Mills; it 
took but three or four miiuitew to cover the tops 
of the ears with “dead head" passengers, who 
were bounced up to the tire at about forty miles 
an hour. Another train, with platform ears 
and lire engine, liremen and others, immediate- 
ly followed. Engines were of no use, however, 
except to keep the lire from spreading any 
farther, which object was well attended to bv 
Kendall's Mills engine amt liremen. A force ot 
tvventv-tive or thirty vehicles, consisting of 
truck teams, baggage and express teams, hacks 
ami .single teams, were immediately recruited 
to he in readiness for the afternoon train for 
Bangor, to convey passengers and baggage 
across to the Clinton side, from whence they 
were taken by a mixed train of passenger-, 
baggage and freight ears, so that the time lost 
was only about an hour, die enthusiastic 
Kendall’s .Mills man, at the depot, just before 
the train arrived, shouted out “Watervillc 
may go to the d—I; we have got the junction 
here now in spite of her.” 
Surmises are frequent as to whether the Com- 
pany will re-build at. Kendall’s Mills, or put a 
bridge across the Narrows, just back of the 
College grounds at Walerville. This thing 
was -orougly thought of originally, and as the 
length of a bridge at Walerville would not be 
more than one third or a quarter as long as at 
Kendall's Mills, and also as the old bridge at 
Waterville must soon be rebuilt, and thus one 
bridge serve for both, there would seem to be 
strong chances lor such a change. 
Nomin ations by the Governor. The 
following nominations have been made by 
the Governor: 
KNOX. 
W. H. Tlteomb, Rock lit ml, Not. Pub. 
PENOBSCOT. 
Chits. W. Roberts, Bangor, «f. P. Q. 
P. McConville, Bangor, J. P. Q. 
SOMERSET. 
Benj. W. Adams, Newtickl, J. P. Q. 
John 8. Nason, Mayfield, J. P. Q. 
B. Frank I.add, Stalks, J. P. 
WALDO. 
F. W. Piukhani, Palermo, J. P. CJ. 
N. H. Hubbard, Wiuterport, J. P. O. 
John F. Libby, Prospect, J. P. Q. 
WASHINGTON, 
Newell Rumery, Jonesport, J. P. O. 
David Dresser, Princeton, J. P. Q. 
New*: of the County and City. 
The veal crop is very abundant this spring. 
To-dav people with poetry into ’em can go 
a-Maving. 
The spring burning* of brush and things 
now prevail. 
Woodcock has a new lot of splendid stereo- 
scopic views. 
Girls with pretty feet and ankles are longing 
for the croquet season. 
The frog begins to *diyly peep at eve, which 
signifies to the angler that trout will bite. 
The street commission**!- has improved the 
streets by giving them a layer of tine gravel. 
A new post-office has been established at 
Kast Jackson, of which John Maddocks is 
postmaster. 
The Catholic house of worship, on Waldo 
Avenue, has been sold, and the society will 
seek a new location. 
Schooner Karl is undergoing repairs, having 
new standing rigging put on. Sun Wit ham 
superintends the job. 
The Congregational So-Jely ut this « ry has 
decided to settle Hev. Mi Hohie, and at- now 
looking for * par.-onagi*. 
C. H. Ha/.eltine has a very tin* ollection of 
stuffed birds, comprising tin* s un«: bud- of the 
T Tinted States and Knglaud. 
There will he set \ ice- :i» the l' nitari in church 
next Sunday evening. .Mr l iter will lecture 
upon the subject of Stealing. 
Oapt. H. W. Brackett lie been appointed 
Port Warden, ar.d hang- out hi -hinglc tf the 
office of W. H. F iglcr. I -q 
Frank Ames drives a vers handsome pair ot 
truck horses, weighing 2700 pound-. which 
eost him the nice sum ot $Uf»o. 
Almerin Dickey was before the Police Coml, 
on Monday, charged with assault on Mich t< 
('.Hogan. H> wa- found not guilty. 
It i- intimated fh.it tie- -heriff will -oon h o 
a large petition tr ull .-iii/.fiis o( Bella-t t-king 
that the liquor law in tv be strictly -nforced in 
I the city, 
(>n Monday, Hiram ( hasp was elected scho d 
agent of the city district, and Wooster Parker, 
Hiram Chase and F. K. Bov! made grading 
committee. 
You can tell the -i/e of a man’s family now 
by the number of lobsters h > fake- along on In- 
wav home wan I to tea. Tin iverage is about 
two sliell-tish. 
At the present term ot the preuc- ourt,on 
motion of W. If. Fogler, K-q., lw man M. Pur- 
tiidge, of.Stockton, was admitted to practice in 
all the courts of this state. 
Mr. John Mtua- has he n re-elected Superin- 
tendent Of the Method:-! Sabbath School, and 
has been presented with an * gatit -opvofthe 
Bible by the teacher- m., pui*il-. 
The tir-t ilm »n .*t the -•-i- .n wa- ! a-t wet-k 
-old by the Messr.-. Frederick Mr. Bobbin-, 
of the Biddeford H.-o at 77 ut- per pound. 
lr was •-aught at S. arsiior:. by Mr. f.anpher. 
and weighed 12 poum i 
Dr. A. \V. K:« h "I Brooks, -in- tin* buiniug 
of the railroad bridge it Wahrvili- has mad.* 
arrangements with tin M iin. .-nt ,-,,rpora- 
tion to bring hay over tin* road to this itv hi I 
will ship from this port in future. 
Winterport has voted,.Bo to l.'d, to subscribe 
$20,000 t«» the stock of tin* Bay A: River Rail 
road, provided i! shall he b-.-ated and built with- 
in three years to the satisfaction ■-!' tie* -cio.f- 
lnen. 'sea' -poO vote-m-xr •Gtuniuy 
A strung appearing man ha- i»-eu prowling 
around the **it> ia -rally dividing hi- time bt 
tween begging, stealing and frightening the 
women. IT* is supposed to lie an escaped luna- 
tic or a member <*t tin* forty-second Congress. 
'This is the season when family men get tang- 
led up with soap, -ami and »nop>, ami wrestle 
with paint, putty and the winter’s deposit ot 
coal ashes. Also, it then is any -mtppi-hm-- 
in a woman's nature, it comes to the surf a- > 
about this time. 
The Masonic Grand Lodge im cts on Tuesday 
ol next week in I’mt .ml. Ticket- by railroad 
trmn Belfast to Portland and back will be fin 
nished for fJ.OO \\ pre-urn.* that acorn*, 
-ponding redm non \\ m to -t.*am- 
City of Richmond. 
There will be two cel.[.-«■- tins montii *m 
>»l ilie iimmi oil ill.- 12th. th«* oihci m lb« -mi 
on the 20th. We .ivethis timely notice to en 
able tho-c who yvish to see them to get into it, 
interior of Europe or \frica, a- the p.-rl <rm 
alli es come* oil at those points (hi- *. n 
Our court report last yv.-.-k r tie I that Francis 
A. I ower, in an m lion lor trespass and a--.auIt 
upon John Di- kev. h I 1 n held to pay $12 t 
It was an error. James F. «‘!iuia hill, yvlioyy i- 
also proceeded against, was tin man held t > 
pay, and no verdict w;e foumI _;aim l Tow ci 
Mr. .1. 0. Robbia-, laic of ihr American 
House, iu this city, has leased the Biddetor I 
House, old opened it to the public, renovated 
and newly furnished throughout. He will be 
glad to set his old friends at hi- new location 
and Use hi- best endeavor- f<> make them cum 
fort able. 
Robert T. Smith of Belfast, \v this forenoon 
un*e.-ted by the <itv Marshal oil the ha rev o| 
perjury committed <»u the 1 March last, in 
a ease o| assault lie ton* tic police < mnl 
Smith went bonds foi a part v, -wearing to the 
possession of real estate in Belfast which upon 
inquiry was proved to he only "castles in 
Spain.” | Bangor Com men tl. 
A mail who not long sine- moved nito • huivh 
street, found niueh to .me-ct to in t!ie manners 
and customs. He -aV- ihat atlei In had prom 
enaded up and down tin- Walk to hi- meal- a 
few times, he wa- waited up> n hv a committee 
of tin.* residents, win notified him that he inu-t 
wear better clothes. He ha- gone hack to Con- 
gress -treet. 
In 1844, when I. Y. MeClintock lived neat 
City Point, he was so oven-wed at the election 
of Polk that In* dragged a hie ran mm to tin* top 
of a lull and tired salutes until the gun burst 
into fragments uni -raftered ad ,-r tin* u igh- 
borhood, Recently Mr, l>a\i-, who now lives 
on the place, dug lip a large pn*. ,,f the gun 
where it went into the ground. 
A lady at tin- ea-t sul of the river :eeently 
missed her little three year- old hoy, and be- 
coming alarmed caused search to he made. 
When found, young America was in a bed- 
room undergoing tin* operation •»( shaving him- 
self, having found his latheT- razor. The 
mother received a scare on !»• holding his lace 
and lingers covered with hloou. indicating that 
he had pursued his work with vigor. That 
youth should id >c apprenticed to a barber im- 
mediately. 
The barn of George Moore, of Monroe, was 
burned on Tuesday morning last, with a lio»- 
cow, mowing machine, hav. Ac. The hr broke 
out while Mr. Moore was about tin premises, 
and its origin was f* »r a time a gnat m\Mcrv 
At length suspicion fell upon I<aac Lurabec, a 
boy of thirteen who had been bound to Mr. M. 
by the author ities. and with whom there had 
been trouble, lb* at leugth confessed that he 
set the tire, and after a hearing before R. A 
Rich, Esq., was taken to jail !•» await trial. 
Old Records, in a case which was tried 
last week, the records of the town of Prospect, 
running back almost a hundred years, were 
brought into court as evidence. Looking them 
over, we discovered that the venerable soldier 
of the revolution, #). P. Martin, was town 
j clerk for about forty years. II is records were 
kept with great neatness and fidelity, and 
wherever it was possible to insert a joke among 
the dry details of town artairs, the old gentle- 
man was sure to improve the chance. He kept 
a record of the seasons, and those who thiuk 
the past winter without precedent for severity, 
may get a different notion from the following, 
which is a transcript ol his weather record for 
1835— 
The winter "I ISI4 5 was the coldest ever 
known by the oldest inhabitant'* of this town 
The bay was frozen over to the outermost 
islands. Sleighs and sleds passed back and 
forth from the main to Long Island, in March. 
The longest continuance of severe cold, per- 
haps, ever known in the state bv white inhabi- 
tants. Hay was exceedingly scarce, prices 
from $15 to $20 per ton. Many cattle perished. 
People in general were obliged to use corn, 
grain, oats, potatoes, and every vegetable sub- 
stance in their possession, that cattle would eat, 
to preserve them alive. On the sea-board the 
quantity of snow was not large, but in the 
back country ’twas said it was six feet deep in 
April, and in some places four or live feet deep 
the last of May, or even in the first part oi 
June. The spring following backward, cold 
and wet. No very promising anticipations of 
abundant crops of hay now, July 10,1836. 
I neer saw such a winter since 1 was born ot my 
mother; 
By favor of Heaven, hope never to see such another 
mi A.\er h •«•■ tinted postmaster 
l.ilf'ity. 
\ w -toekot Millineix and Fancy Goods 
v ! ill A. \ at Well'.** 
> :n : idilv lianu ln> powder-horn 
■ ■ -. V-1. "I tin new moon, and a dry 
expected. 
II Whig learns that the nevx Hotel, 
! 1 i!, iii hr .ipcneil to tile public hv 
!i Id! •• of -I line. 
K 11v will he buried with Masonic 
> \ member' the Maternity 
in\ ii l t«» attend. 
1 i"l. to wliom the Bella*! and i’ati- 
1 he wa- awarded. h:i' s.»ld it to 
ii* r M-a rid, of Wmlorpor!. 
‘i act ti»r eaia \ iug t he mails from Ban- 
•; ! Bang a to Monroe, has been 
1 d* d to y’harle' Elliot. 
« i..'h> ua* at I’ineinnati on Sunday 
H* id expi 'en -e,! week's illness since 
ing Florida. 
■’ r.diioa! bride across the dock in 
>•' tin at two dillerent times and 
a, Tu-davp from 'park* from the en- 
**dId i* the Ward that describes the weatli- 
ii«>v\ enjoying. Notwith-tandinu the 
u inter, tin -pring i- quite i' t o ward a* 
"f l-i't rear. 
: •> Mtonifj 1-oglet ha' bought the rcsi- 
• l urn.thy I in rndike, on lliirli street, 
ann\ d. Mr. Fogler's present 
idem-e i- for sale. 
.Mi 1 Benjamin Kelley, E'q., remove* 
Ik 11 a' t i.f-t known and most esteemed 
lb ! a' been engaged In mannfactur- 
on tin- east 'ide it.i aboui; forty years. 
* !i "I N V. Holme- took fright and 
a n I'u• —.I t\ breaking one 
He carnage and depositing the lan 1- 
t tin- N< u England House in the mud. 
II • ..•! •)aek-on, sends u> some green 
with a lot of verj fail sized pota- 
: rai-e I from seed planted Jan. 
'-nin ii .<t house farming it is 
\ true duvv.l leathered about the post-oftiee 
'• noun \\'ednes lay. listening to a vig- 
! 'Oiin .Hon. tVoin lion. A. (*. Jewett, 
e ii ; artieipated in the salary -teal. He 
ib" w ar paih, sure. 
Monday, ('lias. Swift, at Howes A* Co’s., 
n ugl\ gash cut in hi> head by a pair of 
"•i -tli it !**i 1 through a scuttle, diaries 
''I'T-i’t Hour bad lit <m hi- knowl- 
dge box. 
I' 11' 1 Police Court, on Wednesday, 
Merrill, ot Winterport, wa- arraigned 
""oi -• iier ot liquors, on complaint of 
.V »11.ni. Pled not guilty, waived ex- 
uid recognized in SHOO for appear* 
" at Supreme ('ourt. 
Adams Treat of Frankfort who was 
lown with paralysis some four years 
1 whose life wa- for a long time de- 
; d .1. iia> -o t:,r r.covered as to be able to ,! ,l!.v lb is now spending a few days 
: b ii.c o' Cap!. Henry Treat on Fifth 
Bangor Commercial. 
business along the wharves has been ex- 
‘iu tie* past week. The finishing of 
-■ h trom la-i week, and the loading 
bi c|:ti l.oiii-- with hay for Wilming- 
N( b\ V\ oods, Mathews Baker aud 
with ha\ and straw by same parties 
\'. iu. Pitcher A s »n for Boston, are al! we 
?., n ,1 i,..- thi- week. 
-1 i •'’b " to the tollowing new local 
■ Hscments—The millinery and dress mak- 
I a rime nl Mrs. A. L. Richards & Miss 1 
1 h\N ui h s ho j—Bradley's Super-j 
b\ p,. Plummer, We-t Winterport— 
I de by Thu-. Malian, Ellsworth—'W. 
-• *w i11 machine room-are open 
until half pa-t eight o'clock. 
I 1 'biiNc The Bangor Whig of Tues- 
■' with "in* flouri-h, announced that the* 
I *1 -11 i •" made tin* trip from that place 
!• 1 ’o an 1 In k >0 ii'c day>. We never 
:,“ii ’»mn»«*n o.*«*iirp nces a- that. Here 
uni "1 what they do at this port. Sell. 
A t’lliot, < apt. Sprowl, recently made the 
1 ’■< from tin- place to Boston and back in 
‘tei *" hours, l he schooner Harmonia, of 
1 * * c >\ ivester. left Salem, on Tuesday, 
a n iii.’ di-ehar_*<* 1 a cargo of coal. 
lit. If*»*■ i#k• -11. ind look iii a cargo ol 
•b fyn»yr t'Vi. 1.i> port, and arrived at 
c m again on Wednesday morning, having 
■' -i.v hour- on Nantucket Shoals with a 
.* a I tide. 
*»N< krnjm; I.ob.-tkks. At the witching 
■"hr ■! midnight, Mr. Sanford, who deals in 
-Tu-taccoiis delicar y, was busily engaged 
■ *» g'- 'mg them into hot water. His cauldron 
tibbled briskly under the midnight stars, and 
ith !u- trusty pitchfork In* stirred up the cou- 
nt-. as actively a- did Macbeth’s witches, 
-uddenly a crowd ol roughs, who had scented 
in affair from afar, drew near, like the trench- 
"i- M«'does, with inofessions of friendship. 
« no ol th«- crowd took from the pile of already 
■ k- d lobsters a big on**, and in an ungarded 
ni.'ut flung it at the merchant’s head, knock- 
him down. 1 hen each rowdy seizing an 
inilu!. bombarded Mr. S. with his own wares. 
Bo* »l.-ti-r- -oared aloft, and came down 
a 1 rag mi nts : -mall lobsters sailed over house 
:"i it .iin- d legs, daws and toinallv. Mak- 
n:1 ■ I.Mcr "I bi- pitchfork, the man of shell- 
-11 barged t hr assailants ; cold steel prevailed, 
1 ;b' l-hniaelitos fled. Next morning the 
"l !• of the region round about thought that 
ind -in-charged with boiled lobsters bad 
-,1< ‘'i'll "V|,r the plan*. The police court will 
on estigate the a flair. 
1)katif or I>i.. Mon'uok. I>octor Nahum 
i .Mon 1>• thi* < ly, died on Sunday m • rn- 
*•-' i-i. :ii i. jliiiiioie. where he had: resided for 
-i ll winter* for the benefit of his health. 
Although Jjis demUe w:»> expected, from the 
ueurable nature of hi* disorder, still the in- 
l igen, < oine- with a painful shock to those 
ho hud long known him in his active and use- 
ful life. He was iIn* soil of Dr. Philip Monroe, 
a* horn ii Surry, New Hampshire, in 180s, 
uid was the youngest of eight children. His 
i!\ surviving brother is Calvin Monroe, of 
ni* city, whi was educated for the ministry. 
After studying medicine with his brother. Dr. 
Hollis Monroe, so long in pract ce in this city, 
Dr. Nahum took the regular courses of study 
it the Albany Medical College, and graduated 
in is;]!). He at once opened an office in this 
•itv, au l soon acquired a large practice. In 
M 5 lie married Ann Sarah, daughter of the 
ate Hon. Alfred Johnson. Their two children, 
son and daughter, survive him, the latter 
aaving married a resident of Baltimore. 
Dr. Monroe ranked high among his associates 
uf the profession, as one who upheld the dignity 
uud honor of tin* physician, and was by them 
elevated to the position of President of the 
Maine Medical Association. He was also a 
member of the United States Medical Associa- 
tion. He was for a long time Trustee of the 
Maine Insane Asylum. In 1865 and 1867, he 
represented the city of Belfast in the Maine 
Legislature. At the breaking out of the war of 
the rebellion, Dr. Monroe was tendered and 
accepted the position of surgeon of the 20th 
Maine regiment, and entered upon the active 
duties of the campaign. U«* was present at the 
battles of Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville and 
United States Ford, at all of which his acknowl- 
edged .skill as a surgeon was of great value to 
those who were torn by shot and shell in those 
terrible battles. After a year's service, by 
which his health was impaired, he ’esigned 
and returned to the practice of his profession 
iii Belfast. The doctor was a man of great 
physical powers, and it is it wonder that he 
should have contracted consumption and can- 
-1 r of the stomach. But though right in his 
requirements of patients, he was careless of 
himself, and by exposure in the severe weather 
of this climate broke down his health. There 
an* thousands who have experienced his skill 
and care in sickness and suffering, who will 
pay the tribute of a tear to the memory of one 
whose best day* were given to the relief of the 
unfortunate and distressed, and who leaves an 
honorable record a-; a citizen. 
Stockton. The following are among the 
recent deaths in this town— 
March 29, Elisha Lanpher, aged 77 years. 
April 21, George YV. Speed, 79 •« 
April 24, Mark Small, 67 
April 25, Eugene Waterman, 22 
Intelligence has recently been received of the 
death of Uapt. Joshua Keller of this town, 
formerly of St. George, who fell overboard and 
was drowned in Rosario, South America, the 
1st of March. 
Capt. John F. Libby, ol this town, in Bark 
Teiuca, trom Halifax to Lomlon, has been out 
ninety days, and as the vessel was hardly con- 
sidered seaworthy, his family and friends are 
exceedingly fearful that she has foundered. 
Mark Small, (father of (Japt. L. B. Small), 
went from his house to the shed, and live min- 
utes later was found sitting down with his face 
renting in hi*.hands, dead of heart disease. 
Klisha Lanpher who died in Stockton the 2!Uh 
of March, where he has always resided, was a 
oldir-r in the war of 1812, and made an excel- 
lent record, participating in several engage- 
ments, (among them Plattsburg and Stone Mill.) 
in which he deported himself most gallantly. 
Many interesting incidents of his military j 
career are related. He was the last survivor of j 
the 1812 soldiers in this vicinity, and leaves a 
large and worthy family. 
The Democratic party is becoming seriously 
•lepleted in this town, four-filths of the above 
having been ot that persuasion. 
Penobscot Bay and River Railroad—Let- 
ter From Marcellus Emery, Esq. 
A triend at Frankfort sends for publica- 
tion the following letter from Marcellus 
Emery. Esq., endorsing the advisability 
of loaning the credit of that town in aid 
oi tin* proposed railroad— 
Bangok, April 23, 1873. 
I have your letter of yesterday asking mv 
views, as a property-holder in Frankfort ot the 
policy of the town taking stork in the proposed 
Bay A River Railroad to the amount of $10,000. 
As an individual, you are aware that I do not 
look with favor on municipal corporations en- 
gaging in undertakings that properly belong to 
the field of private or associated enterprise. 
You do not, however, seek my opinion of the 
j>rinciifle involved in the premises, hut oi the 
mlrisioility of the proposed action. 
I would not advise any town to take stock in 
any railroad with the view ot receiving back 
large and profitable dividends on the invest- 
ment. The history of railroads in Maine will 
not justify such advice. The safest way to put 
the question i- this: Is it for the interest of the 
inhabitants of Frankfort to give $10,000 for a 
railroad crossing its territory along or near the 
shore, from its south to its north line, thus 
bringing the town iu immediate connection with 
the 7S.000 miles of railroads that now span the 
entire country r 
There are very many towns in our State, now 
traversed by railroads, which have not realized 
the increase of property and population which 
they had anticipated would re.-ult from the con- 
struction of the iron pathway; and yet I do not 
know of a single town that would consent to 
be deprived of the advantages, comforts and 
conveniences which the roads art'ord. These 
advantages comforts and conveniences an* not 
regarded at their full valu 1 until the public have 
for a time enjoyed them. 
In the event Frankfort should take the 
amount of stock asked, and in the event the 
road should pay no dividend on it, the annual 
burden on the inhabitants or tax-payers would 
be the interest on $10,000 at about 7 per cent, 
which would be $700. This would be about 
one-third of one per cent, on the State valuation 
of the town, which I believe is about $220,000. 
On a farm property valued at $1000 the annual 
tax would be somewhat over $3; or an average 
of somewhat over $2 a head fur each poll. 
This is perhaps the most unfavorable view 
that can be taken oi the subject. There are 
probably but very few tax-payers in town who 
would not find that, at the end of one year after 
the road is completed, they had realized from 
the road advantages, conveniences and comforts 
fully equal in value to their increased taxes. 
But there is a weightier side to the question. 
Frankfort is in a position to reap advantage- 
from a railroad which many other towns do not 
enjoy. She lias a valuable water-power, and 
extensive granite quarries which must prove of 
great value to the town in the not distant future. 
It needs no argument to show that the value of 
these will be enhanced by railroad communica- 
tion. 
And still further, l regard with favor the pro- 
posed Bay and River Railroad, because I be- 
lieve that, under prudent and honest manage- 
ment. it will prove the f>est paying roa<1 tn 
Maine. Its whole extent from Bangor to Rock- 
land will be lined with well populated villages. 
The local travel over it must necessarily be 
large. Besides, the great mass of the passen- 
ger- from this city and the east, who now throng 
the Maine Central, will prefer and take the BaV 
and River Road on their passage to the west. 
It will be the preferred route in both summer 
and winter. On this point I write with con- 
lidenee, because I am conversant with the feel- 
ings of our citizens on the subject. 
East year the gross earnings of the Maine 
Central,with its 360 miles oi trunk and branches. 
I was about $2,000,000. The B. A R. R. R. will 
operate one sixth as many miles. If it- gross 
earnings should no more than those of the M. 
C. in proportion, they would amount to $330,- 
0(H), a year. The expense of operating a new 
road is not over 60 per cent of the gross earn- 
ings for the first five years. The net earnings, 
therefrom, would be $133,000 a year, or enough 
to pay more than 6 per cent on the entire cost 
of the road at $2,000,000. There i- no doubt in 
I my mind that this result can be attained under /it-nest management. 
If, under the circumstances, the voters of 
my native town shall deem it for their interest 
to take stock iu the proposed road, I shall 
cheerfully pay the additional tax that may be 
imposed on my little property there in conse- 
quence of such action. 
Yours truly, Marcellus Emery. 
The Modoc War. 
New York, April 28. A Washington 
special stales that Gen. Schofield tele- 
graphs from San Francisco that there is 
no doubt that some of the Modocs have 
escaped, and there are evidences of an 
Indian outbreak in Oregon, which, if it 
occurs, will necessitate reinforcements. 
A Sail Francisco despatch says the re- 
ports from the Lava Beds, indicate that 
Gen. Gillem is puzzled as to the where- 
abouts of the Modocs. It is supposed that 
they are scattered. Small parties are at 
times visible in a number of places but 
are not found in the places captured, they 
having escaped by some underground 
connections. 
Gillem’s inactivity has had a bad effect 
on all the unfriendly tribes in North Cal- 
ifornia and Oregon. The outside Indians 
are well informed in regard to the Modoc 
war. No satisfactory movement has been 
made since the 17th inst. Gen. Gillem 
requires at least double his present force, 
and sharpshooters and experienced Indian 
fighters are badly needed. .The latest re- 
ports are that the Modocs are entrenched 
in a new ambush and are gradually ap- 
proaching the edge of the Lava Beds. 
San Francisco, April 28. Nothing im- 
portant has been received from the Lava 
Beds since the 20th inst., when Lieut. 
Leary’s Company was attacked near camp. 
Donald McKay reports that the Modocs 
are encamped at the base of the moun- 
tains at the south end of the Lava Beds. 
The troops are now divided into three 
camps. Capt. Thomas left on the 20th 
inst., with cavalry and Warm Spring In- 
dians to reconnoiter in the vicinity of the 
Modocs’ position. Lieut. Egan is conva- 
lescent. Nearly all the cavalry horses are 
sick with epizootic. 
A special courier arrived at Yreka last 
night from the Lava Beds. The opinion 
prevails at headquarters that the Modocs 
will not make another stand, but break 
up in small parties, who must be hunted 
in detail, making an all fimmor cam- 
paign for the cavalry. 
General Jefferson C. Davis and staff 
reached Yreka yesterday afternoon, and 
will proceed immediately to the front. 
Official Vote of Connecticut. 
Hartford, Conn., April 25. 
The State board of canvassers has de- 
clared the official vote cast at the recent 
State election to-day. The total vote cast 
for Governor was 86,881. Mr. Ingersoll, 
the Democratic candidate, received 45,- 
059; Mr. Haven, Rep., 39,245. and Mr. 
Smith, Tem., 2,541 votes, with some scat- 
tering. Mr. Ingersoll’s majority over all 
is 3,237, and his pluralty over Haven is 
5,814. The Democratic ,State ticket is 
elected by an average majority of about 
1200, leaving out the treasurer. Raymond, Dem., tor treasurer has 43,527 votes, and 
Nichols, Rep., 40,987 votes. The tem- 
perance candidate and other scattering have 2,528, which added to the Nichols 
vote elects Raymond by a majority ol 12 
only, and in Raymond’s vote are counted 
56 votes which were returned from Mid- 
dlesex county as cast tor Sanger, the 
Democratic candidate for Secretary ol 
State, which is manifestly an error of a 
town clerk in filling out the blanks. 
The vote for Congresssmen shows the 
following majorities and pluralities : First 
District—Haley, Rep., has a plurality of 
2810, and a majority of 1273; Second 
District, Kellogg, Rep., has a plurality of 
588, and a majority of 73; Third District 
—Starkweather, Rep., has a plurality 
1669, and a majority of 1282; Fourth 
District—Barnum, Dem., has a plurality 
of 1764, and a majority of 847. 
—Ex. Gov. Coburn, who was thought 
to be recovering from bis severe illness, 
is suffering a relapse. 
A Murderer Convioted. 
The trial of Albert H. Smith for the 
murder of Charles D. Sackett, of West- 
lield. in December last, has developed 
more than usual interest in Springfield, 
where it has been progressing since Tues- 
day, Chief-Justice Chapman and Judge 
Colt presiding over the Court. District 
Attorney Stearns opened the case for the 
State, and said that the prosecution would 
prove that as Charles D. Sackett and Miss 
Jennie Bates were returning together from 
the theatre, in November last, they were 
met near her home by the prisoner, who 
bred seven shots at them from a revolver, 
one bullet wounding Miss Bates in the 
temple, one in the right hand, and anoth- 
er in the back of the head. It would also 
lie shown that one of the bullets penetrated 
the right breast and lung of Mr. Sackett, 
and that lie subsequently died from the 
wound thus indicted, the shooting and 
murder having been premeditated. The 
evidence brought out by the prosecution 
was of the strongest character, tending to 
show that the prisoner was jealous of 
Sackett and that lie had several times 
threatened to kill his rival. The defence 
admit the fact that the prisoner killed 
Sackett, but claim that he was and still is 
of unsound mind and that he is therefore 
irresponsible for the deed. The evidence 
put in by the detence to prove insanity 
was of the strongest character, numerous 
experts, Dr. Bcmis, formerly of the State 
Asylum at Worcester, among others, testi- 
fying that the prisoner’s mind was not in 
such a condition as to make him responsi- 
ble for his acts. 1'he counsel for the de- 
fence and and prosecution summed up the 
testimony on Friday. 
On Friday the jury came in with a ver- 
dict of guilty of murder in the first de- 
gree. 
From the Baugor Daily Commercial. 
The Revolution in Ellsworth. 
All things in the moral, material and political 
world are subject to changes. These changes 
are harbiugered !>v signs, and sometimes these 
signs are wonders. The new revelations were 
heralded bv the preacher in the wilderness. 
The signal service sends the lightning to fore- 
tell the storm; and the low, muttering thunder 
of the storm itself, precedes its own approach. 
There was music and dancing in Hercul- 
aneum. regardless of the unusual murmur in 
the earth. Wonderful light gleamed from the 
mountain with intermittent shadows. There 
were none to read these messages which were 
smt to warn the city of its doom. The over- 
whelming tires came and the music of voice and 
harp and moving feet were forever still! 
Discriminating against the coast trade in the 
effort to revive our commerce; disregarding 
th»> demands of the day for free trade and the 
reformation of our finances; and above all the 
game of consolidation carried on by Congress, 
have kindled the tires in the body politic. Credit 
Mobilier. the “Salary Steal’’ and wide spread 
corruption have added fuel to the flame. 
Does not the party in power hear the unusual 
murmur in the earth? Does it not see the won- 
derful light and intermittent shadows gleaming 
and darkling from the pent up tires within? 
The political elements have already formed the 
lava beds. These Modoc politicians are upon 
them, taking their rest. They cannot read the 
messages which are being sent to warn them of 
their doom. 
Who would have thought a few weeks ago 
fhar it was possible for the opposition to defeat 
th" regular Renubliean ticket in the city of Ban- 
gor, or that George S. Peters could be elected 
Police Judge and Monroe Young Mayor of the 
city of Ellsworth? 
this is no par*- triumph. It is the triumph 
of honesty oyer corruption. Years ago the 
poor of Ellsworth were oppressed and the rich 
favored by an unfair assessment of property (or 
taxation. It required a clear head and a bold 
hand to eflect the reform. This was accom- 
plished by Monroe Young. Heretofore the Re- 
publican administration of the city has made a 
farce of the liquor law. Worse than this, the 
officials have made it the means of bribery and 
corruption. Respectable Republican dealers in 
liquor were not disturbed. Democratic rum- 
sellers were permitted to sell under the agree- 
ment that they would vote the Republican 
ticket. Monroe Young as Mayor, aided by 
County Attorney Spofford, Sheriff Wyman, and 
George S. Peters, have buried every rum-seller 
both Republican and Democrat, under a roll of 
seventy indictments, to which they have plead- ed guilty. The only understanding with them i> tfiis: judgement is to follow and they are to 
he imprisoned upon trie first violation after 
th, finding n f the indictments And this will 
be done. The law in that city will be honestly 
and faithfully enforced as it will be everywhere 
under the new order of things. If the people do not like it they must take the matter in hand 
at the [mils and elect a legislature which will 
change tlie law. 
If meaty is the watchword. 
By this sign we -hall conquer. 
Reformer. 
Penobscot Salmon-Breeding Works. 
BrCKSPoBT, April 22,1873. 
Gcal' sir' I desire your co-operation and as- 
si-tance in carrying out an important experi- 
ment, designed to add to our knowledge of the 
habits ot salmon. 
As you are probably already informed,several 
hundred salmon, caught last summer near 
Bucksport, were taken alive to Great pond, in 
Bucksport, and kept through the summer and 
full, in October anil November they were 
caught again, and their eggs, which were then 
ripe and ready to be laid, were taken from 
them to he hatched out artitically, and used in 
restocking exhausted rivers in the several states 
that had an interest in tlie enterprise. Tlie 
"hole number of eggs taken amount ton million 
and a half. The state of Maine receives a large 
share ol them, and has directed that 150,000 
eggs he kept and batched out at Bueksport, and that the young tisli he turned into tlie 
Penobscot river. These eggs have already 
begun to hatch, and there is every prospect that 
from this operation a sufficiently large number 
of young salmon will be placed in the Penobscot 
to make tlie salmon fishery of the river and bay better a few years lienee; and as it is proposed 
to continue tlie work, there is good reason to 
hope that it will eventually restore the fishery 
to something like its ancient condition ol plenty. 
Now, then, let me call your attention to the 
experiment to which 1 have alluded. At the 
request of Prof. 8. K. Baird, of Washington, 
the principal patron of this enterprise, I had all 
the old salmon, male and female, after they had 
yielded their eggs and milt, measured and 
weighed, and each one marked with a metal 
tag, bearing a particular number, by which I 
can distinguish them if 1 ever see them agaiu. 
This tag is of oval shape, about half an inch 
long, and will probably remain bright. In 
most cases it is attached to a rubber band that 
goes around tlie tall. In others, it is attached 
by a wire to the large back fin. After marking, tlie salmon were let loose to go to sea if they 
chose. 
It we can catch any of these salmon with tags 
on them, it will greatly help us to a better 
knowledge ot their habits, helping us to know 
their rate of growth, the frequency of their 
spawning, and so forth. 
I earnestly request all persons engaged in 
fishing for, or dealing in salmon, to carefully look Jor tlie tugs, and in case a salmon is found, 
to send it to me. I will pay the market value 
of each tagged salmon sent me, according to its 
weight, and tlie additional sum of three dollars 
for each salmon, besides the cost ot freight 
from the place where shipped to Bucksport. 
Address, 
Chas. G. Atkins, Bucksport. 
^ 
—It is reported that Win. H. Simpson, 
Esq., ot the Republican Journal is to be 
prosecuted under the Act for the Preven- 
tion of Cruelty to Animals, having, of 
late, been amusing himself in piercing 
with his shafts the hide of Barnabas M. 
Roberls, the collector oi customs, at Bel- 
fast. But it Roberts will persist in mak- 
ing a jackass of himself we can’t blame 
Mr. Simpson. [Bangor Commercial. 
A boy mimed Frank Emerson commit- 
ted suicide at Exeter, N. H. He was 
missing at tea time, and the town was 
searched tor him in vain. About 10 o’clock 
he was found in his lather’s cellar, hang- 
ing by the neck and quite dead. He was 
about lourteen years old, and has been 
largely addicted to reading dime novels 
and similar light literature. It appears 
that his lather remonstrated with him on 
this course, reproving him sharply and 
telling him he must give it up. It is sup- 
posed he hung himself shortly after this. 
This is one of the etfects of the sensation 
stories and novels of the day. 
An Awful Deed. The killing of her 
two children by Mrs. Hennesy, in New 
York was one of unexampled horror. The 
two bodies were found horribly mutilated 
and their features unrecognizable. The 
flesh was burned from their faces and 
shoulders, and their eyes had been roast- 
ed out. Her oldest child, a little girl of 
live years, was found quietly sleeping in 
another room, unharmed by her crazy 
mother. The other children were evi- 
dently first strangled, then stripped, and 
then roasted on top ol a stove, as poitions 
of burnt flesh and hair were found on the 
stove, and the room was filled with a sick- 
ening smell ot burnt flesh. She had also 
stabbed both ol them in the neck and 
twisted their heads around and bent them 
oyer la order to get their bodies into a tub. Religious mania and sickness, it is 
said, caused the awlul deed. 
A poor man who hanged himself, 
owing to domestic affliction occasioned 
by his wife, is thus disposed ot out West: 
“Henry Lyman, shoe-maker, Terre Haute 
—bed-cord. Jealousy.” 
Sugar. 
Eli Perkins has been on a tour through the sugar refineries, and gives in the Daily 
Graphic a column and a half account of 
the observations betook there. Enormous 
quantities of the article are consumed, but 
few ever stop to think, and fewer still 
know, of the rather unsavory process it 
goes through in refining. Mr. Perkins’ 
information is interesting' as well as use- 
ful, and if it should lead any one to be a 
little more abstemious in his sugar diet, it 
will serve a good purpose. 
Of the fifty sugar refineries in this coun- 
try, thirty-five are in New York. The 
largest one in the world is in Paris; the 
next larger is that ot Havemeyer & Elder 
ot New York, where 3,000 barrels per 
day are refined. It comes here in a raw- 
state, in hogsheads and bags, from Cuba 
and the West Indies, and some other 
ports. It doesn't reach New York in a 
remarkably neat and appetizing condition, 
being filled, according to Mr. Perkins, 
with dirt, mud, sticks, niggers’ shoes, 
old hats, pipes, bones, newspapers, and 
sleeveless shirts; and all these ingredients 
are turned with the sugar into a copper 
vat of hot water, and the whole mass is 
stirred up by men not over-particular to 
expectorate their tobacco-juice on the out- side of the vat. Four hundred hogsheads 
per day of this saccharine tilth are pumped 
into the fifth story to be purified. It is 
there received in one thousand-gallon 
cauldrons, with a steam pipe in the bot- 
tom. Then it is tested with blue litmus 
paper to show if it be sour; if sour, a 
pail of lime is thrown in. “This kills the 
acid, or the acid leaves the sugar to attack 
the lime, when, like the KJlkenney eats, 
they are both eaten up.” Then five gal- 
lons of warm bullocks’ blood, right from 
the slaughter-houses, is added to each 
1,000 gallons ul melted sugar. The whites 
of eggs, which would be better, are too 
expensive. The blood, which contains 
about as much albumen, is onlv eleven 
cents per gallon. This settles sugar as 
an egg settles coffee—that is, the albumen 
seizes hold of every particle of dirt and 
holds it. When the temperature is raised 
to ISO degrees, the blood, lime, dirt, 
sticks, etc., float to the surlaee, while the 
transparent syrup is drawn off through 
strainers, from the bottom, leaving the 
scum on top. This is rinsed with water, 
the sweet part saved to wet up a fresh lot 
of sugar, and the dirt carted off as a ferti- 
lizer. A ton of rich manure is taken out of 
the sugar every day. Think of that, O con- 
fectionery-suckers and sugar-eaters! After 
the syrup is strained, it is 93 per cent, 
pure sugar and 7 per cent, ot coloring, 
foreign salts, and gases. These are re- 
moved by filtering the syrup through bone 
black or animal charcoal—burnt bones 
ground up. This filtering is done through 
large iron tanks, each containing 30,000 
pounds of bone black. The syrup trickles 
through this and comes out at the bottom 
as pure and transparent as rock crystal. 
After it had reached this stage, Air. Per- 
kins asked the chemist if it was perfectly 
pu.ie now? lie replied : 
“Yes, as near as possible. It is !I9 1-2 per 
cent, pure sugar. Yon might pour five gallons 
of kerosene, and a small-pox patient cut into 
sausage meat, into that first tank, and 1 tell 
yon, Perkins, that 1 wouldn’t have the slight- 
est objection to drinking tin syrup five hours 
afterwards. It is perfectly clean and pure.” 
The syrup is then boiled down to ti 
paste and then drawn off into pots shaped 
like the old-fashioned sugar-loaf, where 
it crystallizes. The soiled sugar-loaves 
are crushed into loafs, and the sawdust 
and leavings arc. made into granulated 
and pulverized sugar. Brown sugar and 
yellow sugar result from an inferior syrup, 
sour and salt which cannot bo crystallized. 
“Brown sugar is simply sugar with dirt 
and water in it. The cheapest sugar to 
buy is white, granulated sugar. This is 
99 1-2 per cent, pure sugar, while brown 
sugar is only about 70 per cent.—20 per- 
cent water and 10 por cent dirt and salts.” 
Or that is the condition before it leaves 
the refiners—the “99 1-2 per cent, of pure 
sugar” is before it gets into the bands ol 
dealers, who rapidly reduce this to :t 
much smaller per cent. 
There are elephants in Kansas, but von 
must dig for them if you want them. 
Sup. Lincoln is laying a track from the 
maine road at Kendall’s Mills to the end 
ot the toll bridge, to facilitate travel. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
The following is extracted from a smart 
hoy’s composition of “babies." “The mother's 
heart gives 4tl> joy at the babies 1st 2th.” 
Duponco’s Golden Pills are unequal led. 
Mr. Hedge, who is recommended to try a 
watering place next summer, is now riding 
around with the different milkmen on trial. 
Wanted, a farmer in every town as agent 
for the Gulling Solid Steel Plows. For terms, 
write to Collins A < 'o., 212 Water streets, New 
York. :tm 
Recipe for making a row. Walk along the 
pavement of a crowded thoroughfare with a 
ladder on your shoulder, and turn around every 
few minutes to see if anybody is making laces 
at you. 
Centaur Liniment. 
There is no pain which the < 'entail Liniment 
will not relieve, no swelling il will nol subdue, 
and no lameness which it will not cure. This 
is strong language, but it is true. Where the 
parts are not gone, its effects are marvelous 
It has produced more cures ol rheumatism 
neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings, 
caked-breasts, scalds, burus, salt-rheum, ear- 
ache, &c., upon the human frame, and of strains, 
spavin, galls, .Cc., upon animals in one year 
than have all other pretended remedies since 
the world began, tt is a counter-irritant, an 
all-healing pain reliever. Cripples throw away 
their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites 
are rendered harmless and the wounded are 
healed without a scar. Tt is no humbug. The 
recipe is published around each bottle. It is 
selling as no article ever before sold, and it sells 
becaues it does just what it pretends to do. 
Those who now suffer from rhematism, pain or 
swelling deserve to suffer if they will nol use 
Centaur Liniment. More than 1000 certilicates 
of remarkable euros, including frozen limbs, 
chronic-rheumatism,gout, running tumors, ,tc., 
have been received. We will send a circular 
containing certificates, Ihe recipe. &C., gratis, to 
any one requesting it. One bottle of the yellow 
wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth one hun- 
dred dollars for spavined or sweenied hoises 
and mules, or for screw-worm iu sheep. Stock 
owners—this liniment is worth your attention. 
No family should be without Centaur Liniment. 
J. B. Rose & Co., New York, 
CaSTORIA is more than a substitute for Cas- 
tor Oil. It is the only safe article iu existence 
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate 
the bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural 
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine 
or alcohol, and is pleasant to take. Children 
need not cry and mothers may rest. 
POISONED TO DEATH. 
A healthy liver secretes each day about two 
and a half pounds of bile, which contains a 
great amount of waste material taken from the 
blood. When the liver becomes tordid or con- 
gested. it fails to eliminate this vast amount of 
noxious substance, winch, therefore, remains 
to poison the blood and be conveyed to every 
part of the system. Hence the symptoms oi 
bile poisoning, which are dullness, headache, 
incapacity to keep the mind on any subject, im- 
pairment of memory, dizzy, sleepy, or nervous 
feelings, gloomy forebodings and irritability of 
temper. The blood itself being diseased, as it 
forms the sweat upon the skin, is so irritating 
and poisonous that it produces discolored brown 
spots,pimples, blotches and and ot her eruptions, 
sores, boils, carbuncles and scrofulous tumors. 
The stomach, bowels, and other organs become 
affected, sooner or later, and costiveness, piles, 
dropsy, dyspepsia diarrhoea, female weakness, 
and many other forms of chronic disease, are 
among I he necessary results. As a remedy 
for all these manifestations of disease, Dr. 
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery is positively 
unequaled. By it the liver and stomach are 
changed to an active and healthy state, the ap- 
petite regulated and restored, the blood and 
secretions thoroughly purilied and enriched, 
and the whole system renovated and built up 
anew. Sold by Druggists. 077 
A Troy dentist became emotionally insane 
while repairing a front tooth for a prettv 
woraau, and kissed her. She told her husband, 
and he went round the next day aud borrowed 
$500 of the dentist on long time. 
Seven* Safeguards against Consump- 
tion are united in Hale’s Honey of Horehound 
and Tar. It calms the most violent cough and 
cures the worst cold in a few hours, and averts 
all danger. Sold by all Druggists. 
l'ike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute. 
Agassiz says that any full-grown man can 
live ten days by chewing a pair of boots; and 
yet. there are men who will growl if they don’t 
have mince pie every meal. 
Tubercular Consumption. 
My health had been declining since 1858; dur- 
ing the whole time I was unable to attend to 
any work. In February, 1800, I was taken 
wilh a dreadful cough, the amount I raised in 
twenty-tour hours was incredible to tell, the 
doctors only gave me temporary relief. I was 
advised In u>e Fellows’ Compound Syrup 
of Ilypophosphites. I commenced using it 
freely, and I can say with a clear conscience, 
it has effected wonders. I am now able to 
work, which for eleverryears l was incapable of. 
Hammond Diver, N. U. 
JAMES JOHNSON. 
Busker says the Ecclesiastic Almanac is get- 
ting out of fix, for it has been “Passion Sunday” 
with his wife ever since Mrs. Blanch, the 
colored barber’s wife got a new bonnet just like 
the one she sent to Philadelphia tor. 
12 Samples iiy mail,50 cls, retailquiek tor 810 
K. 1.. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Sq., N. Y. 
lyr2G. 
GEN. J AMES A. HALL SAYS 
1 have used Berry’s Vegetable Bilious Bitters, 
and experienced great relief thereby. From 
youth 1 have suffered from Headaelie, caused 
bv inactivity of the liver, and never obtained 
anything like permanent relief until I used the 
above Medicine, under the direction of Dr. Call. 
I have no hesitancy in saying that, in my 
opinion there is no preparation in the market 
equal to this for the cure of Headache or any 
other Bilious difficulty. 
Damariscotta. April, 1872. 4w41 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
“Truth is Mighty,and will Prevail.” 
VEGETINE 
PURIFIES THE BLOOD AND RE- 
STORES THE HEALTH. 
Seveuty-oue Years of Age. 
East Marshfield, Aug. 22, 1870, Mr. Stevens: 
Dear Sir—1 am seventy-one years of age; have suf- fered many years with Kidney Complaint, weakness 
in my back and stomach. I was induced by friends 
to try your Vkgetine, and L think it the best medi- 
ciue for weakness of the Kidneys l ever used, I 
have tried many remedies for this complaint, aud 
never found so much relief as from Vkgetine. It 
strengthens and invigorates the whole system. 
Many ol my acquaintances have taken it,and I believe 
it to be good for all the complaints for which it is 
recommended. Yours truly, 
JO SI AH H. SHERMAN. 
EXPERIENCE OF YEARS. 
Charlestown. Mass., March 19, 1809. 
If. R. Stevens : 
This is to certify that I have used your “Blood 
Preparation” Vegk hxk) in my family for several 
years, and think that for Scofula or Cankerous 
Humors, or Rheumatic affections, it cannot be ex- 
celled; and as a blood purifier and Spring medicine, 
it is the best thing 1 have ever used, and I have 
used almost ev> rything. I can cheerfully recom- 
mend it to any in need of such a medicine. 
Yours respectiully, 
MRS. A. A. DINSMOKE, 
19 Russell Street. 
WHAT IS~NEEDED. 
Boston, Feb. 13,1871. 
Mi:. If. R. Stevens: 
Dear Sir—About one year since 1 found myself iu 
a leeble condition from general debility. Vkgetine 
was strongly recommended to me by a friend who 
had been much benefited by its use. I procured the 
article and, alter using several bottles, was restored 
to health, and discontinued its use. 1 feel quite con- 
fident that there is no medicine superior to it lor 
those complaints for which it is especially prepared, 
aud would cheerfully recommend it to those who 
leel that they need something to restore them to 
perfect health. Respectfully yours, 
U. L. PETTINGILL. 
Firm of S. M. Pettingill & Co., 10 State St., Boston. 
Vkgetine extends its influence into every part of 
tin1 human organism, commeeing with its founda- 
tion, correcting diseased action and restoring vital 
powers creating a healthy formation and purifica- 
tion of tin-blood, driving out disease, aud leaving 
Nature to perform its allotted task. Vkgetine is 
sold by druggists. Im43sp 
BATCHELOFVS_ HAIR DYE. 
This splendd llair Dye is the best in Ike world. 
The only Truei and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable 
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridicu- 
lous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill ef- 
fects of bad dyes and washes. Produces Immedi- 
ately a superb Black ok Natural Brown, and 
leaves the hair clean, soft and beautiful. 
The genuine signed XV. A. Batchelor. Sold by all 
Druggists. 
lylysp Oli AS. BATCHELOR l*rop,t N. Y, 
COHSUMPTSOH^ANBE- CUBED. 
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP, 
LOUF.XCK’S seaweed ionic, 
SC HEN CIv’S MANDRAKE PILLS, 
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary 
Consumption. 
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemor- 
rhage follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of 
the very organs that caused the cough. 
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of 
two-thirds «. t the cases of consumption. Many are 
now complaining with dull pain In the side, the 
bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose, 
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling 
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy ; 
the food that is taken lies heavily ou the stomach, 
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. 
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered 
condition of the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons 
so affected, if they take one or two heavy colds, and 
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the 
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and 
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situ- 
ation, the lungs are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, 
and death is the inevitable result. 
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which 
does not contain my opium, nor anything calculated 
to check a cough suddenly. 
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food,mixes 
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily, 
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circula- 
tion of the blood. When the bowels ure costive, 
skin sallow and the patient is of a bilious habit, 
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required, 
These medicines are prepared by Dr. J. H. 
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and 
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by 
GEO. O. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, 
Boston, and .JOHN F. HENRY, 8 College place, 
New York, Wholesale Agents. 
For sale by Druggists generally,—ly3sp 
THE MOST POPULAR MEDICINE EXTANT 
1840, Over Thirty Years 1873, 
Sluce the ffntroductlou of 
PERKY DAYIS’ 
PAIN-KILLER! 
The pao-killer Is equally applicable and efficacious to young 
or old. 
rPUE PAINKILLER 
X Is both an Internal and External remedy, 
rTWE PAINKILLER 
X Will cure Fever and Ague when other reme- 
dies have failed. 
The paiv-killer Should be used at the first manifestations of 
Cold or Cough, 
11HE PAH.KILLER Is the Great Family Medicine of the Age. 
r■ lHK rAiA-MULLUH 
X Will cure Painter’s Colic. 
The painkiller Is good for Scalds and Burns, 
THb paii.killer Has the Verdict of the People in its favor. 
THE PAINKILLER Gives Universal Satisfaction. 
THE PAINKILLER 
X Beware of Imitations and Counterfeits. 
The painkiller Is almost a certain cure for CHOLERA, and has, without doubt, been more successful in curing this terrible disease than any other known remedy, or even the most eminent and skillful Physicians. In India, Africa and China, where this dreadful dis- 
ease is ever more or less prevalent,the Pain-Killer 
is considered by the natives, as well as European residents in those climates, a Sure Remedy. 
The painkiller Each bottle is wrapped with full directions 
tor use. 
The painkiller is sold by all Druggists aud Dealers in Fam- 
ily Medicines. Im43sp 
HOUSE PAINTING! 
Paperhanging, Graining and Glazing done in the best manner by 
M. A. GULLNAN. 
Painting and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and 
Sitting rooms made a specialty. Orders left on my slate at Albert C. Burgess’Store or at my House promptly attended to. 3m40sp 
A BOOK FOR EVERY MAY. 
THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OK SELF-PRES- 
ERV ATION,” a Medical Treatise ou the Cause and 
ilnre Exhausted Vitality. Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and Physical Debility. Hypochondria, linuoteucy, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other diseases arising from the errors of 
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature 
I'his is indeed a book for every man, Thou- sands have been taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and beat medical work ever published, and the only one ou this class of ills worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged,illustrated, bound in beauti- 
ful french cloth. Price only $l. Sent by mail, P<>8t Paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulflnch street, Boston, Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant ibysmian. N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as well as all diseases requiting skill and experience. ly3Msp 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal. 
Belfast, Wednesday, April 30, 1873. 
Flour, $'.).50al3.50i Round Ilog, 7a8 
Corn Meal, 80a00 Clear Salt Pork, $20a22 
Rye Meal, l.lOal.151 Mutton per lb., Sao 
Rye, 90a 1.00 Lamb per lb., OaO 
Corn, 80a00 Turkey per lb., 25a30 j 
Barley, 55aG0,Chicken per lb., 17a20 
Beans, 2.50a3.00|L)iick per lb., 18a20 
Marrowfat Peas, 90a 1.00! Gee so per lb., 15a0o 
Oats, 55a00 Hay per ton, $12al5 
Potatoes, 05a70 Lime, $1.40a0.00 
Dried Apples, 6a8 Washed Wool, 45aOO 
Cooking Apples, 50.i00Unwashed Wool, 35a00 
Butter, 35a38 Pulled Wool, 45a50 
Cheese, l8a20Hid°s, 8a0 
Fggs. 15a 10Calf .'kins, 10 l-2al7 
Lard, 12aI4|Sheep Skins, $1.00a2.0o 
Beef, satO Uara W >od, $7.00a8.00 
Baldwin Apples, 65a75Soft Wood, $4.00a0.00 
Veal, 7.uS|Dry Poilock, 5a0 
Dry Cod, 7aSIStraw $s.00a0.00 
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. 
\VKDNKSDAY April 23, 1873. 
At market this week—3589 Cattle; 7232 Sheep aud Lambs; 15S60 Swine; Western Cattle 3423; North- 
ern Cattle and Working Oxen and Milch Cows 
150; Eastern Cattle, lti. 
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lus.live weight Extra quality, *750a*775; First quality,*? U0a7 25; Second quality, $050a*G 75; Third quality,*4 GuauGU 
poorest grade of coarse Oxeu, Bulls, Stc, $3 50a4 25 
By the pound, dressed weight, from Galle per lb. Hides—Hides y l-2e; Tallow tiafi l-2c per lb' 
Country TallowGaG l-2e;Country HidesOcper lb; Call Skins liia20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75a 
Working Oxen—We quote sales of 1 pr, gtli 7 ft 8 In *285; 1 pr, 6 ft 8 in *190; 1 pr 7 ft 8 in, *185; 1 pr 8 ft $180. 
Milch Cows—Extra $50u90; ordinary $2.a5o. Store Cattle—Nothing doing in the Store Cattle 
trade, except for Working Oxeu and .Milch Cows. 
■Sheep aud Lambs —Western Sheep and Limbs cost, delivered at Brighton, from 8aS l 'c per 1 Swine— Fat Hogs, 18,000 at market; prices c l-4a 6 l-2c per lb. 
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET. 
Monday, April 28, 1872. 
BUT 1 KR We quote line fall New York aud Ver- 
mont butter at 40a42c per lb; prime lots of old at 
35a38c; medium do 25a30; bakers’ at 15a20c. 
CHEESE—We quote Vermont and New York 
at 13al5c per ib; medium lactory at 12al4 i-2c; corn- 
cheese at 8al0c. 
EGGS—The market to-day is hardly so tirm.and 
saies have been made at isalt*c, aud southern and 
Western sell readily at 17al8c. 
BEANS—We quote choice mediums $2 75; choice pea beaus at $3 25a3 5u; Y'ellow eyes at S3 25, 
DRIED APPLES—We quote at 7 l-2a8 l-2c per 
lb lor Eastern sliced; (i l-2a 7c 1-2 lor Eastern quar- 
ters; 7a8 l-2c tor New York sliced, and o l-2a7c for 
quarters; fancy Southern sliced sell at 7 l-2a8 i-2c, and common Southern apple ut5aG-l2c per lb. 
VEGK TABLES—Early Rose potatoes at 95a$l 00; Jackson Whites 90a95c per bush. 
GRASS SEEDS—$4 12a4 37 per bush tor Herds 
Grass; $3 per sack lor Red Top; 8 l-2a9e for 
Western Clover Seed, and O tlOc per lb for North- 
ern Clover. 
HAY—-We quote prime hay at $26a27 per ton; 
common $!8a22; Swale at $14alG; Straw $25a2tJ per 
ton. 
MARRIED._ 
lu Prospect, April nr, by C. C'. Roberts, K»q.» Henry Sparrow and Miss Rucliel Rnynionrt, both o< 
Prospect, 
In Brooks, April 17th, Mr. A. B. Evans and Miss 
Abbie Mason, both of Knox. April 20, Mr. R. N. 
Levenseller ot Brooks, and Miss Emma C. Ford ol 
Monroe. 
In Rockland, April 17, Charles W. Porter, of Cam- 
den,, and Miss Emma C. Verrill of R. April 15, Mr. 
Orville T. Wood of Rockland, aud Miss Mary York of Noblehoro. 
Iu Viualhaveu, April 15, Mr. John Orn of Vinal- 
haven, and Mrs. Lucy A. McKellar of Rockland. 
Jn Ellsworth, April 20, Alexander B. Black, Esq., and Mrs. Mary Jane Brooks, both ot E. 
In Bucksport, April 12, Mr. Thomas N. Lord ot 
Bluehill, and Miss Tillio I. Whitmore of Bucksport. In Surry, April 10, Mr. James W. Carter and Miss 
Annie S. Nichols, both of Ellsworth. 
In Mt. Desert, April 8, Mr. Loren Iv. Richardson 
of Mt. Desert, and Miss Carrie H. Phillips ot Eden. in Sedgwick, April 7, Mr. Geo. F. Turner and 
Miss Serena D. Wood, both ot Sedgwick. In Appleton, April 27, by J. E. Ilanly, Esq.. Mr. Martin C. Pease of Appleton, aud Miss Charlotte 
Asp ol Wapello, Iowa. 
DIED. 
( Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Same and Age must be pa id for ,J 
In this city, April 2St.li, Benjamin'Kelly, aged 74 
years. Funeral from his late residence Thursday 
afternoon, May 1 
In this city, April 23d, Mr. .1. W. Bean, aged 24 
years and 9 mouths, 
In this city, April 25th, Susan L., daughter of the 
late William Harriman oi Portland, formerly of this 
city, aged IS years and 9 months. 
In Lincolnville, April 2i>, Mrs. Mary Stetson, widow of .Josiah Stetson, aged 90 years, 9 months 
and 27 days. 
In Searsmout, April 22, Geo. E. Cummings, aged 
10 months. 
In East Lamoine, April 9, Mrs. Elizabeth Huek- 
iu*, aged Os years. 
_SI IIP JNT EWs" 
PORI OF UELF.1KT. 
ARRIV ED. 
April 24. Schs W G Eaddie, Ryder, Fox Island; 
Brig Clara Louise, liewrehau, Boston. 
20. Sclis Moses Eddy, Cottrell, do Senator, Car- 
ver’s Harbor; Witchcraft, Barter, Boston. 
27. Abby Gale, West, Ellsworth Gen Mead, Pat- 
terson, Boston ; E A Elliot, Sprowl, do. 
SAILED. 
24, PM Bonuie, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor; Em- 
pire, Ferguson, Salem; Hero, Foss, New York, Eliza Sawyer, Cook, Calais. 
26. G W Andrews Watts, Savannah ; J. p Mori- 
am, Clark, Bangor; Empire,Doane,do 1, I Knight 
Mcintire, Ruth; Jack Downing, Patterson, Rock land. 
25. W G Eaddie, Ryder, Dix Island; Mollie Por- 
ter, Megathlin, Rockland; brig Clara Loui-m, u, ,v 
rehan, Wilmington, NC; sell Isis, BulUek, Bo-ton. 
30. Abby Gale, West, New York. 
SI'ltlM. WII 
Summer Millinery! 
Mrs. A. L. RICHARDS 
AND 
Miss A. F. SOUTHWGRTH 
gave just received a full stock of Spring Hate and Bonnets, Kibbons, Flowers, fgtces, Kuclies and Vel 
vets, and all the novelties of the season in the 
millinery department. Wo are gratified in being able to announce to our patrons and friends our en- 
gagement with the very popular and successlul 
Milliner MISS CAKO BOWEN. 
DRESS MAKING! 
Under the direction and personal superintendence of MKS. RICHARDS who lias just returned Irom 
Boston with all the new Spring stylos for 
UREHHEH, I.4CKH, 
A»D CAPES, 
For Ladies, Misses and Children. 
Grateful for the past and hopeful for the iuture 
we will endeavor to please and sat inly all our ft ieuds 
m the price, style* and quality ot our work. 
Belfast, May 1st. 1873.—3w43 
For Sale. 
3w43* 
Tilt* schooner ENG IN' EE It, ot Ells 
worth, seventy tons o. m. Well found 
in sails and rigging and all ready for business. Now loading with Brick at 
this port for Boston. For terras, &c., 
Address 
THOMAS MAHAN, Ellsworth. 
BRADLEY’S 
l L, SUPER PHOSPHATE! 
For sale by the Subscriber, at West Winteri»of t 
B. PLUMMER. 
April 20,1873.—tf43 
A BOOK FOR EVERY CITIZENS 
Hie Governmental Instructor, 
A Uriel and comprehensive view ol the Government 
of the United States and of the State Governments, 
by J. B. ShurtletF. Third Revised Edition by David 
N. Camp. 
This volume commends itself on account of its 
comprehensiveness while it treats each topic briefly and clearly; the value of such instruction can scarce- 
ly be overestimated. It gives a sketch of the history and condition of the Colonies, the occasion of the 
Declaration of Independence, and ol the adoption ol the Constitution; examines carefully the powers, 
legislative, executive and judicial, belonging to the 
government; describes the various departments with 
their functions, the relation of the States to each 
other and to the general government; the qualifica- tions, duties aud powers of officers, home and for- 
eign. In short, we have iu a small, well-arranged 
volume, all that is essential in order to understand 
the nature and working ot our republican institu- 
tions. Willie important tor the citizen, it. is well 
adapted for the higher classes in schools, and is used 
by the New York Board of Education and elsewhere. 
Copies mailed on receipt of 75 cents, by the pub- 
lishers, 4w43 
COLLINS & BROTHER, 370 Broadway, New York. 
HOUSE CLEANING-. 
As the house cleaning season is at hand, the sub- 
scriber gives notce that he has reduced the price of 
soap to $2.50 per barrel. Warranted to be first 
quality. Orders addressed through the Post-office 
will receive immediate attention. 
d. L. WOOD. 
South Belfast, April 2, 1873.—8w39* 
15.000 ROLLS 
Mew Style Wall Payer! 
In Gold, Satin, White and Brown, selling very low 
at J. C. THOMPSON’S Furniture, Crockery Ware 




IMPORTANT to FARMERS. 
JC. CONDON announces to Farmers anil Uar- • deners of this vicinity that he lias on hand 
about 10 tons ul 
FISH GUANO OR PORGIE-CHUM, 
the best fertiliser of the age, which will be sold in 
lots to suit the purchaser at the rate ol $15 per ton. 
Belfast, April 17, 1873.—3w41* J. C. CONDON, 
(aw. sun Hi. 
% 
Guarantee to sell goods for three 
weeks only at the prices 
quoted in this column. 
The articles men- 
tioned were 
bought in 
Job Lots, hence 
when they are sold 
we will not be re- 
sponsible for prices on the 
same goods at a later date. 
40 PIECES 
Splendid SPRING SHADES 





Over a YARD WIDE, sell- 
ing by the piece at 
11 4-‘.2c. 
-^ ^ .- 
40 DOZEN 
HOSIERY! 
PLAIN and RIBBED, sell- 




PLAIN, selling at 17c, 
former price 25c. 
50 DOZEN 
ASSORTED 
From 25c to 75c per pair. 
These goods are remark- 
ably cheap, and we 




for the next 3 
weeks. Please ex- 
amine our prices as we 
shall have sample pairs on 
exhibition with prices attached. 
LI1TEXT 
TOWELS ! 
40 Doz Linen Towels at 12 12c 
20 “ “ “ 25c 
20 “ 4“ “ 33c 
20 “ “ “ 30c 
20 “ “ (£ 37c 
DoaUe Linen Damask Towels 
Selling at 50c, former price 
75c, 
10 k Bs'^le Linen Ms 
Very Large Size at 67c, former 
price $1.00. 
jJgt-Now is the time to secure 
Linen Goods, in Towels, Napkins, 
and Table Damasks as you can 
make excellent selections from a 
very large assortment. 
IjgKWe have opened a depart- 
ment of Jewelry in Jet Goods, 
Plated and French Gilt consisting 
of Ear-Rings, Pins,Opera Chains, 
Bracelets, etc. 
-^ ^ »-. 
HgF-We have on hand an un- 
usually large stock of Dry Goods 
and call the attention of the trade 
to the rare bargains we are otter- 




Selling at the former LOW 
PRICES ! 
G. W. BURKETT & CO.. 
Hayford Block, Church St., 
BELFAST. 
New Vermont Maple Sugar! 
Just rivt-iveil atC. H. i\iiTCHKl.!.’S. 
To I*et ! 
The Josiah barrow house, onjfigli Strict, recent 
Iv occupied by Mrs. Baker. Inquire of Asa Faunce, 
Ksi|.. al Belfast Savings Bank. 
JOSF.IMI F. IIAl.L. 
Belfast, April .'!, is?;}.—tf-Li 
Mimitaetmed at MlTCHKId/S lor the 
wholesale trade. 
C-O-A-L-! 
O" ALL KINDS. FOR SALE BY 
Wm. Pitcher & Soil. 
ttuo 
PIANO TUNING! 
Parties wishing their Pianos tuned 
ll.y 
1 MR. G. G ADDITON 
Will please leave tin- orders at Mr. Woum ocii's 
BOOK-STORK, iW41* 
G. E. JOHNSO N,- 
Attorney at Law! 
h. 10 Main St..(^tc0°“^.or) Belfast, ,, 
ELMER SMALL. M. D., 
Physician‘Surgeon 
Belfast, Maine. 
oFFI< I KE.SIDENCa 
1 Over ('ai.H'vki.ln’ Hook Corner of Miller & Con 
Store, Main St. gres.-Sts. tH 
A1 )V ERTISER 
Joit I’iiiminc Office 
Nr Hi Main M (lip Stairs,) Belfa>l, Me. 
G. W. BURGESS, Proprietor. 
■Oaipf Orders promptly attended to..i?jr 1 yH7 
X. ID. FRENCH^ 
MAXurAdrHr.R and dkaleu in 
PARLOR, COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES' 
Furnaces, Kangt-, Tin, BrDtannia. Japanned 
and Knainoled Ware, Sheet Dead, !.• ad Pipe 
and Sheet Zinc, dumbing, (Ja-> Fitting 
and Fixtures, Pumps, &c., ifce. .lob 
Worn, liepairing, &c., &c. 
!'». iO (hurcli St.. rn.'t> Kelfail, >1 ♦* 
Hat and Bonnet Bleachery! 
,7v If you want your old style IIAI'6 ac- 
BONNETS made .<s good as low, vT \ 
please pass them right along to the/^^J 
~ign ot the STRAW WOKKS, East Side ot 
the River. 
&*~N.B. Hats iett at the Milliner's Stores in 
this city, taken from and returned without extra 
charge. :Hn41 S. A. BLACK. 
Call and See 
ai good an assortment of WOOLEN|GOODS ot a 
grades, usually found in a 
Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being 
manufactured to order by first-class wouicmen at as 
low prices as the times will afford. 
CUTTING attended to in all in branches by my- 
self. I have also a fine assortment ot 
FURNISHING GOODS 
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, 10 cents a box 
or :t boxes tor 25 cents, in all sizes and all the othe 
better grades of Collars. till H. L. LORD. 
C. H. M ITCH ELL 
anuouuces to the citizens ot Belfast and vicinity 
that lie lias opened a Retail Department in connec- 
tion with his wholesale, where ho will k- -p an 
assortment ot French ami Domestic Couluetiom rv 
manufactured at his place trom the best ol Granu 
lated Sugar. 




CITY BLOCK. HIGH ST. 
\l.AKiiE and well aelecti d .-tOcL 111• above artielea constantly on hand and lm -ale at the 
VERY LOWEST l’RIl'Ks. Ak> Leather Shoe 
Findings. :<m41 YV. I ( OLBl KN. 
IRON & STEEL! 
A. J. HARR1IY1AN CO. 
KK.KI* CON'S TAN IT.Y UN HAND \ Mjl.L 
ASSORTMENT I>I 
Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery, 
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails, 
Carraigo Woods, Trimmings, 
Agricultural Implements 
&c., &c. 
AT IVilllLllkll l: Oil IIC'I'A ■■ 
No. < >( > Main i r« •» >1. 
ill'llHSt, Fell. 10, la; 
MACE & HURD 
Manufacturers of am! \\ holes:.!*- Dealers it. 1‘ian* 
.ml Fancy 
CONFECTIONERY, FOREIGN FRUITS, 
TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING 
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS 
SES CORN CAKES, CORN 
CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C. 
uo. ner of Main and Cross Sis,, Bellas!, 
Beg leave to inlorm their friends and the public 
generally that they are now prepared to wait upou 
them at »hort notice. AM, ORDERS BY MAIL 
PROMPTLY ATTENDED l'o. 
T. L. MACE. 
tf41 A. A. HURD. 
GARTER’S 
A. R. CARTER respectfully informs his numerous 
friends and customers that'he is still at the old 
stand, CI1Y SALOON, wher-- lie will always be 
ready to welcome till. 
OYSTERS 
served in every style and at all times. Also MEALS 
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock of ( ont* ■ctionery 
of every description. Cigars an.l I’obacco always on hand. 
ANN El) f R LI IS & JELLIES a specially. 
Vfr'UIVE ME A < ALL 
You will always ui-d every itmig that is usually kept lu a first-class Saloon. A. R. CARTER. 
Belfast, Dec. 24.\25 
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Gone. 
I'V MRS. ACXKS HASKKI.f.. 
( ; and M)i> world to go oil as before? 
with a smile, from the old homestead 
doorv 
faithful heart, to come buck nevermore- 
< sad nevermore! 
<iom ? and the seasons to come and to go M reathing le r grave in blossom and snow? 
s'»‘»'v on the bosom that sheltered us so! 
< Yuel and pitiless snow ! 
Home i- not home: mother’s not there! 
I‘ark i- her room; empty her elinir: 
Angr > have taken her out from our care— 
Lifted her over life'- -tail'. 
liven the sunlight misses her face: 
Mute Hungs her sayings and doings retrace; 
U inds sing a dirue about the old place— 
■"'O lonely xrins that old place! 
l>ear, willing hands! they’ve well done their 
share 
Shriveled and wrinkled—a pitiable pair— 
<)nce they were dimpled, and rounded and fair— 
Long years ago. they were fair. 
Once thick and glossy the scant locks of snow 
sparklingly bright the eyes' faded glow ; 
Sprightly the step, that grew slow and more 
slow. 
ill seaward the tide did flow. 
I horny, ofttiiues, was the way that she trod: 
t, with the sandals of faith brightly shod— (.'limbed -ho tie* steeps to the portals* of God— 
Holding the hand of her God ! 
• W* the dear eyes grew dim from sad tears, 
< 'Hiding our untried feet, through the years; 
Hanning our future with hopes and with fears— 
Drying our quid.-failing tears. 
\o more in anguish the poor heart will bow : 
Fadeless the crown that encircles her brow ; 
(.lad in the^voimoots of angelhood now! Fetterless, evermore now ! 
Mother has got her lost bloom back again; found the lost ioved, long wept for iji vain; Beautiful, j'lovitied. free from all stain. 
Never to wander again ! 
M ill she forget the ones she caressed? 
\\ opt over, laughed over, hushed on her roast 
W :tb her glad lullabies, into sweet rest! 
Babyhood’s innocent rest? 
the true heart stdl faithful will be; 
f ondiy guard those that played at her knee, 
Fi> like a Mrd, from over death’s sea 
With her darlings to be! 
And when we’re done with earth and i.s care, 
Folded "ur hands, in a last mute prayer, 
Mother will reach lor us over life’s stair— 
Over life’s wearisome stair. 
>leep, mother, sleep! with your hands on vour 
breast 
H u weary hand>! they needed their rest, 
Well have we loved you, but God loved von 
best. 
Dear heart! He’s given you rest. 
At the Window. 
I heard the woodpecker peeking. 
The bluebird tenderly sing; 
I turned and looked out of my window. 
And io, it was spring! 
A breath from tropical borders, 
•Jlist a ripple, flowed into my room. 
And washed my face clean of its sadness— 
Blew my heart into bloom. 
The loves that 1 have kept for a lifetime, 
Sweet buds I have shielded from snow. 
Break forth into full leaf and tassel 
When spring winds do blow. 
For tin* sap of my life goes upward, 
Obeying the same sweet law 
That waters the heart of the maple 
After a thaw. 
1 forget mv old age and grow youthful 
Bathing in wind-tide of spring. When T hear the woodpecker pecking. The tirst bluebird sing. 
Florence’s Promise. 
On a Saturday morning, about the mid- 
dle of last December, might have been 
seen getting into a second class car- 
riage at Oxford a man with a rug, a 
gun-case ami a bull terrier. That was 
myself. 
At school I. Claude Houniker, was a 
thorough failure—that is in the eyes ot 
my head masters and those whose busi- 
ness it was to assume the functions of my 
dead parents, t >ne of my guardians was 
my uncle, Guy Itonniker, my father’s 
younger and only brother, who had in- 
herited all the family property, to the ex- 
clusion of my father. My uncle Guy al- 
ways used to say to me when l came to 
pay him my yearly visit at Christmas. 
■ 'Claude, you’re a lazv dog ; the only things 
you take any trouble about are shooting and rowing. AVhy don’t you work, and 
do something to make a man of your- 
self?” 
It was quite true. 1 rowed stroke of 
my boat a! school and wasted my time. 
Mv uncle Guy was childless ; and dur- 
ing the four and a half years 1 had been 
at Oxford he had continually written to 
me, asking about mv progress, and adding 
each time that it' 1 did well, I should never 
regret it. A lortnight before I went for 
my last examination, I had the following 
laconic epistle from the old man : 
My dear boy—Write and tell me when you 
can come to me. House nearly full. I have 
kept some presents lor you. Mrs. Betterton and 
tier daughters are here. Don't forget lo do well 
in your examination to please your old 
Uncle. 
Delight at getting away from examina- 
tion rooms and examiners, sorrow at 
leaving Oxford, were mingled with anx- 
ious thoughts of Flo Betterton and sur- 
mises as to the terms on which we should 
meet. 
During my first long vacation 1 had 
met Florence Betterton down in Devon- 
shire, at a lovely seaside place near the 
Chase, where Uncle Guv lived. The 
Betterton family had since that time struck 
up an acquaintance with my uncle, and 
now they were living with him. Florence 
and 1 had gone through all the stages of 
a vigorous flirtation in that happy month 
at the seaside, when I came down avowed- 
ly to study Thucydides, but really to read 
Tenneyson aloud to my golden haired 
beauty. When we parted there was 
a clear understanding between us that we 
were all in all to each other, backed bv a 
distinct promise of mutual constancy. Six 
months afterwards I received a verbal 
message through a mutual triend that she 
had ceased to care for me. So much for 
the cause of my troubled looks when I 
stepped into the train at Oxford. 
At Exeter T got out. 1 strolled to the 
refreshment saloon. Hardly had I entered 
the room when my attention was attracted 
by two strangers, one ot whom was tell- 
ing the other that he knew the way from 
Broadbeaeh to the Chase quite' well. 
Hearing the man speaking of going to 
my uncle’s place, I ventured to ask him 
it he knew ray relative. He said that he 
did, and immediately introduced himself 
to me as Clarence Vinning. His com- 
panion was a brother officer, Charles 
Dawkins. 
During the journey I had established 
myself on a tolerably intimate footing with my new acquaintances. Vinning 
told me that there were to be dances and 
dinners,shooting parties and other gaieties 
at the Chase, and that he intended to en- 
joy himself immensely, “especially as 
those divine girls, the Bettertons, are go- 
ing to be in the house.” No sooner had the 
train stopped at tin* station at Broadbeaeh 
then we saw my uncle on the platform 
with Mrs. Betterton and all the girls— 
Florence. Mary and Milly. Mary was 
the eldest—a fine, handsome woman of 
25. She always had been my great friend 
in the old days when I had been infatuated 
about Flo. Next came Milly she was a 
sweet tempered, pretty little thing, and as 
unlike her handsome elder sister as pos- 
sible. Last, but not least, was my Flor- 
ence. I used to think her perfect in those 
days, and young men’s impressions often 
last till old age. Golden hair, dark eye 
lashes, and a divine figure. 
Sunday was an uneventful day. Flor- 
ence, kept her room all day, and Mary- 
stayed with her. Monday was the day 
for commencing the serious work of the 
day doings. We—that is, the men—were 
going lf> shoot. After dinner we were all 
to go to a dance given by a Mrs Hughes, 
in honor of our party. I shot badly all 
the morning. We compared, and each 
confessed being a little flown in the mouth. 
We brightened up about lunch time, 
when the girls were expected to come. Then it flashed across me for the first 
time—Florence threw me over for Van- 
ning. He certainly looked pleased when the girls arrived. 
We walked home with the ladies: 
Again I failed to get an opportunity of 
speaking to Mary or Florence by them- 
selves. Vifining took off the latter, anti 
I had to walk with Mary and Milly. 
In the evening, however, I was deter- 
mined that I would speak and find out 
from Mary, or even from Florence her- 
self, the mystery of her sudden change of 
mind toward me. How lovely the three 
sisters looked as they came into the room 1 
’tut Florence, despite an air of sadness 
which had hardly left her face since I had 
been at the Chase, was the handsomest 
picture T ever saw. I asked her for the 
first waltz, *nd got it. My first words to 
her. alter we had retired to the lovely 
conservatory, were: 
■'Florence, have you forgotten four 
j years ago ?” 
she never answered me, and I thought 
I world not press the subject then. The 
next dance was a quadrille, and I was too 
sad ti do anything; sol went up to Mary, 
and asked her if she would not sit it out 
" ifh me. 1 did not hesitate a moment 
\yhen we were alone, to ask her if she 
knew anything of Florence’s reasons for 
throwing me over so coldly and so sud- 
denly. She said no; it so remained % 
! mystery to her as to me—the only possible 
<’lue she could give me being that she 
might have heard that 1 had been tlirting 
with somebody else. 
“No, Mary,” 1 said, “you know me too 
well for that.” 
1 then asked Maty if Vinning ivas not 
engaged to Florence, and if she. did not 
care lor him. 
“Why,” said she, “don’t you know that 
he is engaged to Millie, and is only wait- 
ing for lather’s consent to get married at 
jonce?—only they had a little miff to-day because lie thought you were paying at- 
; tentiou to Milly—that’s all.” 
The next dance I had with Florence 
was the seventh. The very words she 
said to me were: 
•Mr. Henniker, I am sorry tor your 
| disappointment.” 
1 answered nothing to this, but in a ! moment 1 said to her: 
i “Florence, why did you send me that 
cruel message ?” 
She looked at me with her lrank blue 
eyes and said : 
“Claude, 1 heard you were engaged to 
Mary.” 
Then 1 said: 
“Now it is too late; you seem to have 
ceased to care for me.” 
The blue eyes filled with tears; the lips 
said nothing. 
As bad luck would have it, the music 
struck up for another dance, and I saw 
Charles Dawkins coming out of the danc- 
ing room to look tor Florence, his part- 
ner. 
“Don't leave me Florence; 1 am so 
very wretched.” 
\Vhat for ? Why are you wretched ?” 
•Because you hate me.” 
Then the blue eyes looked bright again, 
and she said: 
“Then you’d better be happy.” 
She was wearing a white camelia in 
her dress, and I said: 
“Give it to me.” 
“1 will give it to the one Tlnve.” 
Charles Dawkins came up, claimed her 
hand, and left me in misery, to walk up 
and down on the lawn till it was time lor 
me to claim the next dance with her. The 
time came at last. 1 went into the room. 
Charles Dawkins was again talking to 
her with the white camelia in his hand. 
The whole thing was plain enough now— 
she loved him. I was in agony, and 
without a word ] turned on my heel, and 
strode out ot the room. To put on my 
coat and hat was but the work of a mo- 
ment; and then scarcely knowing what 
I was about I started to walk home to the 
Chase three miles oil'. 
I slept for an hour or two, then rose, 
packed all my things, and at daybreak got 
a llv to take all my things to ice station. 
A note on my dressing-table told my uncle 
the reason of my going, and adding that 
1 had sustained a fearful disappointment 
about my class. I meant that, my hard- 
won honors were useless to me without 
Florence’s love to spread a halo of sun- 
light over them ; but my words were am- 
biguous. 
file train was just starting that was 
going to take me to London en route for 
anywhere, when the little pony carriage 
drove up, Florence and my good uncle 
inside of it. 
■Stop him 1 stop him !” exclaimed the 
good-natured old gentleman, all radiant 
with smiles. 
) turned around in surprise at seeing Florence holding in her hand the white 
camelia of the preceding evening, and 
uncle Guy, with shy a smile said : 
"l know all about it, you young rascal, 
you made a precious mistake.” 
I said that I had ; but I couldn’t help 
it. 
•Sow. my boy,” said uncle Guy, “you 
two can waik home by the lanes together, 
and I’ll drive the pony carriage bv the road. 
What a happy walk that was ! Flor- 
ence told me that it was all a mistake 
about the camelia. 
“Mr. Dawkins wanted to exchange his 
tor mine; but you know I wanted mine 
lor a particular purpose.” 
When we reached home—looking very 
guilty, but very iiappy—everything was 
satisfactorily explained ; but luncheon had 
been waiting some time. Uncle Guy for- 
gave us, and told me I wasn’t such a fool 
after all, and added that he thought 
far more of my sense in getting Florence 
to promise to be my wife. One tiling he 
stipulated with Mrs. Betterton was that 
lie should have a wedding breakfast at 
his own old Chase, and that he should put 
“that rascal of a nephew of mine” in a 
position to marry the lovely Florence. I 
have the white camelia still, and before 
long 1 shall he going down to Broadbeach 
again to claim the fulfillment of the prom- 
ise which 1 received with it. Milly is 
going out to India with her husband Vin- 
ning; but wc—Florence and myself—are 
to live in the old Chase, and take care of 
our Uncle Guy. 
A Heavy Contract. 
Last Fourth of July, a young man in 
the employ ot a wholesale house in 
Dubuque, in conversation with his em- 
ployer, was induced to enter upon a sim- 
ple task, aL what seemed a high salary. Tie was offered $500 per annum, in ad- 
dition to what he was then receiving, if he would merely carry from any place on Main street to the river shore, and throw 
into the Mississippi the first week one 
single shot, No. 6; the second week, two 
shots; the third week, four shots; the fourth week eight shots; and so on, doub- 
ling the number of shot each week—the 
young man who took the contract to find 
the shot. 
Well, he entered upon his contract. 
The first month, as will be noted above, his work was easy—simply to go to the river four times, carrying witli him the 
aggregate fifteen No. 6 shot, The fifth 
week he carried 16 shot; the sixth week, 32: the seventh week, 64; the eighth week, 128 ; the ninth week, 256 ; the tenth 
week, 512; the eleventh week, 1,024; the 
twelfth week, 2.048; the thirteenth week, 
4,096. At this juncture, from curiosity and to save the labor of counting the shot, which was getting to be trouble- 
some, be weighed bis 4,096 shot and found 
that they balanced just 1 1-2 pounds. He bad now carried and deposited something less that 3 pounds ot shot. He congratu- lated himself that he was earning $125 
verv easily. 
The fourteenth week he deposited—still 
doubling the amount—3 pounds ; the fif- 
teenth week, 6 pounds; the sixteenth 
week, 12 pounds; the seventeenth week, 
24 pounds; the eighteenth week, 48 
pounds. That brings him to date. This 
week, the nineteenth of his contract, he has made a little calculation in regard to the matter, as follows: 
He finds that the next week, the t wentieth of his contract, he will have to 
deposit 192 pounds; the twenty-first week, 384 pounds; the twenty-second week’ 
768 pounds the twenty-third week, 1,536 
pounds; the twenty-fourth week, 3 072 
pounds,something over 1 1-2 tons ; twenty- tilth week, 3 tons : the twenty-sixth week 
6 tons; the twenty-eighth week 24 tons the 
twenty-ninth week 48 tons; the thirtieth 
week, 96 tons; the thirty-first week, 192 
tons; the thirty-second week, 384 tons; the thirty-third week, 768 tons; the thirty- fourth week, 1,536 tons; the thirty-fifth 
week, 3,072 tons; the thirty sixth week, 
6,144 tons; the thirty-seventh week, 12,- 
288 tons; the thirty-eighth week, 24,567 
Ions; the thirty-ninth week, 49,152 tons; the tortieth week, 98,304 tons; tile lortv- first week, 106,608 tons; the forty-second week, 393,216 tons; the forty-third week. 786,432 tons; the forty-fourth week, 1,- 
572,864 tons; the lorly-fifth week, 3,145,- 
728 tons; the forty-sixth week, 6,291,456 
tons; the forty-seventh week. 12,582,912 
tons; the forty-eighth week, 25,165,824 
tons; the forty-ninth week, 50,331.648 
tons; the fiftieth week, 100,663,296 tons; 
the fifty-first week, 201,326,592 tons; the 
fifty-second week, 402,653,184 tons. 
The young man lias thrown up his con- 
tract. [Dubuque Times. 
Dktu sliitKrttscmcnts. 
Great Spring Tonic 
HEGEMAN’S 
i Cordial Elixir of Calisaya Bark. I A pleasant Cordial which strengthens and improves the Digestion; an excellent preventive of Fevers, Fever and Ague, &c., and a great Renovator ami 
I onic for Invalids and debilitated persons. Heck- 
man lie Co., New York. Sole Manufacturers. Sold 
by all Druggists. 
12.000. 000_ ACRES! 
Cheap Farms ! 
The cheapest Land in market for sale by the 
Union Pacific R. R. Company in the Great Platte Valley. 
3.000. 000 Acres in Central Nebraska 
Now for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards on 
five and ten years credit at 0 per cent. 
No ADVANCE INTEREST REQUIRED. 
Mil.d and healthful climate, fertile soil, 
AN ABUNDANCE OF GOOD WATER. 
THE BEST .MARKET IN THE WEST! The 
great mining regions oi Wyoming, Colorado, Utah ami Nevada being supplied by the farmers in the 
Platte Valley. 
Soldiers Entitled to a Homestead of 160 Acres! 
THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR COLONIES. 
FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of acres of 
choice Government Lands open for entry under tilt 
Homestead Law, near this Great Rai road, with 
good markets and all the conveniences ol an old 
settled country. 
Free passes to purchasers of Railroad Land. 
Secitonal Maps, showing the Land, also new edi- 
tion of Descriptive Pampiliet with new Maps Mailed Free everywhere. 
Address 
O. F. DAVIS, 
Land Commissioner U. X. Ji., 
Omaha, Nkr. 
CIVEN AWAY. A beautiful Chrorao — but not with a 
payier which you lmvo to wait u / your for, but with the 
Eureka Chronic Casket the lat / \ ost novelty of tin* day, nud agonts aro soiling it with /A. ^ \astoiiishii»g rapidity. • ue of our agent* taking ✓ "l \104 onh rs in 1 dav, 
""I1 «i»i» nr" duincrX^W* «AJ.i-qual!}- n- well. 
JS2SU*.J24 <M<£^asi 
given nn Oil < 1 ninH/WMpA CS^NxlO iucl.os. Toany parties wl-.i wish w-X^-^y ''Vwill *.•.»,! full descrinl live ciroular of both \ / Casket &. Chromos. A 'em 
is your time to make'' Qy V / money. Samples ot Casket 
and a !■<> a Chromo will ,,,! sent post paid for ft 1.20. 
N-ii.i for *>ur now <>4 page -/catalogue. Sent Free post'paid. 
HON’D, MAIMIN' & CO.V gPKINUFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS'. 
ONLY 10 CENTS 
EVERY MAN HIS OWN PAINTER; 
Or, Paints-How to Select and Use Them. 
A plain treatise, containing sample card with 42 different actnally pa.nted shades and tints, with in- 
structions for exterior and interior House Decora- 
tion. 
*25 copies, bound in cloth, lor $5. Sample copies, 
paper cover, mailed, post paid, to any address, on 
receipt of lO c«*nt«, by the Publisher. 
HMHY CAREY BAIRD, 
Box 1024, Post-Office*, Philadelphia. 
See the following valuable extracts from press 
notices ■. 
“A very valuable book, and no one intending to 
paint should fail to read it. [N. Y. Tribune. 
“We did not know so much could be said on the 
subject ol painting a house until we read this excel- 
lent book of Mr. Baird’s.” | N\ Y. Herald. 
*‘A want long felt at last supplied.” IScientilic 
Am. 
“Not only a necessity to the painter, but valuable to every occupant of a dwelling. [N. Y. World. 
“Buy 25 copies of this book and distribute them 
among your friends. If they will heed the advice 
therein, you could make no more valuable present ’’ [Chicago Trib. 
“in publishing this book Mr. Baird has done a real service to the community. [Toledo Blade. “We hope the publisher will sell 100,000 copies ol tins book during ’TL [ Boston Advertiser. 
We have just painted our house as advised bvthc 
author, aud congratulate ourselves that no dweilin" 
in our neighborhood excels ours in appearance" 
: Harper’s Weekly. 
“In selling a sample copy tor 10 cents, Mr. Baird must feel certain an order for 25 bound in cloth will follovv,’ [trank Leslie. 
“We know the town and country paints therein recommended, andean vouch for their value and the 
excellence of tne “Harrison” brand of white lead.” [Phila. Ledger. 




Needli-s tor any nutcliiue .split. 
doj^pn^ .Needles warranti-d and 
exchanged if not satisfactory. 
Address iNatiqnai. Nkkiii.k 
*,|> -->4 I'remont Street, Bouton, 
^aM^TTwiurwanTed'evtry where. 
CO [Krstablislied 1830.1 
WELCH & GRIFFITHS 
Manufacturers of Saws. 
^ SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS. 
EVERY H IW R ARRAITED, 
FILES, BELTING & MACHINERY. 
«-HBEKAL DISCOUNTS..** 
"N WPrice Lists und Circulars free. 
WELCH & GRIFFITHS, 
CO Boston. Mann.. A Detroit, Midi. 
an > irnrr-i 
USE the Reisinger Sash Lock and Support to 
FASTEN YOUR WINDOWS! 
No spring to break, no cutting ot sash ; cheap, dura- 
ble, very easily applied; nolds sash at any place de- 
sired, and a self-fastener when the sash is down. 
Send stamp for circular. Circular and six copper- 
bronzed locks sent to any address in the U. S., post 
paid, on receipt of 50 cts. Liberal inducements to 
the trade. Agents wanted. Address REISINGER 
Sash Lock Co., No.418 Market St., Harrisburg, Pa. 
Sewing iVTaoliine 
Is the BEST IN THE WOULD- 
Atrentt lVanteil. Send for Circular. Address: 
“DOMESTIC” SEWING MACA1NE CO., N. Y. 
10,000 GIFTS! 
$500,000 
On TUESDAY, JULY, 8th, 1873, the Third 
Grand Gift Concert, under the management 
of Ex-Governor Thos. E. Bramlette, and authorized 
by special act of the Legislature, for tne benefit of 
the Public Library of Kentucky, positively and un- 
equivocally comes off in Public Library Hall, at 
Louisville, Ky., when 10,000 Gifts,all cash, amount- 
Ing to $500,000, will be distributed by lot among the 
ticket-holders. The money to pay all these gifts In 
full is already in bank and set aside for that purpose, j 
as the following certificate shows 
Office of Farmers’ and Drovers’ Bank, t Louisville, Ivy., April 7, 1873. 5 
This is to certify that there is iu the FARMERS’ 
AND DROVERS’ BANK, to the credit of the 
Third Grand Gift Concert for the benefit of the Pub- 
lic Library of Ky., FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND 
DOLLARS, which has been set apart by the Man- 
agers to pay the gifts in full, and will be held by the 
Bank and paid out for this purpose, and this purpose 
only. (Signed.) R. S. VEECIi, Cashier. 
Only a few tickets remain unsold, and they will be 
turnished to the first applicants at tin following 
pricesWhole tickets, $lu; halves, $5; quarters, 
$2.50; 11 wholes for $100; 5(5 lor $500, 113 for $1,000, 
and 575 for $5,000. For tickets and full information, 
apply to THOS. K. BRAMLETTE, 
Louisville, Ky. 
or THOS. H. IIAYS & CO., 
(509 Broadway, New York. 
CCOA per day! Agents wantedi All 
IU 4)4U classes of working people, of 
either sex, young or old, make more money at work 
for us iu their spare moments, or all the time, than at anything else. Particulars free. Address G. 
STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine. 
A RARE CHANCE! 
We will pay all Agents $40 per week in cash who 
will engage with us at once. Everything furnished 
and expenses paid. Address 
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich. 
THIS IS rnt HUMBUG. 
By sending 35 cts., with age, height, color of eyes 
and hair, you will receive a correct picture of your 
future husband or wife, with name and date of mar- 
riage. W. FOX, P. O. Drawer 24, Fultonville. N. Y. 
HOW ’Til* BOlVE.or the (Secret Ou Moustache and Whiskers in 42 days. This 
GREAT SECRET and 100others. Gamblers’Tricks, 
Cardiology, Ventriloquism, all in the ORIGINAL 
“BOOK OF WONDERS.” Mailed for 25 cents. 
Address D. C. CUTLER, Carthage, Illinois. 
GETTYSBURG 
Kataljrsine Water! 
Is the nearest approach to a specific ever discovered 
lor Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout,Gravel, 
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It 
restores muscular power to the Paralytic. Ii cures 
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, Consti- 
pation, Asthma, Catarrh and Bronchitis, Diseases 
oi the Skin, General Debility and Nervous Prostra- 
tion from Mental and Physical Excesses. It is the Greatest Antidote ever discovered for Excessive 
Eating or Drinking. It corrects the stomach, pro- 
motes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost 
immediately. No houshold should be without it. 
lor sale by all Druggists. 
J®~For a history of the Springs, for medical re- 
ports of tlie power of the water over disease, for 
marvellous cures, and for testimonials from dis- 
tinguished men, send for pamphlets. WHITNEY BROS., General Agents, 227 South Front Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Grttysburg Spring Co. 
1 f*l MALK OK FE- : vvuiigOHU 5/tAcs^it.^ male. $r,u a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at borne, day or evening; no capital required; lull in- 
structions and valuable package o goods sent tree by mail. Address, with six cent return stamp M YOUNG & CO., 10 Cortlandt St*, N. Y. 
iP* **"§ AGKolTN1W AS'fHHorotirNew 
M f^Maps, Charts, Books and Pictures, to- V/ i Vrgetner with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread, ladies’ Caskets and Golden Pens. $100 to $200 cleared per month by good, active men or women. 
Apply at once (by stamp) to D. I.. GUERNSEY, 
"Pub,” Concord, N. II. 
REWARD. 
For any case of Blind, 
Bleeding, Itching or Ul- 
| cerated Piles that Di- 
Bing’s Pile Remedy 
tails to cure. It is pre- 
pared expressly to cure 
nd nothing else. Sold by all Druggists. 
THE PLACE TO PURCHASE 
of nearly all varieties : as 
CORNETS, ALTOS, BARITONES, BASSES 
CONTRABASSES, ORCHESTRA CORN ETS : 
ot Brass or German Silver; Piston or 
Rotary Valves; 
Drums, Cy mbals, Flutes,5 Piccolos. Fifes, Flagkolktes, Clarionets, French and 
German accordkons, Violins and Gi 1- 
tars. Violoncellos,Double Basses 
Concertinas,Flutinas, Harmon 
jcas, Banjos, Music Boxes, 
Violin & Guitar Strings, 
and all Musical Merchan- 
dise, is tlie well 
known store 
of 
). C. HAYNES & CO., 
33 Court St., Boston. 
(Opposite Court House.) 
NEW GOODS 
JUST BECEIVEO FROM NEW 
YORK BY 
B. F. W ELLS, 
17 Is/Eaixi St. 
HAMBURG EDGES ol every price and pattern trom 8 cents to $1.da. They are cheaper than can 
be bought elsewhere in New England. Also an 














&e., &c., &e. 
CLARK’S MACHINE COTTON r, cents. Also 
50 dozen LINEN BOSOMS from 1? cents up. A 
great Bustle about our Laniers, 10 different styles in stock from 25 to 75 cents. 
All the above goods are marked in plain figures, and I defy competition on any article I keep. My 
customers aud friends are cordily invited to -t p in and see quality and prices of the same. 
Your* Truly. 
B. F. WELLS. 
THE FLORENCE & HOWE 
For Sale on LIBERAL 
and EASY TERMS. 










EDGE STITCH ING. 
DONE AT SHORT NOTICE by a nice operator on 
the Florence Sewing Machines, at most reasonable 
prices. 
<> A R M K N T S 
Of -ill kinds CLI AND MADE lo ORDER. Par- 
ticular attention paid to the making of CENTS’ 
SHIRTS AND LADIES’ ENDUE OAKMKNTs. 
SIAM PINO for P.KAIDINO and EMBROIDERY 
Done. 
Agency tor BUTTER I Civ’s PA PER PATTERNS 
OF HARM ENTS. A large assortment of Sioing Styl* s just received. 
CARTER'S PERFECTED IIEMMF.litf. Ik 
iiest Dr* -s (foods ami Flaunol llcminer in the mar- 
ket. TRY IT, PRICE $1.00. 
Attention is called to LITTLE’S NEEDLE 
SHARPENER, POLISHER and CASE combined, 
for sharpening and polishing all kinds of needles, 
an.I to the ORESENT BE lTON-HoLE CUTTf.R, 
cutting any size button-hole. Examine them. 
The best quality of Cotton, Silk, Oil, Needles and 
attachments for all kinds ot Sewing Machines kept 
constantly on hand. 
W. K. NOR1HOA', Agent, 
»0 Rain Ntreet. 
(Up Stairs) Over Carlo & Morison’s Hardware Store, 
tiTt Belfast Me. 
MuLUIIlSCt. 
Would respectfully announce to the ladies ol 
Belfast and viciuity, that they have just 








and a variety of other goods. 
MISS DAGGETT, the popular Milliner, will con- 
tinue in charge of this department. 
Tn the Dress Making Department Miss J ACKSON 
is ready with ne-.v Spring Styles tor Dre.-ses, Sacks, 
and Capes. 
Patterns Cut to Order. 
We take this opportunity to thank our friends, 
who by their generous patronage assured our success 
during the past year, and promise that no effort shall be spared to secure their continued approval. 
MSS. E. E. JOHNSON 8 CO., 
Hu. 3 HaflM Block, ■ ■ Sluircli St. 
tfso 
A QUIET DOMESTIC ! 
A DOMESTIC BLESSING! 
A DOMESTIC LUXURY ! 
A DOMESTIC NECESSITY! 








3 S' ^ w 
3 2 E M I 
■ 
2,p ^ Vcn? «1 
FIFTY PER CENT. RAVED! 
No power Is so coetly as that ol human muscle and litty per cent, ot the power required to run a Sewing-Machine may he saved h> using tlie 
“LIGHT RUNNING” 
“DOMESTIC.” 
IT MAKES THE 
LOCK STITCH 
With the least and most simple machinery ol anv SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WEA Rg 
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its 
remarkable simplicity and ease of running great quietness of operation with a wonderful range of work. We are also Agents for the improved Singer Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t fail to call and examine. 
POTE & QUIMBY. 
Belfast Dec. 13.~tf24 
MOLASSES! 
364 Hhds. 30 Tcs. 10 Bbls. 
CHOICE 
Just received per Brig Daui 
and for sale by 
April 9, 1S73.-4W40* ^ 
ITor Sale I 
FT1H E SUBSCRIBER wishing to close out his 
1 business in Belfast, offers his entire stock for 
sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, &o., &c„ in- 
cluding Tools, Shop and Store. 
The above is well located and presents a good op- 
portunity for any one wishing to carry on he stove business in Belfast. A. 1). FRENCH. 
Belfast, April 10,1873. t/40 
Persons indebted to the subscriber are requested 
to call and settle immediately. A. I). FRENCH. 
Farm for Sale 
Tin* subscriber oilers lor sale his 
larin situated in Nortliport, on the 
Miuri io.iu, m.\ en miles and a liaif from Belfast, four 
to Lincolnvillo Beach. Consisting of forty-five 
acres, more or less. Good buildings, well wooded and watered, with young orchard. For particulars 
inquire on the premises. 
3w41* BYRON J. DOW. 
Farm for Sale. 
The subscriber offers lor sale his 
larm, Hituan u in Prospect, one mile and a halt 
west from the village. Consisting oi one hundred 
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wood- ed and watered, with good orchard of grafted fruit. 
For particulars inquire on the premises. 
ISAAC T. SMITH. 
Prospect, Feb. 4,1873.—3Ctf 
Farm for Sale. 
The Subscriber otters ior sale the 
hlliot Farm, so called, situated on 
me oiu stage road from b rankfort Village to North Searsport, about three miles from the former place. I hl- Farm contains 175 acres ol land; cut last year ton8 ot hay; has an excellent orchard, raised last 
season 200 bushels ot grafted lruit ot nice quality ; has 75 acres of young hard wood growth ; has excel- 
lent pasture, is well fenced, has a meadow bearing a good quality ot grass, and with little expense can be much improved; good buildings, an excellent well ol water, l’rice $2,2>:0. Possession can be given 
immediately. For further particulars inquire of the 
subscriber at West Winterpi.rt. 
B. PLUMMER. 
W. \N interport, April 17th, is?!!.—ttl‘2 
Farm for Sale. 
I’Im* subscriber offers (or sale the 
well known (’ook farm, so called, 
in Jackson, baid farm contains 120 acre* ol xcel- 
aiit lsud, sisuatcd at Jackson Centre, and is divided 
into highly cultivated tieids, pasturing and thick 
wood lands. It is 4 miles from Brooks station, and 
100 rods from F. O., and the same from a good 
meeting every Sunday, and the same from Town 
House. It it abundantly supplied with water trom 
wells and numerous springs: the house is a stor> and hall with ell, finished throughout, together with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 42 by 53 feet, wood house. Blacksmith shop, dung cellar, 
sheep house, a large orchard mostly grafted fruit. 
Apply t-> the subscriber on the place. 
K D YV A It 1 > \V KO B E It TS. 
Jackson, Dec. 3d 1872.—tf23 
For Sale! 
6000 APPLE TREES. 
0 YKARS OLD, of grafted fruit. 
Farmers why will you buy Western 
sfruit trees, ol which you know 
nothing, when you can for half 
the price purchase tree- raised in yoiir own State, 
which necessarily must be adapted to the soil and 
climate, and naturally must, it properly transplant- ed, thrive and bring forth.truit. 
PRICE, 25 CENTS EACH. 
For further information apply to the undersigned, 
at Wiuterport Village. <J. K. MERRILL. 
Feb. 20th 1873.—3inos34 
\\J AfTED. Men and Ladies to make and sell ▼ V an article that will pay them from Ten to 
Twenty Dollars weekly. Send 25cts.,and stamp f>>r circular, &.C. Address U. A i.KXANbER Box. 
501, Hyde Dark. Mass. Cw38* 
Y OTMCJB ! 
I hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast, that I will be at the store of Oakes Angirr Saturday afternoons, from 2 until 5 P. M., for the purpose of receiving taxes. 
DANIEL L. PITCH ER,Collector. 
Belfast, Sept. 26.—tf 13 
Produce Wanted ! 
1 will pay the highest market price for all kinds of 
I-ARM PRODUCE. Potatoes, Pressed Hay, Apples, Bean.->, &c., &c., delivered at Lane’s Wharf, ft this city. E. A. CaLDERWOOD. 
Belfast, Nov. 1872.—tfl‘» 
OR SALE IN' BELFAST BY ly 1 
M P. W <) O 1) C O (' K 
SAMUEL WARD &. CO., Propr’s, Boston 
WHEN YOU PAINT, 
use the perfectly pure 
WHITE LEAS ! 
manufactured by 
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., 
IfeortKtnil, .tie. 
1 his lead is \\ a bran LP Pure, and is unsurpassed in Body, Durability and Fineness. 3m38 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT 
‘‘A Penny Saved is a Penny Earned." 
DEPOSITS made oh or before the 1st of any month, will bo placed upon interest, every moi th, (except May and November- and interest 
computed upon the same in June and December. 
Deposits received daily at the Banking Hoorn, 
irom 9 to 12 A. M., and 2to 4 l*. M. Saturdays from 2 to 12A.M. 
JOHN II. QUIMBY, Tretis. ASA FAUJNC1C. Prest. Belfast July 13, ls70. 
$500,000 Worth of Clothing Destroyed. 
Wo the undersigned having made large contracts with ilostou Parties tor manufacturing Clothing, are now ready to supply our old hands with work. 
An unlimited number oi good vest makers will he 
wanted after the first of January. They can he 
supplied witli work from our store at lieliast or 
Monroe. FIFTY HOOD VEST MAKERS will be 
wanted to work in our Shop, heginuing on or about 
the lirst of January. 
We nave a flue assortment of Dry Goods, Roots 
and Slioes which we offer at low prices. 
Belfast, Dec. 13—tf24 POTE & QUIMBY. 
Leeds, Robinson & Co., 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
Wareham Nail Co.’s Cut Nails. 
Robinson Iron Co.’s Cut Nails. 
AGENTS FOIt 
Anderson & Woods Cast Steel. 
Old Colony Iron Co.’s Shovels. 
DEALERS IN 
SCRAP IRON. 
75 NORTH ST., cor. of JOHN, BOSTON. Um3tt 
1ST E W 
GRIST MILL! 
"VI7”K wish to inform the public that we have put 
▼ f iu one of HARRISON’S CELEBRATED 
CORN MILLS for Grinding and Cracking Corn, 
Grinding Rye, Oars &c. 
T his Mill is on Washington St., just above .1, S, Davis’Blacksmith Shop. 
W«- respectfully solicit a portion of the Miliiug business. ° 
Having purchased the wood-working machinery belonging to Messrs. Field & Mathews, we are pre pi,red to do all kinds of Irregular Moulding, flic roll and Straight Man log. Turning! 
At-., heretofore done by them. tf34 
4LL A Mil SEE U»?^ 
HOWARD MANF. CO. 
Advertising is a Salve which 
draws customers. Advertising 
is like the celebrated magnetic 
stone ; it draws everybody and 
his wife right up to the point. 
You might as well try to make 
a dead man swim up stream as 
to keep people from buying of 
a liberal advertiser. This is the 
experience of every man who 
has tried it. The best medium 
for this vicinity is the REPUB- 
LICAN JOURNAL. 
£* T JMC 
DYE HOUSE! 
Aiisj'uitta, ■ » .’S tiiiie. 
Awarded First Premium at Maine Mate Fair. 1S70 
EMILE BARBIER, Proprietos\ 
This well known establishment. uith it admirable 
facilities, is conducted by a first-class FRENCH 
DYER. Dying and Cleansing done in a manner 1,» 
give PERFECT SATISFACTION. 
Ladies’ Dresses, Sacques, Velvet, Ribbons, &c.’ 
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or 
taking otl trimmings, f ace Curtain < :< i.scd and 
done equal to new. Carpets Cleansed and Color 
Restored. 
DYED OR ('EA.VSED! 
Gent’s Garments, Coats, Pantsand V • sts Cleansed 
or Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue, 
and pressed ready lor wear. Gent’s Garments Im- 
pairing done at short notice. 
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,every day. 
Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed and finished in 
the best manner, at VERY LOW PRICES. 
Goods sent every MONDAY. Agency at 
D. F. WEL1%’ Millin' rv and Fane\ Goods 
Store, No. 17 Main Street, Belfast Me.—li Pi* 
HomeMade eer 
A Delicious. Stmi^tlienius. Blood* 
('IC’MIlttillg- ilwiT-H'*-. 
IS MADE IN A SHORT TIME HV E S1N < THE 
Compound Fluid Extract 
DANDELION! 
It has a direct action on the Liver, invigorating its 
powers ot secretion, aiding the digestive orj/ans^ind 
uetingas an alterative and tonic, t.' in ted with Dm 
delion in this compound are Yellow Dock, s a-npa- ri 11a, Wild Cherry Hark, Huttermit, IIop- and nt valuable remedies whose properties ;,re !*,--!«• in },, i, 
esteem in cases of 
Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaints, Impure 
Blood, Obstructions of the l iver, Ner- 
vousness, Skin Diseases, Ac., Ac. 
I’KKI'ARKn ItV 
H, A J, EIIEKH Kit. Hums. 
Sold l»y jgruKgista uml lir.icers sji iii rn 11>. u 
Behold H as It Is ! 
Let any one gutTerin^ from tlii* nash 
anil foul ili«ea««e look at the above pic- 
ture o- hi* na.4u! or^an*. | *hos £ ti» «l 
of the remedy, 
RIDER’S GERMAN SNUFF 
a ill 40011 convince vou of if* nonoei-ful 
merit* in curiae tlii* vile ili*oriler in 
! fact you w ill liecureil. too then, ami not 
fill then, will yon look like the follow 
inj,r 
How ;rmt I lie ( han^e hm« iniainw-il 
your nasal orgmu have become. 
Remember that as a I'rcvemative 
von miiMt alvvavs have a ISov o» 
REEDER’S GERMAN SNUFF 
which will by its use PREVENT disease ami ham- 
hundreds of dollars. 
Ilo not tube any uther (ireparatiou.hut 
he sure to obtain the above. fe»rire I » 
cents. For sale l» RlliilUtn 19 




Is a positive cure for Sciatica. Klu-umal i-m. Neural- 
gia, Spinal Complaint, < 'ontractcd < '< r. 1 Lame 
Buck, Sprains, &c. It has cured ca-'- s given up t*y 
physicians as hopeless ani> is niK onlv « i.k ain 
< pkk for Sciatica. Trv it it will curt you. 
Always procure large bottles tor severe cases. Large 
bottles $1.5o, small botThs ?.'« ct-. Sold l.v all 
druggists. E. W. KVI KIi X SON Proprietor*. 
Boston, Mass, Send .stamp for fin' skiioi.ii Cash Book.’* lyraueow 
13 PURELY A VEGETABLE PREPARATION, composed Bimply of well-known ROOTS. HERBS, and FRUITS, combined with other properties, which in their nature are Cathartic, 
Aperient, Nutritious, Diuretic, Alterative ami Anti- 
Bilious. The whole is preserved iu a sufficient 
quantity of spirit from the Sl'UAR CAN lil to 
keep them in any climate, which makes the 
PLANTATION Bitters 
one of the most desirable Tonics nml Cnthar 
tic* in the world, They are intended strictly us a 
Domestic Tonic,' 
only to lie used as a medicine, and always according to directions. B 
They are the sheet-anchor of the feeble and de- bilitated. They act upon a diseased liver, and 
stimulate to such a degree, t.iat a healthy action is at once brought about. As a remedy to which Women are especially subject, itiseilrpersediim 
every other stimulant. As a Spri ng unit Nuni 
mer Tonic, they bavo no equal. They"are a mild and gentle Purgative ns well as Tonic They t’urily tlio Bisod. They aro a splendid Appetizer, 'they maketho weak strong. They purity and in- vigorate. They cure Uyspepsia. Constipation, and Headache. They act as a specific in all species of disorders which undermine the bodily strength and break dowu the auimal spirits. 
Depot; 53 Park Place, New York. 
BEERY’S 
VEGETABLE 
DR. MOSES CALL! 
THE 
U It E AT II E H E IIV 
FOR 
Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver Com- 
plaint, Loss of Appetite, Foulness 
of the Stomach, Costiveness, Diz- 
ziness, Headache, Indigestion,Faint- 
ness and Sinking at tho Stomach. 
Eruptions on the Face and Neck, 
and for all Impurities of the Blood 
are uot excelled by any other Med- 
icine. 
Sold by all Dealers in Medicine 
WHOLESALE AGENTS 
{y 'p •> ( Portland. 
GEORGE S. BERRY, 
Solo Proprietor. 
‘"‘1 DAMARISUOTTA, me. 
Only 50 Cents per Bottle. 
T« p'a'v.i-, tlie GROWTH, PRESER- 
VED ?h COLOR, mv! increases tine 
Vie 2 itiid I5i:ASJTVuf the HAIR. 
< 'i Teiihiv Yfarr ago Lyons Kathairon fob 
■ii' rstpla. I themarket by Professor 
..•.>•>»!. a rad: Princeton College. 
: i-• i• ih d from the Creek *• Kathro,” 
g to rettn.i'. purijiy, rcjui ■ '.ate, or restore. 
1 i. it b ov. i\ .I, and the popularity it has 
1 d, I!!.i d-umd and incredible. It lll- 
tile l.holV! II a.Uu JJKArXYOf tho Haik. It is 
u ut ore.-. ic eradicates dandruff. !t 
I iai: +’;<»ni turning gray, it keeps the 
head iv. m the bar a rich. soft, glossy ap- 
1 i < it ir t:.e •; .mi: j.i quantity and Quality 
as it n- '.-i «... I'i.-aue of a t'kntuhy Ago. and in 
sold by all J ■ 'gists and Count! y btorcuatonly 50 
* eis. -t per A,-.;-;»lc. 
Wcem's Glory is Her 
LYON’S 
sb;m i;\( t:i> to hi; 
HANGED! 
IS bliss icomparison t<» being sent.-need to a life time oi misery, and every young >r middle-aged 
man or woman is sure to receive the above si-ntene. 
who does no! profit by rlie warnings contained in 
th new book entitled “Lectures on Spenn.-itorrlne-. 
or Semina! Weakm s, Impotence, Onanism, Me 
turbation, < it Abuse and al; diseases of the >. 
ual Organ ." It is tin-only work published bv r.-lia 
bIv lut die authority on the above disease \vIi:*■-b 
will-av. from a remature grave thousands of our 
young m.-n and women, if contains information 
which tvery in,in or woman, married or single, 
should know. Pon’t fail to send for it. Sent to any 
address, in sealed envelopes, upon receipt of lucent-, 
which iu-t covers e> pense of mailing, VddressTHL 
MASSACHl SKI TS MKDICaI. 1 NS 1 in Th. N 
lad Court Street, Huston. hint 
A GREAT 
-mmmJ 
I xtract. ol Roots and Herbs which most invariu 
ably i'll re* the tollowing complaint? — 
Heart Hum, Liver Complaint, and 
1 <o?.*> ot Appetite cured by taking a lew bottle?. 
l.atNiliule, Low spirits, and Sinking Sensation 
I aired at once. 
CrupiioitN I’inij.b Hln’i-h.•Handall impurities 
ol lie blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise, 
cured readily by tollowing the directions on the 
bottle. 
!**«»*' Bhlnev. Bladder and Urinary derange- 
ments it ha no equal; one bottle will convince the 
most sceptical. 
W oriiiit. expelled from the system without the 
Ic.ot difficulty; a lew bottles are sufficient tor the 
most obstinate case. 
one bottle has cured the most difficult 
••ase when all other remedies failed. 
V«*rvo»i«* 1HHituitie**, Neuralgia, Headache, 
&c., eased immediately. 
liiinimatiKUi, Swelled .Joints, and all Sero- 
tular Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this 
[ invaluable medicine. 
itroncliiti*, Catarrh, ( onvulsions, and ilys- 
tei ics cured or much relieved. 
OiHUiilf lir<‘a tiling, Pa.n in the Lungs, Side 
and Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few 
bottles of the Quaker Hitters. 
llitKnilties, o prevalent among 
American ladie-;, yield readily to this invaluable 
medicine, the Quaker Hitters. 
ISiliotis, Kemittant and Imermittant Lexers, so 
prevalent in many parts of our country completely eradicated by the use of the Quaker Hitters. 
TIm- Aged ti ml in the Quaker Hitters just the 
article they stand in need of in their declining years. 
It quicKens the blood and cheers the mind, and 
paves the passage clown the plane inclined. 
Aio One can remain long unwell (unless afflicted 
with an incurable disease,) alter taking a lew bottles 
ol the Quaker Bitters. 
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines. 
SOLD AT WH DLLS ALE BY 
IV, I. PHILLIPS «& CO.. Portland. 
PREPARED BY 
I >K. 1 1. S FLINT A* < H >., 
At their (ireat Medical Depot Sc ly? Broad 
Street, Providence, it. t. lim.'U 
jlSEASE 
< 'AN HE ( !URKI). 
DR GRAVES- 
WILL CURK 
Any Case of Heart Disease, 
Although given up by the best Physicians. 
We do not hesitate to say it will cure the follow 
ing symptoms, though most of them have been de- 
clared incurable 
■palpitation, Knlar^euient. Npamut, On 
«iiti«ation or ISony Formation of the 
Heart, ItlieuiiiatiNiu, tJeiier^l OehilitT. 
Water about the Heart, Winking- of the 
Wpirita, Fain* in the Wi«lo orChent. His- 
/ineNN.WIuggiNh Circulation of the Hlooil 
and llonientan Mtoppag-e of the Action 
of the Heart. 
Our agent, ou application, will turnish you with 
our circular, giving full description of the disease, 
andalso a number of testimonials of cures; and if 
you would like further proof from the parties who 
have given the testimonials, write them and see 
what they say. 
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart 
Regulator, and the demand is still increasing. We 
are confident we are doing the public a benefit, and 
not trying to impose on them a worthless prepara- 
tion. 
The price of the Heart Regulator is one dol- 
lar per Bottle, and can be obtained of our agent 
ly7 S. A. EIOWKS & CO., Druggists, Belfast. 
BOSTON & LOWELL 
SPfilMG ARRANGEMENT FOR 1813 
On and alter Monday, April Jl, Steamer 
CJ A MBR IDG-E' 
( iipt. .r. IV .9011 VHO\ 
Will make two trips pur w»ek, leaving Belfast tv 
Monday and l lii/rsday, at "J o’clock, I*. M. 
Upturning, will have Boston every Tuesday a; 
Friday, at f>, 1\ M dKO, < WELLS, Agent 
Belfast, Apr 17. J:j. 
< >N K TH IP PKli \V HKK 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT. 
J lie * vorite steamer 
l, i; w 1STO.N 
C'lpt f’HAS iJKKKiN .. 
>\ 11 leave Railroad Wharf ven l'hursdny Kvenin* 
at 10 o’clock, comm nemg Thursday M irch •.*oth. 
!■ or Rockland, < a -1 n, !»<•-•[■ I -1.• Sedgewick m 
W Harbor, Mt. Desert, Millbridge .i mt-sp and Mai1 i-oort, as tlx- i. ill permit. 
Returning will leave Mach disport ••wry Mtui*n. 
morning at o clock, touching at th" above nan,- 
landings. 
For further particulars inquire ol Rus- ,v stur 
vant, i:y Commercial Street, or 
CYRUS STURiHVA.N I tjeu.ral Ag 
I’ortlami, March ■'th, ti ; 
THU KAVOKI I K STKAMKK 
CITY OF RICHMOND! 
< < (4 ILK1 
VVi 11 leave Kailroa J VV'havl, Portland,every Mon.l. 
Wednesd ty and Frid 
tm nciug Wednesday vpr.!\ aw P.angor, toueMin_• 
at. Kockland.t tmden.l.iacilnvi .i;»■ 11.»-1 s. Ur>port 
| Sandy Point. Kuek-port, Wintarpert and Hampden 
lieturning \vi,: eu Many v. rv Mindav, W. .t 
ncsda\ and Kr: : •• w ening- at o’clock touching' 
at the above iiatn >' landing' arriving in Portland 
at a o’clock, I*. M i' turiher particulars inqutr. 
of l’o>- Stand.ant, « ■tum.Tri.il Street, or 
W PI'S STL'KDI V A N I n. Agent. 
WHIPS PATTF.liM.-N. Agent tor Belfast 
Port land April ■ l.v 
Now jiiarkot lor Produce. 
Tilt* undersigned gives notice that he 
.1- running tl -eh i\ M HONNM 
between Helta-t and urver’s Hurt-oi 
currying freight and passenger-. 1 It* 
-' hooner.vvhen it. port, nun be found it 
II imb-11 w! art. 
Bail. !. urg will a: ?tn -tore ol WOoLxs, 
M All! B \\ S UAKi.i; wli-p- those inning an* klrri of Biii fi innv lird him read' ?■• 
! take It .it tali pri. NlOMAS BlIMlKS.S 
Belfast, Oct. I, 1>7". (Ill 
jvr. a. Ft. Ft. 
// — 
WINTER A R R A N G E M E N T 
I •* ^ B -J « 
ON AM) A Y I K K NO\BMBtK l.tth. 1' 
I and all p I frees i l. ? ■ in* ii iat oil 1 b i» re.i n a I \ 
j Mixed I rain at a I*. M., cm neet mg at BurnliaJn > 
Mixed 1 rain tor Water; ille. and l’a--. -ng* ■ I ,1( Bangor and all .Station: l-.a. t 
Trains will be due in B* lta-r imui Boston. r 
land, and ail Stations internn tiiati t- 7 I* 
Mixed iraintrom Burnham c..i i.. i;,r uithtr 
f rom Bangor at 1 :■"> \. ">i 
I h.- Nov I,in.- bet;;. n 1 »ati\ ill* and ninberla 
will then be open giving pass. ngers i. r Bortland 
opportunity t.* c ithei ;va v; mt ! tug. ol ■ ■ 
A»v, 1S7-J. I i. 1.1 Nn »|.N >up 
AMERICAN AND CORED;N PATEN'i 
R. H. EDDY, 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
Fur InvcDtiiMis. frade Mark', ur IVsigns, 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston 
VF 1 Kli an extensive | r.ietie. upward- ■>! th ty year-, eoutinu*■- to '. cur. Polenta in th 
l nited htutes ; il-o in tit eat BriMin, Prance, an < 
other foreign countries. havean .Specification.-. 
Assignments, and all papers tor Patents, executed 
on reasonable term', with despatch. Research. 
made to determine the validity and utilitv of Patents 
of inventions, and legal and other a.D ie. rendered 
in all matters touching the same. t opi, s th, claims of any patent furnished hv emitting one d.d 
lar. Assignment.' recorded iu Washington. No Agency in t he h uif cd Stat e s possesses super to facility tor obtaining P itents or ascitaining t D 
patent ability ui invention'. 
All necessity «.t a jourm \\ i-hingtuii to piv- cure a Patent, and t he u-ua 1 g re.it dehiv there sr. 
lo re saved inventors. 
n>Ta *!«*■*, t.H. 
1 regard Mr. Kddv • one >i the most ■•apat.h- ■, successful practitioners with whom 1 have had it 
c«ai intercourse. ellAKl.hS MA.mi.N, (Viumi. sioner of Patents.’' 
“I have no hesitation i ii assuring inventor- tin* they cannot employ a man mor. comp, tent urn: 
trustworthy, and mor- <■ apn? !, -t putting their plications in form to cure from tl.ein an eart-. 
ami favorable eonsj.; rr ,u i)d Patent office 
KhMIMi til 1th E 
Fail ommissiouer of Patents. 
“Mr. II. 11. Kt>i»v ha.- made tor no ova I II1 K t t 
application- for Patent'. !«..\ ing h. eii -ucces-lul in 
almost very case. >ueh uumistakal .. proof of gr :,t 
talent and ability on hi- part. h ads no to r- ,-onuni n.t 
all inventors to aj t proc rt their pa 
tents, as they may F, sure oi having th,- most lain, 
ful attention bestowed on ilieir ca-es.and at \>: 
reasonable charges. .In UN JAtihA It I 
Boston,Jan. i. h>7::—1> v 
BOSTON LEAS CO, 
[iNi -olt I'OII A k !» s : 
J H CHADWICK & CO., Agts 
«►•!»<*«* *•», A vMi OliHTKtreet 
IIONTOH. 
M AMI A<‘l I’KKKS Ol 
Boston Pure White Lead, 
**r v ami <* miiiikI in Oil. 
/INr' '-ITHAKUK, HKl 
mil V.i1,’V >IIKKT I.KAI.. UN 1 IN-1 1NU» PI P1-., IKON | j I K 
& FITTINGS, 1*1 MI'S. ,vc._ 
Onr Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in 01/ We warrant to be *t ri«-t I > pu r*. nd niw ami> that for lineuess, body and durability, it i- n..t aU» passed by anv Lead in the market, eft In tore i»u American. 
O^-In order t-. pr<arwe ujol,t , as our trade*mar! in right ». d redo yi'h oui 
corporate -eel in the < entre. IMiis on ■ v< rv imcl 
age ot our I»u r«* Loi<| Ni m*genuine yy itliout It. 
Ill the District Court of the i mt. d / States for tin District Main.-, 1" Bankruptcy 
In the matter ot JAM LS AND Wll.l JAM 1KFA1 Bankrupts. "*• 
Vr'iV!''/’ l,;T'.‘b' Ki"u piirsuuu: tu »■> *,7 °,r.* ^■ -:l 1 1 our;. 1 ‘COnil jjrni'rjil lurctitiir ot the t rtditor* <>t Jaim m i \y illiam I’reat Bunk 
"al 1 ,*,rV’t' un u"' H'lHliuntll ,lu> of June, A. (* 
f:“;n ° clock, A, M. I.. Mr. K«*Ul.-r Hum in., lor the purposes natued in -ection t\M*nt\ 
*0Vl's»r Congress, approved March 
'J M. G. CKOSBY, ) Trustees James ami 
'• ^ McGILYKKY, ) William I rent, Bankrupts Dated March 27, 187J. iwto 
PrfOBATE NOTICES. 
rnilKsubscriber herein yives public notice to nil JL concerned, that sb. lias b.-cu duly apoolnte.l 
tmdjakenupon Iwrs.-M tluMru»t ot Administratrix 
T'i1^bsCribrr l;»’r, by gives public notice to all X concerned Ibal he lias been duly appointed auJ KskmUMd°vr Vn S,’a' 'l'1'truat1,1 Adminilfrator „t the 
Cot v » w n*' Uoufjlass. late ot \l.mroe,in the liw u'iS Waldo, deceased, by yiviny bond as the ,‘'v b.e '•“‘felore requests all persons who jhttebted to said deceased's estate to make im- n.diate payment, amj those who have any demands 
tnereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him 
41 TIMOTHY MAYO. 
THE subscriber hereby *lves public notice to all concerned, that she has been duly appointed and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of Warren C. Hadley, late of .laeksou in the County of Waldo, deceased, by divine bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all 
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate 
to make immediate payment, and those who have 
any demands thereon, to exhibit the «*anie toj set 
tlement to her ORZILLA HADLEY. 
